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ABSTRACT

Chapter

622:

Strategies

for Student Implementation

An In-Service Training Program For
Massachusetts Public High School Students

September

1978

Carlene Victoria Riccelli, B.A., University of Massachusetts,
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts, Ed.D., University of
Massachusetts

Directed by:

Chapter
law enacted
schools
color,
the

in

622

Dr.

refers

to

a Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1971 which guarantees

access

to all public

and public school programs without regard to
sex,

religion or national origin.

State Board of Education

local

Norma Jean Anderson

compliance.

In June of

issued regulations

The present research

project designed

to

involve high

mentation agents

of

the

school

legislation.

is

to

a curriculum

students

as

Purposes of

imple¬

the

(1)

to develop an in-service curriculum
handbook for an eight-week (16 hour)
course entitled:
Chapter 622: Strate¬
gies for Student Implementation;

(2)

to pilot the course on a sample of ten
Amherst Regional High School students;

Vll

1975,

insure

project were:

and

race,

(3)

to evaluate changes in the course
participants':
(a)

information with respect to
Chapter 622,

(b)

awareness of situations that are
racist and/or sex role stereotypic,
and

(c)

actions to implement the spirit as
well as the letter of Chapter 622.

The curriculum mentioned in part one of the purpose was
developed and is presented in Appendix A.
27,

1977

through November 27,

experimental group of
students.

1977

From September

it was piloted with an

ten Amherst Regional High School

Evaluation results indicated that the students

were quite satisfied with the course content,

materials,

and learning atmosphere.
In order to evaluate changes
pants'

information,

awareness,

in the course partici¬

and actions relevant to

implementing Chapter 622 regulations,

the present researcher

designed three separate instruments.

They were field-

tested with five experts for face and content validity
and administered
group members.

(pre and post study)
F-ratios

(a =

.05)

to ten experimental

were calculated and the

following hypotheses were accepted:
(1)

There was a significant increase in the
level of participants' information
regarding Chapter 622 due to treatment.

(2)

There was a significant increase in the
level of participants' awareness of

vm

situations that are racist and/or sex
role stereotypic due to treatment.
(3)

There was a significant increase in the
participants' number of reported observa¬
tions of sex role stereotyping due to
treatment.

(4)

There was no significant increase in the
participants' number of reported reactions
to each instance of observed sex role stereo¬
typing due to treatment.

(5)

There was a significant increase in the
participants' number of reported observa¬
tions of racism due to treatment.

(6)

There was no significant increase in the
participants' number of reported reactions
to each instance of observed racism due
to treatment.

In addition to

the

the present researcher
projects
sis,

statistical
included

in Appendix C.

the other

is

student attempts

study.

implement a

reported above,

two examples of

One project is

an attitude
to

data

student

a curriculum analy¬

Both are reports of

specific Chapter

622

regulation.
Beyond the purposes
research also

articulated above,

investigated the potential

two major curricular

the present

effectiveness of

innovations:

(1)

in-service training for students as a
means of Chapter 622 implementation, and

(2)

combining racism and sexism awareness.
training with Chapter 622 implementation
strategies.

IX

Responses

from open-ended

classroom discussions,
that both
purposes

items on the course evaluation,

and

teacher's

innovations were effective
of

this

reports
for

indicated

the particular

study.

Recommendations

for

further

research

included:

(1)

replication.
in order to build a broader
base of empirical data to substantiate the
generalizability of the effectiveness of
the curriculum, it is suggested that the
course be replicated in a representative
cross-section of other Massachusetts pub¬
lic high schools.

(2)

follow-up studies.
Appropriate follow-up
studies were recommended to assess the
persistence of efforts of participants to
implement Chapter 622 after the course
is completed.

(3)

variations in the composition of
Experimentation might be done to
the potential impact of faculty,
and/or parent involvement in the

(4)

comparison studies.
Appropriate comparison
studies were recommended to assess the
effectiveness of this Chapter 622 student
in-service curriculum with a similar faculty

the sample.
determine
community,
course.

in-service curriculum.
(5)

qualitative analysis of results from students'
Self Reports.
Categories (i.e., verbal/nonverbal, direct/indirect, effective/ineffective,
etc.) could be imposed on the open-ended res¬
ponses from the Self Reports.
This would allow
for a qualitative measure of students' pre- and
post-study reactions to incidents of racism
and/or

(6)

sex role

stereotyping.

variations in the placebo treatment.
Control
group members could attend weekly discussion
groups on racism/sex role stereotyping and
Chapter 622 without utilizing any of the
experimental in-service course materials.
A
post-study comparison of groups would then

x

specifically measure the extent of
curriculum effectiveness.

xi
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Chapter
setts
all

refers

law enacted

public

regard

1971 which guarantees

and public

25,

sex,

religion,

1975,

regulations

regulations

for

ten specific

to

or national

based on recommendations of
the State Board of Educa-

relative

the

access

school programs without

advisory committees,

issued

outline

to a Commonwealth of Massachu¬

color,

On June

regional

These

in

schools

to race,

origin.^"

tion

622

to

this

statute.

2

implementation of Chapter

areas

622

for compliance which cannot
3

be

"obviated or

promulgated
schools

of

to

alleviated by any
"insure

at

the right of

law."

access

the Commonwealth and the equal

the opportunities,
study

local

such

advantages,

schools."

Education emphasized

that

"liberally

for

the

to public
enjoyment of

privileges

In addition,

They were

and courses of

the Board of

regulations would be
5

construed

In communicating
committees,
Anrig,

these purposes."

these

regulations

superintendents,

Commisioner of

to

local

and principals,

Education,

1

school

Gregory R.

issued an introductory

2

memo urging
in

[theirj

Chapter
It

the aforementioned
power

622

of

to

the Acts

is with an eye
that

carry out
of

toward

ter

622

°Pt

pilot and evaluate

individuals
the

1971

the

spirit and

and of

implementation of

the

"all

intent of

[jthej

"spirit and

the present research
an

to do

regulations."^

intent"

serves

of Chap¬

to devel-

in-service program for

student

law.

Rationale

Since June,
implementation
an ESEA Title

1975,

in

the major

focus

for Chapter

the Amherst Public Schools

IV grant commonly

referred

622

has been

to as

the

"Sex

7
Role

Stereotyping Project."

the proposal was
within

to develop

own professional

system at

large.8

objective

and

training
nars,

its

In

light of

single year

school

and within

accomplishments

funding

faculty,

the

school

articulated
the

in-service

for

the

semi¬

target

and administrators

Major

1976-1977

622 within

limitation,

staff,

the district.

during

facilitate

the

the project's

and group meetings

in

to

letter of Chapter

activity

population--interested
from each

the

"trained

format consisted primarily of

workshops,

objective of

a critical group of educators

the Amherst-Pelham schools

continuing growth beyond
their

The overall

efforts

school year

and

3

included:
(1)

an intensive, one—week introductory
workshop on sex role stereotyping
offered to twenty participants in
August of 1976,

(2)

establishment of on-going support
groups concerned with sex role
stereotyping in each of the schools,

(3)

publication of "Rockin' Roles," a
monthly newsletter of the Sex Role
Stereotyping Project,

(4)

in-service course offerings for
staff in the areas of sex differences,
theories of sex role socialization,
and non-sexist curricular innovations,

(5)

self-evaluative videotaping service
for teachers interested in examining
potential sex role stereotypic behav¬
iors in their classes,

(6)

an evening workshop
sexist parenting,

(7)

a cultural field trip to New York for
students and staff to see Ntozake
Shange's play, For Colored Girls...,

series

on non¬

and
(8)

It
aspects
was

that

team of

various other workshops with interested
school personnel in areas such as "The
Position of Women in Puerto Rican Cul¬
ture," "Math Anxiety and Girl's Achieve¬
ment," and "Grant Proposal Writing."

should be
of

emphasized that one of

the Sex Role

it provided
professional

for

the most positive

Stereotyping Project's proposal
"the development of

staff

in each

school"

a support
which would

4

be

responsible

beyond the
was

close

for

initial
to

a

the continuation of
funding period.

awareness

Unfortunately,

six month delay between the

coordination ended and
school year

1977-1978 was hired.

duties were

increased to

include

programming

for cultural

diversity as well

awareness.

During

High School

support team did not meet.

lar

inequity

time

the new CETA coordinator

the

time

reported at

training
there

the grant
for

the

The new coordinator's

lapse

system-wide
as

in-service
sex role

the Amherst Regional
Areas

the high school

of

curricu¬

in June of

1977

have yet to be addressed with either preventive or
remedial

interventions.

These

inequities

include:

(1)

underrepresentation of girls in
graphic arts, industrial arts, and
more advanced mathematics.
For
example, during the Spring 1977
semester, 92 boys were enrolled in
auto repair courses whereas only
nine girls were enrolled during
the same semester.10

(2)

underrepresentation of boys in child
study courses, clothing construction,
and home arts.
For example, 57 girls
were enrolled in either child develop¬
ment or child study courses during the
Spring 1977 semester.
No boys were
enrolled

(3)

in

these

courses.11

underrepresentation of girls and/or
minorities on the varsity j-ootball,
lacrosse, hockey and baseball teams.
Boys and/or minorities are under¬
represented on varsity field hockey
and

softball

teams.

5

(4)

disproportionately high representa¬
tion of minorities in special pro¬
grams designed for students with
motivational difficulties.

(5)

underrepresentation of minorities
in student governing and social
programming groups.

It should be emphasized
organizations,

and teams

that all of

are

technically open to all

Amherst students without regard
therefore,
ever,

as

students

in

cited above,
continue

stereotypic
women,

membership patterns

the

"integrated"

socialization

school

fact

for more
since

reflecting
for men,
not sur¬

schools

12

that

groups

sometimes

placement and

and

the practical day-to-

involves

teaches

are

in the

sex and/or
form of

children very

appropriate

for men,

and

social

tracking
technical

is

classes.
explicit

early

courses

is

that

women,

Rothstein
(i.e.,

race

tracking

13
minority

have

than one-hundred years

1954,

segregation

and

certain behaviors

is

that

that children experience within the

This

not meritocratic

This

that American

How¬

indicate

self-limiting choices

environment oftentimes

segregation.

622.

about appropriate behaviors

"co-educational"

racially
day

Despite

sex and are,

compliance with Chapter

to make

notions

to race or

and/or minority group members.

prising.
been

literal

these courses,

.
indicates

advanced

dominated by white males

6
whereas

secretarial

dominated),
girls

are

and home economics

but more often the

socialized

minorities

are

It

is

on

the part of

to defer

regarded

not long before
female

reinforcement and are
access

to

tion,
ter

Chapter

research

622

tion has

has

implementation
perspectives

of

the gap between
reality of

leadership and

"culturally deprived").

students

indeed self-regulatory,

the

In addi¬

implementation of Chap¬

"mandated eduational

legisla¬
and

14

critical need

students.

local

(as

impact upon affected agencies

strategies

the

little

making open

achieve.

in other Massachusetts
a

need

and activities

difficult to

little

exists

(i.e.,

and/or minority

individuals."

still

subtle

female

limiting behaviors

622)

as

is

are

stereotypic and

that the

produced

In Amherst,

the

to male

to be

investigating

shown

affiliated

there

tracking

"non-traditional"courses

mandated by

courses

for developing

that speak
These

intent of

communities,

to

the

622

self-limiting

strategies must bridge

622,

state regulations

and

discriminatory practices.

Purpose

The purpose of
(1)

the present study

is

threefold:

to develop an in-service curriculum
handbook1-* for an eight week (16 hour) _
course entitled:
Chapter 62 2: Strategies

7

for Student
(2)

to pilot the above-mentioned course
during the Fall 1977 semester with a
sample of ten Amherst Regional High
School students; and

(3)

to evaluate changes
participants':

Integral
section
sures

16

Hypothesis
level
622

of

that are
ment .

(b)

awareness of situations
that are racist and/or sex
role stereotypic, and

(c)

actions to implement the
spirit as well as the
letter of Chapter 622.

above are

changes

formative

and

the

following null hypotheses:

I.

There will be no

regulations

level

the course

information with respect
to Chapter 622 regulations,

the evaluation of

(3)

in

(a)

the participants'

Hypothesis
the

to

three
on

Implementation;

II.
of

due

to

in

summative mea-

significant increase

in

the

information regarding Chapter

treatment.

There will be

no

the participants'

racist and/or

outlined

sex role

significant

awareness of

increase

in

situations

stereotypic due

to

treat¬

8

Hypothesis III.

There will be no significant increase in

the level of participants'

actions to diagnose and counter¬

act effects of sex role stereotyping and racism due to
treatment.

Hypothesis IV.

(Not conducive to null form).

Partici¬

pants will demonstrate positive action to implement the
spirit and letter of Chapter 622 regulations by their
work on an independent project related to counteracting
racism and/or sex role stereotyping in their school com¬
munity.

This will be indicated in the form of written

project reports and/or audio-visual presentations of
projects

in action.

Significance

Discrimination by sex and race has historically
had deep roots

in the educational process.

wealth of Massachusetts Legislature,

The Common¬

in 1971,

enacted

Chapter 622 as a law designed to prohibit these forms
of discrimination and facilitate their elimination.
However,

as

indicated by evaluations of the impact of

,^

Chapter 622

compliance on local levels has been

minimal and certainly not in keeping with the intention
of the law.
This study,

therefore,

is significant in a number

9

of ways.

Probably the most immediate significance

the local

level)

(at

is that it provides a unique opportunity

for high school students to become actively involved in
diagnosing and correcting inequities in their own educational environment.

On a wider,

state-wide level,

project is also valuable for its design,

piloting,

this
and

evaluation of a curriculum handbook which may be utilized
by other Massachusetts public high schools in implementing
622 regulations.
Theoretically the present research has two major
innovations:
(1)

Traditionally

It expands the concept of "in-service
training" to serve as a means of
developing student educators.
"in-service training"

has been a vehicle

of professional growth solely for teaching staff and
administrators.
Chapter 622

State-wide,

the greatest efforts in

implementation have been in the area of

professional staff development programs.
study will

18

focus on high school students as

The present
the primary

implementation agents.
(2)

It examines the issues of sex role
stereotyping and racism together
rather than as separate issues.

Out of eighty-three public school programs described in
Winter 1975 edition of Kaleidoscope,

all of which were

10
voluntary efforts to extend the meaning of 'equal
opportunity'
references
typing.
onlY-

in Massachusetts,"19 only two made specific

to issues of both racial and sex role stereo¬

Most programs dealt with sex role stereotyping
This project gains a wider base of applicability

by dealing more broadly and specifically with issues of
oppression and their negative effects on the educational
process.

Limitations

The focus of this study is on the design,
ment,

develop¬

and evaluation of an in-service curriculum package

for student implementation of Massachusetts Chapter 622
regulations.
ings

is

As such,

the generalizability of any find¬

limited to similar populations of interested

public high school students.

Definitions

Chapter 622 of the Massachusetts Legislative Acts of
1971 refers

to a law to prohibit discrimination in public

schools which was adopted on August 5,

1971.

It guaran¬

tees access

to all public schools and public school courses,

advantages,

and privileges without regard to race,

sex,

•

•

religion or national origin.

20

color,

11

A racial stereotype is a socially shared belief that
ascribes certain standardized characteristics in an over¬
simplified or undifferentiated manner to a person based
p -|

solely on his or her race.
Racism will be defined as any attitude,

action,

or

institutional structure which subordinates a person or
group because of their color.
racial prejudice,

Racism is different from

stereotyping,

hatred,

or discrimination

in that it involves having the power to carry out system¬
atic discriminatory practices through the major institutions of our society.

22

A sex role stereotype is a socially shared belief
that ascribes certain standardized characteristics in
an oversimplified or undifferentiated manner to a person
based solely on his or her biological gender identity.

23

Sexism will be defined as prejudice or discrimination
against women via attitudes,
policies.

actions,

and/or institutional

Sexism is different from sex role stereotyping

because it involves having the power to carry out sys¬
tematic discriminatory practices through the major
•

.

4

institutions of our society.

24

Organization of the Present Research

The following chapters chronical the present

12
research:
Chapter II provides a background and overview of the
project.

Included is related research on the historical

development and implementation of Chapter 622 as well as
an examination of approaches and strategies of other
social change curricula.
Chapter III describes the methodology.

Processes

employed in selecting and designing the study population,
instrumentation,

research design,

statistics,

and

procedures are presented in detail.
Chapter IV reports data,

and discusses

and evaluates

the results from testing each of the four hypotheses
stated in the purpose section of this chapter.
Chapter V presents a summary,
identifies recommendations

discusses conclusions, and

for further research.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Literature related to the specific focus of the
present research is organized into three major catego¬
ries.

They are:

1)

An overview of race and sex

discrimination in public education;

2)

A review of

implementation programs developed by state and local
educators to facilitate compliance with Chapter 622;
and 3)

An investigation of research supporting the

purposes and major innovations of this study.

An Overview of Race and Sex Discrimination
in Public Education

The question of whether the American ideal of
equal opportunity is being achieved in the public
school system has received considerable attention in
the past decade.
male,

female,

An examination of the complexity of

and/or minority group relations within

the school environment can only be understood when
viewed in the larger context of the value structure
and normative patterns of American society in general.
In examining these norms,

social scientists have

developed theoretical perspectives on the origin and

13
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rationale

for

the differential

Allport1

groups.

in which children
priority

to

directed his

attention to

the home

influence

Einstein2

in the development of

has

reported

that a

attitude development can be attributed

unconscious

absorption of opinions

childhood.

If one accepts

social

the ways

learn to be prejudiced and gave

social prejudice.
part of

treatment of various

prejudice begins

special

significance of

large

to

and emotions

the

during

that the development of

early

in childhood,

educational

then

institutions

the
in

3
this

process becomes

that

the public

social

system,

opportunities
same

time

social
role

in

obvious.

school,

as

an

Barnes

it has

served

stratification.
socializing

concluded

integral part of

has been a partner
to America's

has

the

in denying equal

ethnic minorities.

At the

to perpetuate and reinforce
The extent of

children becomes

when one considers

the

juxtaposition with

their outcomes

the public

even more apparent

intent or purposes of
or

schools'

schools

specific

in

educational

practices.
Although
opportunity,
Reimer^

schools

in reality

contends

white male

profess

the promotion of

they perpetuate

inequality.

that schools maintain a

supremacy by differentially

equal

status quo of

socializing

15
students on the basis of race,

sex,

Differential treatment of men,

women,

can be explicit
riculum,

(i.e.,

and social class.
and/or minorities

segregated classes,

tracking systems,

etc.),

subtle and difficult to diagnose

biased cur¬

but more often it is
(i.e.,

socialized to defer to male leadership,

girls

being

treatment of

minority groups as if they were "culturally deprived,"
etc.).

Beck has asserted that "racism is so basic an

ingredient in the social and political foundations of
this country that it is difficult to discover and often
blatantly denied when exposed."6
cussion of women in academe,
tion can be "covert"

Harris,6

in her dis¬

reports that sex discrimina-

as well as

"overt."

Love

7

uses the

same terminology to define two major forms of racism
which are perpetuated at the "individual"
tional"

levels of our educational system.

and "institu¬
Although

racism and sexism may differ in their historic,
and economic manifestations,

cultural,

they both serve to limit

the development of young individuals

in schools.

Despite

the fact that the vast majority of researchers have
examined these social maladies
comparison of

in isolation,

a brief

their findings shows that both racist and

sexist practices
("institutional")

in schools have similar structural
and operational

("individual")
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manifestations.

Two areas which have served as foci for

researchers and social critics alike in examining racist
and sexist practices in schools are teacher/staff bias
and curriculum bias.

Teacher/Staff Bias.
bias

Research investigating teacher/staff

in education is substantial.

Sears and Feldman8

have reviewed specific research examining variations in
teacher interactions with boys and girls.

They noted

that studies done in the early sixties documented the
fact that boys receive a larger number of disapproval
contacts from their teachers than do girls.

In 1963,

Meyer and Thompson substantiated the aforementioned
findings but also found that "boys receive more praise
9

or approval than the girls did."
same year,

Spaulding,

during the

produced similar results on disapproval but

documented the fact that "teachers interacted more with
boys

than with girls on every one of the four major

categories of teaching behavior:
listening to the child,

approval,

instruction,

and disapproval."10

In essence,

the common thread of these findings is that boys receive
more attention

(positive and negative)

from their teachers.

Levy concludes that even if a boy is harshly repri¬
manded by his teachers and temporarily feels
he may simultaneously

put down

"learn to defend and assert himself

17
as an independent being."11

a girl who is rewarded with

high grades or words of praise for being "good"
docile,

cooperative)

is

(i.e.,

less likely to develop self-

assertive behavior that carries the risk of disapproval."12
In a society that values independence and self-sufficiency,
girls are severely hindered by this teacher-reinforced,
sex role conformity training.

In the long run

Olds13

contends that both sexes suffer when girls are made to
feel ashamed for behaving in an "un-ladylike" manner and
boys are chastised for expressing emotions.
Teachers'

racial attitudes and expectations about

the performance of children have also been found to
have a direct influence on student accomplishments.
Research by Rosenthal and Jacobson

14

a dramatic way how significant I.Q.

has demonstrated m
gains in randomly

selected children can be achieved by identifying them to
teachers as

"potential spurters."

Young also emphasizes

that "teachers are not immune to the racism of the society
of which they are a part.

If they expected

[italics mine^

their students to succeed and if they imparted to black
students a sense of worth and dignity,
succeed."15
experiments

those children would

Young goes on to say that "it is clear...from
in the behavioral sciences that the black

child's greatest obstacles in learning are his own teacher,

18
his principal,

and the whole apparatus of an educational

bureaucracy that doesn't believe that black kids are able
£_°r even ought to^]

learn.

expectations of teachers
n°t to learn."

17

Robinson reported that
"serve to teach Black students

Black students,

taught to accept their

"place"

Robinson claims,

are

in society which is char¬

acterized by lower expectations and standards for academic
achievement and behavior.

They may sense what is

happening and develop a variety of defenses to protect
themselves.

Black children facing compulsory education

and needing to survive,

may either withdraw into apathy

and persuade themselves that they no not care or they
may act out by rebelling against the system and risk
expulsion.
well as
vails

18

More often than not,

female students,

among minority as

the strategy of conformity pre¬

in the face of biased teacher attitudes.
Recent research in the area of student perceptions

of

teacher attitudes toward Blacks

in a predominantly

white school has been done by Nelson and Uhl.
questionnaire,

19

they sampled 123 Black males and 295 Black

females representing 85 different high schools.
findings

Via

Their

indicated that "black students revealed generally

negative perceptions and feelings concerning the fairness
of discipline in predominantly white schools.

Particularly

19
females,

but males as well,

indicated that discipline and

punishment were not administered with the same fairness
and effectiveness for majority and and minority students.
Black females

from predominantly white high schools seemed

to be especially sensitive to racial prejudice,

favoritism,

discrimination,

Unfortunate¬

ly,

and/or laxness among teachers.

the authors could not provide an explanation of this

latter finding from their data.

Clearly,

more research

examining the overlapping aspects of sex role and racial
discrimination is needed in order to properly access the
extent of teacher bias as an influence on students'

social

adjustments and academic achievement.

Curriculum bias.

Teacher bias does not exist in isolation.

Co-existent with prejudicial attitudes and interactions
have been institutionalized discriminatory practices and
and materials which have had considerable impact on the
quality of public education.

Examples include culturally

biased testings

ability grouping

(I.Q.

tests),

compensatory educational programs
approaches),

and biased

(tracking),

(inappropriate clinical

(white-focused)

curriculum.

These

vehicles of discrimination are so standard in most schools
that they often go unchallenged—leaving racism and sexism
as part of the hidden
(i.e.,

textbooks,

curriculum.

films,

etc.),

Instructional materials

although designed primarily

20
as

a means

effective

to
in

transmit knowledge

and

transmitting values

Pr^-ate behavior by

skills,

are equally

and standards of appro-

selecting and/or omitting certain life

experiences.
Extensive documentation of
has

been provided by

comprehensive

sex bias

feminist critics.

analyses

in curriculum
One of

at the elementary

the most

level has been

compiled by a National

Organization of Women task

called

and Images."

of

"Women on Words

2,760

ing

stories

in elementary

In

school

fifteen different publishers)

ings

that boy-centered stories

stories

biographies

6:1;

adult

female,

story

themes

ingenuity,
etc.)

sex bias

the

still

to males

high

school

still pervades

at a

themes

school

"omit many women of
the

achievement,

22

show that

Trecker,
history

in her

textbooks,

importance,

legal,

of

(i.e.,

4:1.

investigations

the curriculum.

simultaneously minimizing

female

Content analysis

perseverance,

than a dozen high

that they

find¬
girl-

outnumber

ratio of over

level,

their

main characters outnumber

3:1.

bravery,

21

(represent¬

outnumber

that active mastery

creativity,

review of more
observed

and adult male,

showed

Briefly,

male biographies

main characters

belonged
At

5:2;

study

they provided both a

and content analysis.

centered

1972

readers

statistical
showed

their

force

social,

while
and

21
cultural disabilities which they faced.

The authors tend

to depict women in a passive role and to stress that their
lives are determined by economic and political trends.
Women are rarely shown fighting for anything;
have been
el

'given'

to them."22

their rights

Also at the high school

(in addition to classroom curriculum),

young women are

confronted with discrimination in counseling,
materials and extracurricular activities.
documented sex bias in the use,

guidance

Tittle24 has

interpretation,

tent materials of vocational tests.

lev¬

Tiedt

25

and con-

has made

several recommendations for the provision of more realis¬
tic counseling for high school girls who must overcome
limitations

imposed by socialized,

sex role expectations—

specifically the pressure to marry and have a family
rather than to compete for professional training and a
or

career.

Trecker

has highlighted difficulties facing

high school women in the areas of competitive athletics
as well as physical education opportunities.
Discrimination against minorities in curriculum has
been equally well documented.

Beck has observed that

"public schools,

through the use of racist textbooks

written,

published,

whites,

edited,

selected,

and taught by

are inculcating into white children false notions

of superiority over people of color.

This is accomplished

22
k>y presenting
contemporary
Young has

a distorted view of
roles of whites

emphasized

positive approach
is

usually

Booker T.

the

'safe'

equal

rights."

history
slave,
the

texts
the

these

ance on
the

ton,

who

"barbaric"

"irresponsible"

by white
of

in

The

"happy"

freedman,

and

theorizes

than mere

ignor¬

first history

1841 by James Penning¬
studies

well-researched,

the wealth of

including

two volumned

thousand pages which was

Exclusion of

historians

in school
the

Drimmer

followed by many historical

nearly one

insisted on

Blacks

"ignorant"

Black people was written

1883.30

taught—

African,

the part of white historians.

history of

is

it

to reach an accom¬

are based on more

George Washington Williams '

in

and

song and dance man.

stereotypes

and was

take a more

fought segregation and

the

the world.

than Frederick Douglass

Other stereotypes of

include

"carefree"

that

of

28

life

who urged Negroes
rather

in

in our history,

black man whose

modation with White America,
DuBois,

"when books

the black people

Washington,

or W.E.B.

and non-whites

that even

to

the historical and

completed

these materials

cannot be attributed to

lack of

sources

information.
In addition

als,

to

textbooks

and other curricular materi¬

compensatory educational programs

ren have been

severely

criticized by

for minority child¬

eminent

Black

23
educators.

Weaver states that compensatory education

programs for the Black ghetto child are "too little,
late,

and are based on theories of colonialism,

power,

and

grants."

dependency,

[are unfairly utilized} as bases for obtaining

31

Gunnings

32

examined the purposes of three

compensatory educational programs—Headstart,
Through,

too

and Upward Bound.

His findings^

Follow

indicated that

all three were faulty because they were clinical and
symptom-oriented

(i.e.,

than system-oriented

the child is the problem)

(i.e.,

rather

society is the problem).

Damaging effects of the abuses of standardized test¬
ing on minority school children has been examined by
Williams,

Barnes,

Brazziel,

and others.

34

Williams has

documented the disproportionately large number of Black
children who are misplaced in special education classes
and low achievement tracks.
tions of
gives

I.Q.

Barnes discusses the limita¬

tests with oppressed,

minority group members.

several examples of invalidities arising from biased

concepts of
coefficients

intelligence,

lack of separate reliability

for minority groups,

examiner-examinee inter¬

action factors and other barriers which cause failure.
Brazziel criticizes the position of Jensenites and their
genetic

inferiority rationale for minority I.Q.

Deficiencies

scores.

in counseling approaches of school

He

24
counselors have been underscored by Anderson and Love.35
They feel that counselors have "been at a loss in prescrib¬
ing ways to re-orient themselves and their roles within
institutions to deal with such social problems as racism."3^
They propose that counselors become more involved in racial
awareness and provide a student workshop strategy for
becoming more effective change agents.

Other data per¬

taining to the counseling of minority students and inter¬
racial counseling issues have been published by Beck,
Mosby,

Hilliard,

and Hall,

et.

al.

to name a few.

37

Beck

has provided a model for more authentic interpersonal
relations between Blacks and whites in counseling situa¬
tions which recognizes and transcends the limitations of
the American racist power system.

Mosby proposed a new

cultural perspective on Black personality development and
examined the psychological effect of new pride in Black¬
ness upon divergent cultural systems.

Hilliard studied

personality dynamics differentiating Black activist and
non-activist students.
of

Results

from his administration

three personality measures provided evidence of greater

psychological health among Black student activists on all
scales when compared to non-activist students.

Hall et.

al.

have tested the hypothesis that Black Americans have gone
through four stages of identity development,

each

25
characterized by certain values which must be considered
in

the counseling process with young people.

Pine~^

has

provided extensive documentation of how guidance counsel¬
ing practices
spectives
may be

generally do not reflect any awareness per¬

and needs.

levied

in

He points out that malpractice

the future against counselors who

deliberately place minority
tial,

from applying

that are conveyed
our public

sured.

ideal

to children

there has

in response

and women when
of

equal

ties

and subtle,
in

to

these

investigation.

However,

is

groups

it

is

necessary

affecting

to

1971

legisla¬

have demanded that the

opportunity be put into action.

A review of all

beyond

in order

backdrop against which Chapter
Legislative Acts of

federal

identified needs of minority

legislation affecting
education

and methods

cannot be adequately mea¬

legislation.

in public

biased messages

the materials

been state and

educational

Anti-discrimination
federal

nuances

school programs

However,

action

groups

and

regardless of poten¬

to college.

The complexity of

tive

students,

into non-academic programs or who discourage minority

students

of

suits

622

females
the

state

and/or minori¬

scope of

the present

to provide a contextual
of

the Massachusetts

can be examined and evaluated,

review general

legislative

the aforementioned groups.

trends
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One of the earliest pieces of federal legislation
prohibiting discrimination against minorities and women
was Title VII of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964
352,

July 2,

1964),

(P.L.

which outlawed discrimination in

Private employment agencies.

Whereas this was a major

step toward upgrading the employment status of racial,
religious,
women,

and ethnic minorities,

as well as that of

it excluded educational institutions.

March of 1972,

However,

in

amendments to Title VII extended the equal

employment opportunity provisions to include educational
institutions

(P.L.

92-261).

The most comprehensive federal legislation to date
prohibiting sex discrimination is Title IX of the Educa¬
tion Amendments of 1972

(P.L.

92-318,

June 23,

1972).

This legislation is patterned after Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of
basis of race,

1964,

which forbids discrimination on the

color,

assisted programs.
the basis of sex,

and national origin in all federally

Title IX specifies that no person,

on

shall be excluded from participation or

subjected to discrimination under any activity receiving
federal

funding.

such as

school admissions.,

are in school,
athletics,

Sections of the law cover specific areas
treatment of students once they

participation in physical education and

participation in school organizations,

provision
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of services,

and financial aid.

Compliance with Title IX regulations is far from
being fully achieved,
programs.

39

Local,

especially in vocational education

state and/or city efforts to achieve

compliance in all areas of Title IX have been developed
primarily by community members,
learning,

institutions of higher

and state boards of education.

These efforts

could be divided into two major categories--those which
are oriented toward compliance/implementation of the
law and those which focus more generally on developing
awareness activities and/or social change strategies to
eliminate sex role stereotyping and sexism in schools.
One approach that is frequently used in complianceoriented programs

for Title IX implementation is the

development of a policy handbook.
handbooks are:

Suggestions

Two examples of policy

for Planning,

Implementing and

Evaluating Title IX Compliance Procedures and Programs
(prepared for local school
Pittsburgh)

systems by the University of

and A Suggested Policy Guide for School Dis¬

tricts Prohibiting Sex Discrimination in Education
pared by the Dover,
tion).40

(pre¬

Deleware Department of Public Instruc¬

Both publications outline specific Title IX

regulations

in lay terms and provide specific suggestions

for achieving goals as well as evaluation instruments.
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An exemplification of
category of

Title

documentation of
tion

in

the second,

IX compliance
the Committee

the Kalamazoo Schools

committee,

organized

appropriate,

is

provided

(CSSD).41
1971,

The goal of
was

systemic mechanisms whereby

of

the

to

this

introduce

"school personnel

their own strategies

ing sex discrimination.1,42
aspects

in Ahlum's

to Study Sex Discrimina¬

in December,

themselves would develop

ing all

awareness-oriented

for eliminat¬

After eighteen months of

system,

the CSSD task

study¬

force produced

five well-documented reports which were utilized as
plans

for

needed change.

oriented

strategy

sored at

the

book

43

of workshops

school

to

sex role

comparison of

time

spon¬

awareness of

of

"compliance-oriented"

implementation approaches

that each has merit and

the variables

success may depend heavily

administrative

involvement and commitment at the
approach may be most efficient
tance

this

is Verheyden-Hilliard's hand-

increase

"awareness-oriented"

reveals
on

level,

IX compliance,

and guidance personnel.

An evaluative
with

Another example of an awareness-

for Title

federal

action

and/or

ignorance of

support and community
local

level.

The

former

in communities where resis¬

legislative policies

ing women and/or minority groups

of

is

depriv¬

their rights.

latter approach might be most beneficial

in helping

The
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receptive communities design local equity standards which
could go beyond legislative mandates to insure rights and
meet specific,

locally identified needs.

Combined ap¬

proaches have been utilized in legislative compliance
programs as well.

This will be examined more closely in

reference to Chapter 622 implementation in Massachusetts.

A Review of Implementation Programs Developed
by State and Local Educators to Facilitate
Compliance with Chapter 622

Historical development of Chapter 622.

Implementation

programs to facilitate compliance with Chapter 622 have
mirrored the process which is characteristic of its his¬
torical development.

Both have come from and speak to

specific problems and needs as defined by citizen groups.
The concept of Chapter 622 was developed in 1970 during
a meeting of

"a group of feminists whose particular con¬

cern was whether state legislation could be an effective
means of improving the economic position of women."

44

The group focused on Massachusetts high schools and the
thwarted vocational aspirations of young women resulting
from sex bias.

From these group meetings came a proposal

for action designed to enlarge the scope of educational
opportunities

for girls and consequently increase the

earning power of women.

Care was taken in drafting the

30
bill to include the key phrase "no child shall be excluded
from or discriminated against in obtaining the advantages,
privileges,

and course of study of such public school

Litalics
n
45
minej."

This

language offered the possibility

for much broader interpretation than mere access to
schools,

including such areas as curriculum content,

physical

facilities,

extra-curricular activities,

The proposed legislation was

etc..

fortunate enough to attract

the interest and sponsorship of David M.

Bartley,

then

Speaker of the House, who conducted a survey documenting
the existence of inequality in school admissions,
and athletics.

The results from this survey,

programs,

coupled

with statistics showing that 31.7 percent of Boston
families were female headed and in need of vocational
training,

prompted swift and fairly uneventful legislative

enactment in August of 1971.
into law of Chapter 622,

Four years after the passage

the state Board of Education

the recommendation of regional advisory committees)
Chapter 622 regulations46
the

(on

adopted

to insure that the purposes of

legislation were clearly articulated and to provide

minimum compliance standards and procedures for local
public school systems.
Chapter 622 was a timely law.

Public interest in

.
47
and
sex role stereotyping in schools was growing
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pressure by individuals on local school boards now had
the backing of the state legislation—legislation which
had preceded and was even more comprehensive than Title
IX at the federal level.

Policy changes began to be

implemented in a variety of creative ways.

Implementation programs.

Documentation of eighty-three

public school programs to implement Chapter 622 has been
provided in Kaleidoscope 13_.^

These local school projects

are categorized into seven major areas:
Sex Roles;
Arts;

4)

Studies;

2)

Physical Education;

Career Education;
and 7)

5)

3)

1)

Stereotypes and

Home and Industrial

Staff Development;

6)

Ethnic

Bilingual Programs.

A review of these implementation programs shows that
many local communities have been successful in designing
creative programs which speak to the intent of the law
as well as the identified needs of the community.
such program entitled
Boys"

"Adult Role Models

One

for Girls and

was developed in 1974 by the Monroe School Staff,

Lexington,

Massachusetts.

The eight staff members

researched various parent roles of their students and
designed a visitation/speaker program which allowed female
cabinet makers and male cooks,

etc.,

and talk about their professions.

to visit the school

Other school systems

such as Brookline and Worcester have organized

Sex Role

32

Stereotyping"
provide

"Equal Opportunity"

in-service

in areas of
tions

and

training

curriculum,

for

committees 5

improved

physical

622

education,

to

compliance
career aspira

and attitudes.
Unfortunately,

communities
viding

to

despite

go beyond

the

the

innovative programs,

content and methodological
shows weaknesses

in two

efforts of many

letter of

the

local

law in pro¬

careful analysis of overall
applications

specific

of

these efforts

areas:

(1)

the vast majority of programs are focused
on sex role stereotyping as an isolated
issue; and

(2)

most of the programs concentrate on teachers
or staff as the primary target population
for in-service educational programs.

Out of

the eighty-three voluntary public

documented

in Kaleidoscope

focus

on

their

attempts

Recent

issues

to

to

innovation

two have a combined

implement Chapter
et.

al.

has

622

awareness

or

indicated

'sex discrimination'

The importance of
in

this

that

as

'race

single enti¬

the present research

area will

in

regulations.

change attitudes must not deal with

discrimination'
ties."51

only

of both race and sex role

research by Bell,

"efforts

13,

school programs

be discussed

in a

for

its

later

section.
Examination of

the

three

staff development programs

33

utilizing

in-service as

622

regulations

are

the sole

crucial

indicates

parents,

teachers
have

a

serious

local

to

students

by

involving

tion as well
can pivotal

program,

topic options

in Chapter

involved

For

(i.e.,
from in-

the most

622

that a group of

in-service education

is

Outreach

community

sex role and

to other staff members who
Changing

the

target popula¬

in-service programs

proposed by

students
as

in counteracting

is minimal.

from staff

the present research.

(both

in

the

areas of

622

sex role and racism awareness

access

community members,

Student

in their

materials,

etc.)

limitation.

it is

are either entirely voluntary

so many

stereotypes.

for

staff,

staff

to participate. They may be already concerned

not involved

tion

is

involved

and/or actively

are

non-professional

or have

chosen

racial

While

be responsible and equitable

in-service programs

in nature,

such training.

the omission of other populations

service programs
part,

implementing Chapter

teaching and counseling methods,

and policies,
students,

for

that adult professional

recipients of

that adults

approach to

a method

students

implementation programs.

be

implementa¬

training)

to a wider range of parents,
and other

Only

teachers,

achieved.

At present only one

"Student Commitment to Educational Equity

(SCEE),"

34

is

addressing

of Chapter
federally
and
to

the need

622.

sponsored by
involve high

by Chapter
workshop
dents

state
of

IX).

is

manuals.

schools

designed

regional

to

these pieces

of

set of

The project,

developed a

in

a cultural

perspective

Unlike

curriculum

with Chapter
school

students.

extensive,
their

622

as well.

not compiled a
(combining

regional Chapter

developing a

attempting

the present study,

sequential,

skills)

622

for

leadership

in-service

secondary

training

In addition,

of workshop designs

handbook of

to include

the project has provided

student representatives.

complied a manual

funded and

racism and sexism awareness

implementation
However,

for

implementation

federally
is

course

local

staff and students

sex-biased practices,

staff has

for

are presently being

focused on

the SCEE

implementing

legislation

student-oriented
although

(as outlined

train selected stu¬

leaders

Excellent materials

in a

Department of Education,

SCEE has

compiled and/or designed by SCEE
publication

special program,

in the elimination of

in secondary

series which

communities.

students

and Title

the regulations

a

the Massachusetts
school

to become

is

implementation

the Women's Educational Equity Act

equities
622

student-based

Project SCEE

funded by

educational

for

and

leadership models

for

SCEE has

is presently
for high

35

school

students who

and Chapter

622

in

The present

are
their

for

in

implementing Title

IX

schools.

researcher has maintained contact with

SCEE project directors,
Cohen,

involved

Kathleen Atkinson and Polita

in developing and evaluating curriculum materials

the

in-service course.

Student

Implementation.

in

course differ

this

and methods

in

the

Chapter
Materials

significantly

622;

Strategies

and methods

for

utilized

from SCEE materials

following ways:

(1)

The present research provides a home-school
rather than regional training site for secon¬
dary students.

(2)

Course content of the present research is
focused on Chapter 622 only rather than
Title IX and Chapter 622.
The rationale
for this is that Chapter 622 is a more com¬
prehensive piece of legislation and affects
the student population most directly.

(3)

The present research provides sixteen hours
of in-service course materials which examine
the legal implications of Chapter 622 in the
content of personal awareness training in
both the areas of sex role stereotyping and
racism.
SCEE materials place a heavier emphasis
on issues of sex discrimination.

(4)

Students involved in the present research are
required to plan, implement, and evaluate
their own in-school project implementing a
specific Chapter 622 regulation.

(5)

Students in the present research are part of
a pilot study.
They have been pre and post
tested (and compared with a control group)
on their levels of information, awareness,
and action with respect to Chapter 622 and

36

the related issues of
stereotyping.
(6)

It

The present research develops a curriculum
handbook for a sequential in-service course
rather than a handbook of leadership models
and workshop designs as being prepared bv
SCEE staff.
1

should be

emphasized

and materials
materials

of

that differences between methods

the present study and SCEE methods

are primarily due

target population rather
tions.
with

to variance

supportive of

level

and

in scope and

than philosophical considera¬

The present researcher

and

state

racism and sex role

is

extremely

the expertise and

SCEE project and

impressed

success of

the

staff.

An Investigation of Research Supporting the
Purposes and Major Innovations of this Study

Concern over
typing

and

the

racism has

the Amherst Public
oriented,

negative effects

of

sex role

received considerable

Schools.

Because of

attention in

the academically-

five-college

community environment,

and concerned citizens

have historically been

both

formally and

quality

and

informally—in matters

responsibilities

Before documenting
innovations
an

of

specific

of

the present study,

understanding of

52

it

the educational

parents

involved—

affecting

the educational

research

stereo¬

the

system.

supporting

the

is

to have

crucial

climate

from which it
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evolved.
ments

Unfortunately,

in counteracting

Amherst

schools

previous

the scope of

the active efforts

this

in these areas

and the Sex Role Stereotyping Committees.
the most specific

tion of

and directly

the present research

(and

tions)

with other

rooted

in the accomplishments of

the

has

Diversity

Perhaps,

how¬

identifiable connec¬

its particular

system supported awareness
the

in

investigation.

initiated by members of both the Cultural

ever,

achieve¬

sex and race discrimination

is beyond

A major portion of
been

a review of all

innova¬

efforts

1976-1977

is

Sex Role

Stereotyping Project.

The Sex

Role Stereotyping Project.

the most comprehensive program to
regulations
staff

the Amherst

and participants

ject.
for

in

in

1976-1977

stated

in Chapter

implement Chapter

622

schools was organized by

the

the Sex Role Stereotyping Pro¬

Articulated goals of

the

As

the Title

academic year,

IV-C grant,

funded

included:

(1)

Provision of training to bring about an
awareness of the origin, nature, and effects
of sex role stereotyping, the relationship
between sex role stereotyping and other
forms of stereotyping, and the skills neces¬
sary to counteract such stereotyping;

(2)

Development of support systems within indiv¬
idual schools to facilitate individual
teacher changes and institutional change in
the direction of eliminating sex role stereo¬
typing;

and

I,
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(3)

The

To provide a mechanism, through core groups
to continue awareness training with other
staff beyond the funding period.53

target population was

staff,

selected by

school-based peer
provided

an

August of
service
As

training

summarized

support teams.

and

the

throughout
I,

the publication of

areas

of

methods.

the Amherst school

the

this

the

for

However,

support groups

a newsletter,
services

in several

several work¬
to

staff

in

teaching

emphasis was placed on in-service

as

implementation.

expedient measure because

staff.

It was

in-service

convenient to

and certainly

reaching other

it was

interested

a

into

school personnel.

expected,

the choice of

focus

implementation did

for

incor¬

successful

the staff-

oriented,

in-service

the

and diversity of project participants

range

include

Stereotyping Project's workshops

format,

as might be

in-

academic year.

system already had an ongoing

Sex Role

familiar

vehicle

1976-1977

accomplishments did

as well

development program for
porate

training program

the primary mode of goal

an effective

into

summer workshop during

and a variety of

A substantial

This was

and grouped

non-sexist curriculum design and

education as

secondary

the project included continued

in Chapter

shop offerings,

The

one-week

the establishment of on-going
schools,

elementary and

the project director,

intensive,

1976,

twenty

to

limit
the
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aforementioned population.

In-service training for students.
education as a means

The use of in-service

for professional growth or develop¬

ment has received considerable attention in the literature.
In 1971,

Friedan and West addressed American school boards

urging them to provide
[sessions]

"inservice consciousness raising

for small groups of teachers and administrators

to meet weekly for a semester to take a closer look both
at the relevant biological and cultural research on sex
differences and at their own experiences and attitudes."54
Beck and Beck

55

advised school systems to broaden and

extend in-service training programs to improve race rela¬
tions
study,

in desegregated schools.

Sobo,56

in a 1976 case

evaluated the Philadelphia schools'

in-service

approach to combating sexism in the classroom.
findings

Her

indicated that in-service programs can deepen a

teacher's understanding and awareness of the problem of
sexism in school and society.
that "teachers
school

In 1977,

Goerss concluded

should be made aware of sexism in the

[through] in-service sessions... planned by the

counselor to assist [them]

in changing their teaching

practices."5^

Most recently,

Honora Kaplan

(Chairperson

of the Newton,

Massachusetts School Committee),

in her

C O

keynote address

to a state-wide conference on Chapter 622,

40

emphasized that in-service training
ity teachers)

(especially for longev¬

is a critical priority in achieving compliance.

Support for in-service as a means of legal compliance
and systems change to counteract sex and race discrimina¬
tion has been written into major state and federal legis¬
lative acts.

For example,

Educational Equity Act

provisions of the Women's

(passed as a part of the Special

Projects Act of the Educational Amendments,

1974)

outline

"preservice and inservice training for educational personnel"

59

as one of its recommended activities to be

included in grant proposal designs.

Also,

section 8.03

of Chapter 622 regulations specifically states that it
is

"the responsibility of the school committee and the

superintendent to provide necessary information and inservice training for all school personnel."
should be noted that the target population

fi n

Again,

it

for in-service

programs at both the state and federal levels is adult
school staff.

The concept of extending in-service train¬

ing to other groups has not been extensively explored.
Case has stated that "the best inservice programs involve
a critical mass of people within a school...who as a group
have the ability to put into effect a new approach or
program and who can give each other the support and
assistance needed."^
critical mass

"Ideally,"

he goes on to say,

"this

includes most of those who will be affected

41
teachers,

administrators,

parents,

sometimes students.

Participation should be defined pragmatically,

...by the

nature of the problem—and not by position in a hierarchy."62
He adds that "programs offered on-site are more apt to
attract the appropriate cross-section of participants."62
Kaplan strengthened Case's proposal to expand the target
population of in-service education by stating that "stu¬
dents have an instinct for fairness and equality

j^and^j there

is a need for student participation at all levels"64
Chapter 622

implementation.

of

The present study seeks to

validate the latter two positions and document the poten¬
tial effectiveness of in-service programs for interested
students.

Racism and sex role awareness—A common curriculum.
outlined in Chapter I,
present research is

As

the second major innovation of the

to provide a curricular mechanism for

examining the damaging effects of both racism and sexism
on the educational process and the potential changes that
could be effected by compliance with Chapter 622 regula¬
tions.

In the area of curriculum design,

many programs

have been developed which deal with racism or sexism
awareness as separate issues.

Pat Bidol

65

is noted for

her publication of significantly useful secondary social
studies materials dealing specifically with racism aware-
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ness.

Fromkin and Sherwood66 have edited an experiential

handbook which provides many

samples of workshop designs

in minority relations and other structural experiences
for improving racism awareness.
Units

Puerto Rican Resource

have been developed collaboratively by the New

York State Bureaus of Migrant and Bilingual Education.
Their stated purpose is to provide instructional,
well as consciousness raising,

curriculum activities for

elementary and secondary teachers.
theory for

"white on white"

as

Elder68

set forth a

racism awareness training

which involves a five-phase process,

and Kranz

fi Q

experi¬

mented successfully with the mechanism of a volunteer
racial confrontation group which was organized to
alleviate racial

tension in a public high school.

Major curriculum programs designed to counteract
sexism and/or sex role stereotyping have also been developed
in recent years.
an

Chapin,

Jones,

and Waldman

70

have written

in-service handbook for counselors and human services

personnel.

In 1975,

Sargent

71

proposed a model for a

group consciousness-raising process to examine sex role
stereotypes.

Miller and Johnson

developed a series of

twenty-two activities for high school students,
on the topics of
tives,

family relationships,

and career opportunities.

centered

lifestyle alterna¬

A course entitled
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"Feminism and Values" was organized for high school women
by Rossett and Steinberg73 to help high school women focus
on their position as women and to provide them with a skill
development process leading toward feminist action.
the college level an

extensive sex role training program

was compiled and edited by Riccelli74
dormitory counselors.
was

At

for male and female

A goal of this curriculum model

to train these counselors to facilitate similar con¬

sciousness raising seminars in their own dormitories.
Perhaps the most comprehensive compilation of resources
for counteracting sex role stereotypes is provided by
Guttentag and Bray.

75

in 1976 they published a substan¬

tial document of curriculum objectives for all grade
levels

through high school.

Their materials and inter¬

ventions were field tested during a six-week,non-sexist
intervention project in three school systems.
findings

Their

indicated that a number of social variables,

well as critical

teacher and peer behaviors,

influence

the presence or absence of sex role stereotypy.
sexist curriculum packets,

as

Non¬

which have been evaluated for

practicality and effectiveness,

constitute the major por¬

tion of their publication.
Resources

that provide awareness experiences and/or

curriculum modules examining common factors in race and

44
sex discrimination are
early

as

1847

sparce.

parallels

Despite

the

between black and

fact that as

female oppression

had been documented by Frederick Douglass with his
Right

is

of No Sex"

in the

ideological coalitions
women's movements
thwarted by,
power

in

this phenomenon,
parallels
Blakey.
common
mined
in

that

this

subgroups

in

in race

and

A careful

an analysis of

in

both women and blacks

78

using

Dolly,

their

equity

and Helsley on

study of

deter¬

attitudes

the Dolly-Bell

that

findings with a

for all

students

toward

the data collected,

"efforts

entities."

of higher

Race and Sex

to change atti¬

'race discrimination'

single

the

eighty-six

institutions

Based on

recommended

recent research

educational

In

Inventory.

as

of

significant

sex discrimination has

two Southern

tudes must not deal with
discrimination'

analysis

sexism is provided by

they measured prejudicial

researchers

and indeed

the white male-dominated

country.
as

and

into account the perceptions of

society."

Discrimination

rights

to combat prejudice and discrimination

take

students

education,

most

of

racism and

"efforts

society must

the

the civil

Recent research by Bell,

factors

graduate

tactics

as well

between

77

between

issue of North Star,76

have been both hindered,

diverse

structure

first

phrase

79

or

Coupling

'sex
these

sound commitment to
regardless

of

race,
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color,

sex,

religion or national origin.

study proposes

to combine

experiences with
tion

issues

its

The present

racism and sexism awareness

examination of Chapter

622

litiga¬

and implementation strategies.

The present chapter has provided an overview of
the historical development and
622

as well

and

strategies

wiH

as

describe

implementation of Chapter

an examination of
of

social

the various

change curricula.

the methodology of

approaches
Chapter

III

the current research.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

As
study

outlined

is

the purpose of

the present

(1)

to develop an in-service course (and
curriculum handbook) for high school
students entitled:
Chapter 622:
Strategies for Student Implementation;

(2)

to pilot the above mentioned course
during the Fall, 1977, semester with
a group of ten Amherst Regional High
School students; and

(3)

to evaluate changes
ticipants ' :

this chapter

of

these purposes

tion,

I,

threefold:

In

selecting

in Chapter

(a)

information with respect
to Chapter 622 regulations,

(b)

awareness of situations that
are racist and/or sex role
stereotypic, and

(c)

actions
as well
622.

methodology
is

in the course par¬

research design,

and

implement the spirit
the letter of Chapter

integral

described.

and/or designing

to
as

the

the accomplishment

Processes
study

statistics

along with a detailed procedural

46

to

employed

sample,

in

instrumenta¬

are also reported,

analysis.
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Sample

The sample

for

this

study was

selected

body of Amherst Regional High School.
Amherst,

Pelham,

the high

school

grades

ten

Shutesbury,

dominantly white,
(due

to

higher

its

Phase
survey

twelve.

and Leverett,

close proximity
For

Massachusetts,

969

students

the purposes

of

this

the

919

returned,

they were

indicated

that

interest

to

dents

"two-

utilized.

distributed

Of

pre¬

study a

was

student population.

is

institutions of

A school-wide course description and

(See Appendix B)

in

and academically-oriented

to five major

sampling procedure was

1.

the towns of

The Amherst Community

middle-classed,

education).

phased"

Serving

population consists of

through

from the student

surveys

interested

the entire
67

in taking

stu¬
the

in-service course.

Phase

2.

From

students,

the

twenty

first sample of

students were randomly

random numbers

table)

to

ple.

twenty

selected

Of

these

comprise

assigned

(by drawing names

group

(X

)

shows

the demographic data

and

sixty-seven

ten

to

selected

the actual

subjects,

from a hat)

the control group

interested
(using a

student sam¬

ten were randomly

to the experimental
(X

for each group

).

Table

1

in the sample.
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Table

1

Composition of
(n =

the Sample

20)

Srade

Sex

Race

Group

X

X

e

c

tations
of

this

pation
given

high

11

12

Male

Female

Black

White

1

7

2

6

4

2

8

1

5

4

4

6

2

8

of

study
in

to

Twenty

10

the
the

sample
requires

measures

a

consequent

small

sample

so

this

from population values.
of

results will

students who

be

course.

In

students

represents

interest

in

is

For

this

to

study

29.9%

the course.

of

for partici¬

such a small
2.1%

of

reasonable

the

sample.
total

to assume

of

reason,

that

generalizability

similar groups

interest

the present

fact that the nature

consideration must be

a minute
it

the

small would deviate substantially

limited

indicate

to

student sample

limitions

constitutes

population,

on a

Due

in-service course,

students

school

size.

in

taking

the sample
the

the

of high school
in-service

size of

students who

twenty

indicated
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Instrumentation

All
tained

five

instruments

in Appendix B.

able measures

utilized

Due

for Chapter

measures which related

to

in

this

study are con¬

the non-existence of

622 knowledge and

to

the need

the present researcher designed a course

survey,

three

changes

proposed

is

instruments

to

the

interest

the measurement of
the purpose,

A brief description of

each

and a

instrument

presented below.

Course

interest survey.

tify

sample of

a

the
sex,

This

interested

the present study.

survey was

students

In addition

and race of

fifteen

fixed alternative

factual

regulations.

pose) .

data of

This

instrument,

(true/false/I

a representative

regulations

(See

The

grade

level,

consisting of

don't know)
in

the

the forty-

3a of

from the

items,

subjects'

sample of

section

Items were developed directly

using care
sible.

622

iden¬

for participation in

to measure pre-post changes

knowledge of

nine Chapter

to

respondents.

622

designed

designed

to documenting interest,

instrument provided demographic

Chapter

was

integral

in section three of

evaluation.

for

the specific experiences of

sample,

course

avail¬

the pur¬
regulations

to utilize verbatim phraseology whenever pos¬
"I

don't know"

to preclude guessing and

response category was

thereby

improving

utilized

the power of

the

50
"true"

response.

Situation studies.

This

situation descriptions,
changes

in

the

situations
sexist

subjects'

section

developed directly

period of

was

ability

3b of

two years.

to measure pre-post

or both racist and

the purpose).
school

Items were

and/or community

the present researcher over a
Care was

recognizable personalities

taken to obscure potentially

and/or

situations.

content validity were checked by piloting the
with

five

twelve

to accurately diagnose

sexist,

from actual

observed by

consisting of

designed

that are racist,

(See

situations

instrument,

selected experts.

Again,

the

Face and
instrument

fixed alternative

(sexist/racist/both sexist and racist/neither sexist nor
racist/I

don't know)

item category was

utilized

to mini¬

mize guessing.

Self

reports.

structured
well

This

sections,

as weekly,

of,

sexist experiences

to

in

the purpose).

allow

was

changes

ment observations

3c of

instrument,

responses.

designed
in

and

the

subjects'
to,

personal

An open-ended

two parallel-

to measure pre-post,

reactions

their

for variations

individual

consisting of

ability

as

to docu¬

racist and/or

lives

(See

section

item format was

in range and depth of

chosen

subjects'
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Course evaluation.
summative

The course evaluation instrument is

in nature and allows

ended responses

to each of

for both fixed and open-

the eight course sessions.

Research Design

The design utilized
after,

control

Figure

1).

in this

group design,

study was

a before and

with randomization

Figure

(See

1

Design Configuration

Y
R

(Experimental)

a.

--(Control)

This

design was

over

the

its

internal validity problems

maturation,
ternal

chosen because of

and

validity

the effect of
factors

the Hawthorne effect)

experimental

related to history,

testing on the

(i.e.,

control

sample.

Ex¬

pre-test sensitizing and

potentially affecting

this

study are

discussed below.

Sensitizing effect of
sensitizes

the pre-test.

both experimental

While

the pre-test

and control groups

to

issues

52
of

racism,

sexism,

could cause

the

and

experimental

treatment wholly or
In

some

ability

cases
of

However,
pre-

subjects

to respond
to

622,
to

it

the

that sensitivity.

this might cause a reduction of generalizstudy's

findings

to pre-tested groups only.

since Amherst High School
in the

regular courses,

insure

under Chapter

substantially due

and post-tested

their
to

a

their rights

students

individualized modules of

and since precautions were

that the pre-/post-testing

not particularly
al procedures,

are normally

in

this

taken

study was

lengthy or encumbered with highly unusu¬

the

sensitizing effect

should have been

minimized.

Hawthorne effect.

Since

larly vulnerable

to

control

group

this

placebo

treatment.

stituted
in

in

the effect of

During the

group was

occasions

this

for half-hour

and/or

tion,

effort was made by

are particu¬

attention,

given an

informal,

study,

each

individual

the experimenter on
academic

career counseling

advising,

sessions.

the experimenter

individual

control

group members

and

engage

them

short conversations whenever

and

natural.

in

the

eight weeks which con¬

seen by

scheduling,
extra

special

experiment was

the major portion of

the control

separate

curriculum studies

in

the

two
course

In addi¬
to greet

school building
feasible
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Statistics

As

stated

purposes of

m Chapter

this

study

I,

hypotheses

integral

to

the

are:

Hypothesis

I.

Hypothesis

II

There will be no significant increase
in the level of the participants'
awareness of situations that are
racist and/or sex role stereotypic
due to treatment.

Hypothesis

III.

There will be no

There will be no significant increase
in the level of the participants' in¬
formation regarding Chapter 622 regu¬
lations due to treatment.

significant increase

in the level of participants' individ¬
ual actions to diagnose and counteract
effects of sex role stereotyping and
racism due to treatment.
Hypothesis

IV.

(Not conducive

to null

form).

Partici

pants will demonstrate positive action
to implement the spirit and letter of
Chapter 622 regulations by their work
on an independent project related to
counteracting racism and/or sex role
stereotyping in their school community
A statistical
is

presented

representation of
in Figure

the

first three hypotheses

2.

Figure

2

Statistical Representation of
Hypotheses I through III

Where

y

=

H_
0

:

c

<
-

0

H1

: ye - ^

>

0

interested

y
—
pe

y

students

and

a =

.05
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Analysis of variance and descriptive
employed

to determine

pre-post

testing on hypotheses one

sis

four was

tive

the significance of changes

treated as

statistics

statistics were

a

and case

through

from

three.

Hypothe¬

separate case utilizing descrip¬
study

analysis.

Further examina¬

tion along demographic categories was possible only on a
very

speculative

level due

to the small

sample

size.

Procedures

In order
utilized
line

is

to

facilitate

implement the present study,

7.

All Amherst High School

faculty meeting that Chapter

Student

Implementation was

available

to

students

tions

an

during

the Guidance Department.

available

asked

course

a

sequential

to be

interest

September
interest

14.

time¬

Strategies

for

in-service course being made
the Fall,

1977

They were notified

semester

through

that instruc¬

course materials would

them within a week.

involved

informed

Homeroom teachers

in distributing and collecting a

survey.

Course

surveys

Appendix B)

to

teachers were

622:

and a detailed description of

be made
were

the reporting of procedures

provided.

September
at a

to

in

announcements,

the

were given

form of
to all

descriptions,

five page packets

homeroom teachers.

and
(see
Each

55
teacher was
homerooms,

given enough packets

for distribution and collection of

materials

(see Appendix D).

September

22-25.

Course

students were

twenty

interested

pation

in

of

26.

The

their

identified.

twenty

then selected

students

instructed

They were

group

experimental

group due

the

study of

course

the

that

students

guaranteed

that

slots

their participation

were

to

27

assigned
in the

Each

to

to

informed

a pilot

group would

final

the results
course

of

session.

three pre-test measures

the group of

instrument was

to an

administration and

information on

All

to assign

It was made

the control

the

the

that at

that this was

next course

(in per¬

report to

and ten students

fact

following

(afternoon).

administered

students.

also

to

curriculum materials.

they would be given

September

for partici¬

random process would be utilized

to a control

be

A random sample of

subjects were notified

selection and

that meeting a

clear

the

interest surveys were read and

students was

PreliminarY meeting.

ten

their

the study.

September
son)

in

along with a memorandum containing explicit

instructions

interested

for students

twenty

interested

distributed

separately

56
beginning with Chapter
Situation Studies

and

622

Regulations

Self Reports

and followed with

respectively.

instructions were read aloud and no additional
tions were given.
all

twenty

imposed.
each
a

students

to either

Experimental
evening

had

instrument was
finished.

No

for

randomly assigned
the control

group members were
session one.

took one hour and

September

or

time

limits were
Self Reports,

(by drawing names

experimental
instructed

group.

to report that

The entire pre-testing

15.

session

Experimental group students

in eight weekly evening

sessions of

duration each utilizing the curriculum presented
Appendix A.

All

sessions were

sion of

the entire group.

placebo

treatment as

tion of

this

November

22.

tion of

group

students

received

in the research design

sec¬

A combined post-testing session was held with

measures were
outlined

in

tape-recorded with permis¬

Control

discussed

two hours

chapter.

both experimental

as

from

fifteen minutes.

27-November

participated

explana¬

collected after

Following the administration of

student was

hat)

Each

All

and control

group members.

administered utilizing

for pre-testing above.

post-tests

took one

hour,

All

three

the same procedures
The entire administra¬

and was

followed by a

57
pot-luck dinner and

November

23-26.

informal

Results

sharing

of post

session.

tests were

tabulated and

compared with pre-test results.

November
for

all

brief
and

29.

An

control

Chapter
design and
Chapter

after-school

interested participants

report of

five

informal

III

findings.

from each of

report

the

held

to give a
group members

attended.

discussed methodology related

implementation of

IV will

study

Nine experimental

group members

has

in the

session was

to

the

the present research.

findings

the described measures.

and

evaluate results

CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

In this chapter results from the present research
are organized into five major sections.

Sections one

through four will parallel Hypotheses I through IV.
Descriptive statistics will be reported for Hypotheses I
through III.
ses

I

Also the test of significance for Hypothe¬

through III will be described and followed with a

discussion of whether to accept or reject each null
hypothesis.

Hypothesis

IV is not stated in null form—

nor is

it conducive to statistical analysis in the tradi¬

tional

sense.

Therefore,

empirical evidence in section

four will be presented primarily in the form of case
studies.

Section five will report and discuss results

from the course evaluation.

Section One

Hypothesis

I states

that there will be no signifi¬

cant increase in the level of the participants'

informa¬

tion regarding Chapter 622 regulations due to treatment.
An objective pre/post instrument entitled Chapter 622
Regulations was administered to both experimental and

58

59

and control

groups

of Chapter III.
presented

as

outlined in the procedural section

Frequency data

in Table

a

54%

increase

responses

in

on Chapter

to post-test
increase on

in Table

622

(144/150).

group showed a

(1/150).

drop was
group

36%

observed on

Table

3

to

in

(pre-test)
15.0.
from

3

Chapter
indicate

622

(pre-test)

the

(28/150)
in con¬

26/150

to

the experimental
while a

for

1.3%

the control

group

(post-test)

to

8.2

the mean,
on

instrument.

the average number of

622

Regulations

increased

out of

mode,

the correct res¬

Regulations

that

given on Chapter

14.4

(from

5/150)

tabulations of

Corresponding control
7.5

to

of

same measure

the experimental
to

4.6%

47/150).

the

from Table

correct responses

3.3%

(for both groups)

ponse dimension of

students

the

provides

and range

Data

from pre-test

responses

(from 59/150

(from 49/150

median,

18%

The corresponding decrease

don't know"

(63/15)

Incorrect responses of

incorrect responses was

group dropped

correct

The control

the same measure.

"I

that there

from pre-test

to post-test

21/150).

demonstrate

Regulations

group decreased

group

2

the experimental group's

experimental

trol

instrument are

2.

The data presented
was

from this

from 6.3

a possible

group mean

(post-test).

by

scores

score of

increased

The highest
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pre-test score

(obtained by one

mental group was
mental

group

individuals

10.

group

pre-test score
groups was

7,

Post-testing

of

for both

went

The

from

increased
to

mental

range of

3

to

10.

group was

control

group's

responses

8.

members

is

showing

the

1.40)

clude

.05
that

the
the

in Figure

representations

(F =

the

low of

is

to

14

and

scores

2

to a high

the pre-test
the experi¬

The corresponding

the post-test changed

each of

in both groups

the control

in each group.

group on

14-15.

frequency of

to

5-11.

correct post¬

ten experimental group
3.

same data on each of

was

times

group went from a

range on

uals

at

three

The post-test range of

provided

Graphic

The most frequent

The pre-test range of

to

10_

The post-test mode of

11.

the control

Two

scores of

the experimental median

narrowed

of

15.

the experimental and

A histogram depicting
test

to

which occurred

the experimental
10.

that group.

the experi¬

the experi¬

a perfect score of

increased

the control median
for

to

the control group received

the pre-test mode of
the control

in

The post-test mode of

increased
m

individual)

Figure

4

is

a histogram

the control group members.

of pre-test data on

not presented.

individ¬

An F-ratio

computed which did not show significance

level.

This

the

groups were essentially

two

allowed

the researcher

to con¬

the same

at

63

Figure

3.

Histogram Depicting the Frequency of Correct
Post-Test Responses of Each Experimental Group
Member on Chapter 622 Regulations.

15

10

5

0
2

345

678

Experimental Group

Members

9

10

64

Figure

4.

Histogram Depicting the Frequency of Correct
Post-Test Responses of Each Control Group
Member on Chapter 622 Regulations.

15

10

5

0
1

2

3

4

Control

5

6

7

Group Members
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the beginning of

the study.

(F =

calculated

101.75)

nificance
of

this

the

.05

was

for

the null

section.
level,

hypothesis

This value

:

the

ter

<

0)

-

uc

>

0) .

regulations

significant at

I.

and accept the alternate

There

level of participants'

622

sig¬

the researcher to reject the null

Uc

Alternate Hypothesis

test of

stated at the opening

for F was

Ue -

hypothesis

in

to provide a

hypothesis

allowing

(HQ

An additional F-ratio

due

is

a

significant

increase

information regarding Chap¬

to treatment.

Section Two

Hypothesis
cant
of
due

increase

in

situations
to

the

treatment.

dural

there will be no signifi¬
the participants'

racist and/or sex role

sexism,

and control
Chapter

was

groups
III.

in Table

4.

Data presented

in Table

4

mental

increase
group's

situations

administered
as

outlined

indicate

that may

to both
in

the proce¬
from this

that there was

(from pre-test to post-test)
ability

stereotypic

Frequency data

shown

14.1%

is

awareness

instrument entitled Situation Studies,

twelve descriptions of

section of

instrument

that

level of

An

racism and/or

experimental

states

that are

consisting of
imply

II

in

a

the experi¬

to correctly diagnose racist and/or

Frequency Distribution of Pre and Post
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sexist situations
The control

on

group showed a corresponding

Incorrect responses
10%

of

4.2%

on

the same

the experimental
"I

group

2.5%.

increased
Table

tendency

5

(including

for both groups.
Studies

5

students

Studies

in

group mean

11.0

score.
which

from pre-test to

responses of

scores

mode,

median,

from 9.9

a possible
increased

12.0.

the

three

increased

remained constant

The median pre-test
groups was

in

score
10.

central

and range)
Situation

the Situation

(pre-test)

(pre-test)

12.0,

to

to

the experimental

individuals).

to

given

11.6

Corresponding control

from 9.3

The pre-test mode of

score

the control

the mean correct responses

The pre-test mode of

control

4.2%

responses

given.

increased

(obtained by

post-test

don't know"

the experimental group on

out of

(post-test).
was

the mean,

that

instrument

(post-test)

"I

Correct responses on

shows

increase.

tabulations on measures of

instrument only are

Table
by

item.

don't know"

reports

1.7%

The control group

group dropped

post-test while

instrument.

the experimental group decreased

from pre-test to post-test.

decreased
of

the gituation Studies

group

The highest

which was

the control

9.5

a perfect

group was

11.0,

the post-test measurement.
for both

the experimental

Post-test results

on

and

that measure
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for

the experimental

control

group

scores

group was

4

8-11)

the

to

range

(from

the control
decreased

3

(from

for students

10-12).

members

to

4

(from

8-11)

of

group members
Graphic

the

the
same

1.30)

is

level.

at

(from 7-11),

frequency of

is provided

in Figure

computed

This

allowed

correct

in Figure

stated

at

The reported F value was
the null

and

accepted.

individ¬
an

significant
(Hq

to conclude

groups were essentially
Another F-ratio

the beginning of

hypothesis

A

the control

the researcher

the purpose of

hypothesis

5.

However,

was

for

group

6.

the study.

null

which

showing no significance

and control

computed

for

the ten experimental

the beginning of

23.49)

rejected

scores

not presented here.

was

experimental

Therefore,

narrowed

representation of pre-test data on

(F =
.05

5

The

the experimental

same data on each of

is depicted

(F =

was

the

each of

the

in both groups

F-ratio

in

the

on the post-test.

on Situation Studies

histogram providing

that

whereas

The spread of

group's pre-test was

Post-test responses

the

12,

and post-test results

A histogram depicting

at

to

group post-test median remained constant.

pre-test range of

uals

increased

:

the alternate hypothesis

this

at the
ye (H-^

testing

.05

section.
level.

yc £ 0)
:

ye ~

the

was
yc

>

0)
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Figure

5.

Histogram Depicting the Frequency of Correct
Post-Test Responses of Each Experimental Group
Member on Situation Studies.

Experimental Group Members

Frequency of Correct

Responses

71

Figure

6.

Histogram Depicting the Frequency of Correct
Post-Test Responses of Each Control Group
Member on Situation Studies.

Control Group

Members

Frequency of

Correct Responses
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Alternate Hypothesis
in

the

level

of

II.

There

participants'

are racist and/or

sex role

is

a

significant increase

awareness of

stereotypic due

situations
to

that

treatment.

Section Three

Hypothesis
cant

increase

diagnose

III

in

states

the

that there will be no

level of participants'

and counteract effects of

and racism due

to

treatment.

sex role

Actions of

measured both by pre and post treatment,
weekly basis

utilizing a

entitled Self

Reports.

sections,

for

one

to personal
the other
personal

This

for

III)

be

(and

sex role

sub-divided

category will

examine

four measures

of

its

into

as on a

two major
and reactions

stereotyping and
of

and reactions

For purposes of

categories.

from one of

the Self Reports

data

the

Each
following

instrument:

a)

sex role

stereotyping

observations,

b)

sex

stereotyping

reactions,

c)

racism observations,

d)

racism reactions.

role

to

corresponding Hypothesis

four

findings

stereotyping

as well

instrument has

experiences with racism.
section

to

self-report instrument

reporting observations

this

actions

students were

reporting observations of

experiences with

analysis,
will

student,

signifi¬

and

73
Appropriate hypotheses

(Hypotheses

measure will

be

Category A.

Hypothesis

that

there will

pants'

to

be no

for

that

students
to

report all

interval

on

states

sex role

stereo¬

the Self Reports

in

sex

in¬
and

role

the one-week

the pre-test and

immediately preceding

the pre and post

this measure

analysis.

in the partici¬

instances of

they had observed

one-week

shows

for each

in both the experimental

immediately preceding

6

increase

Part a of

interval

Table

Hid)

this category

significant

treatment.

groups

stereotyping

Ilia

reported observations of

strument required
the control

-

included in each categorical

number of

typing due

Ilia

in

the

the post-test.

frequency data obtained

for both groups.

Table

6

Frequencies of Pre-Post Observations of
Sex Role Stereotyping on Part a of Self Reports

Observations

of

Sex Role Stereotyping

Group

Experimental
(n = 10)

Control
(n = 10)

Pre-Test

Post-Test

Difference

11

20

+9

9

12

+3

74

The data

in Table

6

show that there was

increase

in observations of

pre-test

to post-test made by

group.
ing

Students

increase of
was

in

.228)

show

significance

computed prior

Following

the

students

at

the

.05

that the

study on

to

level.

reject

the

increase

in

tions

sex role

of

the participants'

Category B.
there will
number of
sex
Self

role

Hypothesis
be no

reactions

Illb

reactions

stereotyping due

to

stereotyping.

.05

level,

allowing

for

to

this

to

to each

(H-^

is

number of

significant increase

reported

Reports

was

There

stereotyping due

a

7

shows

ye -

~

yc

^c

>

0) .

significant

category

states

that

in the participants'
instance of observed

students

the pre

:

:

treatment.

Part b of

the

to report

the documented observations of
Table

(Hq

cal¬

reported observa¬

treatment.

instrument required

tested.

4.966)

alternate hypothesis
Ilia.

the

(F =

the null hypothesis

Alternate Hypothesis

the

similar at

the dimension being

the

and accept

An F-ratio

groups were

significant at the

£ 0)

the experimental

Therefore,

culated which was
to

in

from

treatment which did not

treatment another F-ratio

researcher

stereotyping

on the same measure.

researcher concluded
beginning of

29.0%

the control group showed a correspond¬

9.7%

(F =

sex role

a

their

sex role

and post

frequency

75
data on

total

reactions

for both groups.

Table 7
Frequencies of Pre Post Reactions to Observations
of Sex Role Stereotyping on Part b of Self Reports

Reactions to
Observations of Sex Role

Stereotyping

Group
Pre-Test

Post-Test

Difference

11

15

+4

7

12

+5

Experimental
(n = 10)

Control
(n = 10)

Data
increase

in Table
in

7

reactions

test to post-test.
26.3%

on

the

prior

to

treatment

level,

indicate
of

The control group members

same measure.

An F-ratio

indicated no

(Hypothesis

significance,
Illb

above)

significant increase

in

15.4%

(F =

.503)

computed

the

.05

similarity of groups was

therefore

(F =

students'

.574)

also

the null hypothesis

must be accepted.
the

from pre¬

increased

significance at

The post-treatment F-ratio

indicated no

a

the experimental group

therefore pre-study

assumed.

that there was

There was

number of

no

reported

76

Table

8

Frequencies of Pre-Post Observations of
Racism on Part c of Self Reports

Observations

of Racism

Group
Pre-Test

Experimental
(n = 10)

Control
(n = 10)

Post-Test

Difference

8

16

+8

8

9

+1
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reactions
due

to each observation of

to treatment.

implications
as well

as

in

A discussion of

this

Hypothesis

states

that

for

the rationale and

the present research

to

IIIc corresponding

number of

treatment.

Self

Reports,

instances

racism that they had observed

interval

the one-week
Table

8

shows

this measure
In
increase

this

control

immediately preceding
interval
the pre

table

show

the pre-test and

in

the post-test.

that there was

group members.

computed which was
initial

Prior

to

significant at

the

to post¬

Students

in the
5.9%

on

treatment an F-ratio

(F =

.000)

not significant at the

(F =

33.3%

increase of

similarity of groups,

another F-ratio

a

from pre-testing

showed a corresponding

was

This was

in the one-

and post frequency data obtained on

the data

same measure.

puted

instructed

to report all

immediately preceding

experimental

group

cate¬

for both groups.

the

Assuming

group members

in racism observations

testing by

this

Part c,

and control

week

to

reported observations of

experimental
of

in Chapter V.

there will be no significant increase

the participants'

racism due

finding

stereotyping

future research will be presented

c.

Category
gory

of

sex role

4.74)
.05

level.

the researcher com¬

following
level,

.05

treatment.

allowing

for

the

78
rejection of

the null

acceptance of

hypothesis

(HQ

:

~

the alternate hypothesis

(H,

<
:

y

6

Alternate Hypothesis
increase

in

tions

racism due

of

the participants1

Category D.
there will
number of
racism due

IIIc.

Hid

treatment.

to each

Part d of

students

the documented observations

y

>

0) .

c

significant

reported observa¬

and

the

category

states

that

in the participants'
instance of observed

the Self Reports

to report their reactions
of

frequency data on

the experimental

this

increase

reported reactions

and post

number of

for

be no significant

instrument required

pre

is a

and

to treatment.

Hypothesis

to

There

0)

racism.
total

control

Table

Table

reactions

9

shows

to
the

for both

groups.

9

Frequencies of Pre-Post Reactions to Observations
of Racism on Part d of Self Reports

Reactions

to Observations of

Racism

Group
Pre-test

Experimental
(n = 10)

-

Control
(n = 10)

Post-test

Difference

7

13

+6

6

7

+1
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Data

in Table

in reactions
post-test.
7.6%.
the

of

the

level,

groups.

that

racism for
this

rationales.

study

and

significance

and

Chapter V.
accepted.

tions

to

increase

is

Due

to

The

null

the

increase

the

significance at

.05

the small

sample

theoretical

to

Reasons

size of

this

statistical

However,

implications

students'

each observation of

(Hypothesis

a more
for

Hid)

that there was
number of

racism due

for

and/or program¬

the

future research will be presented
hypothesis

2.656)

despite

in reactions
large.

to achieve.

(F =

level,

statistical

It must be concluded
in

increase was

number of variable cases,

difficult

similar

group

to

the assumption of pre-study

could have

small

increase

30.0%

A post-treatment F-ratio

rationale with

present

for

the experimental group was

the

a

indicated no

significance at

insignificance

likely

.138)

the percentage

matic

cant

(F =

allowing

indicated no
fact

there was

The corresponding control

similarity of
also

show that

the experimental group from pre-test

An F-ratio

.05

9

no

in

is
signifi¬

reported reac¬
to

treatment.

Section Four

Hypothesis

IV states

strate positive action
of

Chapter

622

to

regulations

that participants will demon¬
implement the
by

spirit and

their work on an

letter

independent

80
project related

to counteracting racism and/or

stereotyping

their

of

the

in

in-service course,

Student

Implementation

hypothesis was
and evaluate
focus
Of
for

school

on at

the

audio-visual
course,

a requirement

622:

(see Appendix A)

Strategies

for

related

this

to design,

least one

implement,

specific regulation of

in

the course,

credit and had

One

project report.

project

topics

of

each

As

can be

seen

2,

4,

Chapter

5,

student audited the

Table

10

but did not
lists

622

from Table

10,

covered by

the

topics

(5),

concentrated on various

(1),

German

Physical Education
(7),

and Media

tudes
as

the

concerned with how

can be

improved

622

their

Five projects
sections of

(4),

(2).

analyzed

Social

Projects

3

and

Students were

teacher and/or

to comply with

letter of Chapter

in

Subject areas

dealt primarily with attitude change.
cifically

final

and specific

the students

curricula regulations.

included French
Studies

7)

the

student.

regulations

and

law.

nine were registered

projects were both varied and comprehensive.
(1,

the

to complete a written and/or

project report.

final

622

to

an independent study project which would

fulfilled all other requirements,

submit a

Chapter

Chapter

for each student

ten students

academic

community.

sex role

the

regulations.

6

spe¬

student atti¬

spirit as well
Project

3 was

81

Table 10
A List of Topics of Final Projects Submitted by
Student Participants in Chapter 622:
Developing Strategies for Student Implantation

Student

Final Project Topic

1

Analysis

2

An Analysis of Minority Representation in
the Amherst High School Media Centers

3

Chapter 622 Regulations
Graffiti Project

4

Athletic
Physical
School

5

An Analysis of Chapter 622 and American
History at Amherst Regional High School

6

Attitude Change as
Sexism: Violations

7

Evaluating and Implementing Chapter 622 in
the German Curriculum at Amherst Regional

of

a Course:

French

III

and Attitudes:

A

Regulations under 622 and Co-Ed
Education at Amherst Regional High

it Relates to Racism and
of the Law Chapter 622

High School

8

Auditing course—no project

9

An examination of Regulation 8.06 and the
Superintendent's Compliance—A Survey

10

A Personal Analysis of 622 Regulations
Affecting a German Exchange Student
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especially unique.
sial but
up

true"

female

shop areas,
waited
ings"
out

to

if

locations around

locker rooms,

the school

bathrooms,

the home economics room,

for

the graffiti

the class.

students

(i.e.,

teachers'

etc.).

male

lounges,

to arrive and reported his

Project 9

involved a

the,

He then

survey

had received notification of

under Chapter 622
investigator

'•controver¬

regulations on large posters and hung

in strategic

versus

The student made copies of

"find¬

to find

their rights

from the Superintendent of Schools.

then took her survey results and presented

them to

the Superintendent in a very positive meeting.

Project

10 was

non-English
School
tions

for

an interesting analysis of problems

speakers
the

first

regulations.

time.

approach

However,

sample projects

(see Appendix C).
jects

(1

and

which

follows.
1)

6

that

face when entering Amherst High
Unfortunately,

prevent a detailed analysis

particular unique

two

The

to

of

limita¬

each project and

implementing Chapter

the present researcher has

to be reprinted
The basis

in Table

space

10)

of
was

in

its

622
chosen

their entirety

selecting
based on

these

two pro¬

the criteria

They were representative of the two
largest project topic areas (curricu¬
lum, and attitude change in extra¬
curricular activities).
This cri¬
terion narrowed the choice to 1-7.

83
2)

They were written (as opposed to audio¬
visual) projects of reasonable length.
For example, the most comprehensive
project (7) was excluded because it has
thirty-three pages.
This narrowed the
choice to 1, 4, or 6.

3)

They were as representative as possible
of the class demography.
(Project 6
belongs to a white female, and project
1 to a white male.
Project 4 was omitted
because it belonged to a white female and
was less comprehensive than 6.
Two Black
students took the course but one student
audited and the other did an extensive
media project which was taped).

Section Five

A summative
tered

course evaluation instrument was

anonymously

to all

group during

the

section.

informal

An

earlier

in

a pilot

study of

last

in
of

the experimental
the

final

but due

to

the
the

fact

that this was

summative measure

fixed and open-ended response
at

Table

course

evaluation discussion had been done

the curriculum,

administered once,
presentation.

students

thirty minutes

the course,

(including both

ten

adminis¬

the end of
11

presents

the

total

the data

items)

was

curriculum
from this

evalu¬

ation.
The data
evaluation,
was

9.5

eight

show from responses

that

(95%)

sessions

to

item one on

the mean attendance at class

over

the eight week period.

had perfect attendance.

the

sessions

Four out of

Item two responses

*Indicates

that more

than

50%

of

students

attending

this

session responded on

Frequency of Responses to Each Fixed Item (1-5) on the
Course Evaluation Organized According to Class Session (1-8)

this

84

85

showed

that

80%

of

the participants

(8/10)

found session

three

(Starpower Game)

ments

from open-ended responses of participants

this

finding as
"I

to be especially valuable.

Com¬

emphasized

follows:

learned

so many things

at once."

"I thought session three was very inter¬
esting because it reflected society."
"We learned alot about ourselves and each
other in terms of relationships and
prejudices."
"It made people aware of their own power
trips and sort of shaked some."
"It was

relevant to my experience."

"I learned a very important thing about
myself that I wasn't aware of before."
"It

showed

alot about my prejudices."

"Great."
Item three responses
received

that class

the highest number of responses.

people present,

two

a

school

racist/sexist

project proposal)
responses

showed

indicated

was

indicated

that session

session four
Of

the

four

ten

(design

exercise and discussion groups on
not at all valuable.

the

Open-ended

following:

"It didn't work very well."
"I don't feel we discussed the exercise
enough for it to be of significant value."
Item

four

responses

showed

that students wanted

to

86
spend more
out of
as

tin. on

class session three

ten students present

(70%)

(starpower).

Seven

indicated their reasons

follows:

"It really takes more
get into it."
It made me
"It's hard

feel

I want
^
seliish
On
four

item

five

(Design a

interesting

to do

it again."

fun and educational."
to

learn how to

the

teach

the highest score was

racist/sexist school

wanted

time on

less

it

to others."

llke life*
1 saw first-hand how
top group is."

Three out of

spend

to
to

energetic."

discussion groups).
to

two hours
3

to describe why."

"It would be
"It was

than

given

to

session

and proposal

ten students

idea

(30%)

session four materials.

Open-ended responses were:
"I didn't feel I got as much out of
activity as I would have liked to."

the

"It didn't hold great meaning."
"If we had more time I think people's
feelings would have come out."
The
added by
of

the

following
students

responses
in

(abridged where

the comment section on

true

lengthy)
the

were

last page

evaluation:
"I think the quality of this course is
very high and I can't think of much else."
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I feel the course is excellent just the
way it was.
One thing is that some of the
more quiet people didn't get as much of a
chance to speak their piece, but no dis¬
cussion group will ever have perfect
balance."
The readings you handed out were excellent,
I ve really got positive feelings from them
and would like to see more articles by
Angela Davis about Black Women."
"Everyone shared at least one thing that was
personal and has possibly never been shared
before.
I have learned to be more open now
and less hesitant to talk about myself and
feelings.
I don't know, but I think this
feeling can be carried through to other
situations outside of class.
I really enjoy
the material, too."
"I found out alot about
believe that it affects
people know about it."

622.
It's hard to
so much and so few

"I like the fact that people aren't inhibited
in our discussions.
I wish the course would
go on so we could do more about racism and
sexism as a group.
It seems easier that way."
"The best thing about this course was that it
broke down cliques.
I didn't even know any¬
one before this course and now I feel close
to some people."
"I feel I have really learned about my preju¬
dices and the structure behind my attitudes."
"This course was alot of work, but it was
worth it.
I think it should be phase 5
because of the independent study."
"Chapter 622 was interesting.
offered again so more students
their
The

It should be
could learn

rights."

evaluation data presented above has

implications

88

for

the content and structure of Chapter

for

Student Implementation.

622:

Recommendations

Strategies
are

included

in Appendix A.
Chapter IV has

reported the

four major hypotheses of
course

this

findings on each of

study.

Results of

evaluation have also been presented.

will present a
conclusions,

summary of

and outline

related research.

for

the

Chapter V

the present research,
recommendations

the

draw

further

CHAPTER
SUMMARY,

V

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary

The purpose of

the present study was

(1)

to develop an
in-service curriculum
handbook for an eight-week (16 hour)
course entitled:
Chapter 622:
Strate¬
gies for Student Implementation;

(2)

to pilot the above mentioned course
during the Fall 1977 semester on a
sample of ten Amherst Regional High
School students; and

(3)

to evaluate changes
participants':

During

and

the

November

27,

(b)

awareness of situations that
are racist and/or sex role
stereotypic, and

(c)

actions to implement the
spirit as well as the letter
of Chapter 622.
in part one of

presented

1977,

the course

information with respect
Chapter 622,

time period

experimental
students.

is

in

(a)

The curriculum mentioned
developed

threefold:

its

the purpose was

entirety

from September

this

group of

in

to

27,

in Appendix A.
1977,

through

curriculum was piloted with an

ten Amherst Regional High School

Evaluation results
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from both

fixed and open-

90

ended

items

indicated

that students were quite

with the course content,
phere.

was

session

tion of

session

students

three

has

social

pants'

awareness

implementing Chapter
researcher designed

two hour

racism and

simulations

awareness,
622

as

simula¬
sexism.

a curriculum

and

separate

relevant to

the present

instruments.
for

F-ratios

They

face and content

(pre and post study)

group members.
the

the course partici¬

and actions

five experts

and administered

experimental

in

regulations,

three

field-tested with

culated

During

been discussed by Chapman.^

information,

validity

in a

(and personal)

In order to evaluate changes

were

learning atmos¬

(Starpower Game).

participated

institutional

The value of
method

and

The session which was most consistently rated as

"valuable"
this

materials,

satisfied

(a =

following hypotheses were

.05)

to

the

ten

were cal¬

accepted:

(1)

There was a significant increase in
the level of participants' information
regarding Chapter 622 due to treatment.

(2)

There was a significant increase in
the level of participants' awareness
of situations that are racist and/or
sex role stereotypic due to treatment.

(3)

There was a significant increase in
the participants' number of reported
observations of sex role stereotyping
due

(4)

to

treatment.

There was no significant increase in
the participants' number of reported
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reactions to each instance of observed
sex role stereotyping due to treatment.
(5)

There was a significant increase in
the participants' number of reported
observations of racism due to treatment.

(6)

There was no significant increase in
the participants' number of reported
reactions to each instance of observed
racism due to treatment.

In addition

to

the empirical data provided above,

present researcher has
of

student projects

One project
attitude

is

printed

specific Chapter

control
brief

held

and experimental

test was

given.

Nine

group members

report of

the

research also

(1)

the other

is

an

student attempts

students

A study
(in both the

one week after
group members

this meeting

to

the post
and

five

to receive a

findings.

the potential

the present

effectiveness of

innovations:

in-service training for students
as a means of Chapter 622 implementa¬
and

combining racism and sexism awareness
training with Chapter 622 implementa¬
tion

Responses

two examples

their entirety.

articulated above,

investigated

tion,
(2)

groups)

attended

in

regulation.

for all

study's

curricular

622

of

experimental

Beyond the purposes

two major

(unedited)

Both are reports

follow-up meeting was
control

in Appendix C,

a curriculum analysis,

study.

implement a

included

the

strategies.

from open-ended

items

on

the course evaluation,
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classroom discussions,
that both

and

teacher's

reports

innovations were effective

purposes of

this

for

indicated

the particular

study.

Conclusions

Hypothesis
to observed
instances
increase
ment.
One
be

testing on

instances of

of
in

sex role

is

an

explanation,
that

tions

the

small

cance with the same
"observation of
of

the

same

conclusion
As

sample

significant
to

in Chapter

imposes

treat¬

However,

size was

racism/sex role

since

achieved on

stereotyping"

a more comprehensive,

result.

IV,

statistical

could

limita¬
signifi¬

the

dimensions
theoretical

appropriate.

Fromkin and Sherwood have asserted,

sexism,

...are not

simply matters of

typing,

prejudice,

and bigotry.

...the balance of power

altered

some

fundamental ways

"racism

individuals'

While

important,
in

to observed

but not surprising,

significance.

instrument,
seems

yielded no

such reactions due

size

"reactions

"reactions

briefly outlined

sample

in reporting

and

stereotyping"

interesting,
as

two variables of

racism"

the quantity of

This

the

these

[and]

stereo¬

factors

[italics mine]

are

must be

before certain minority

2
groups
power

can
is

whether

an
it

successfully control
influential
is

personal

their own

aspect of
power

fate.

Since

any relationship—

(i.e..

of

friends,

family,
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etc.)

or

institutional power

tems,

etc.)—students were confronted with some difficult

decisions
role

as

and activities

time was

(i.e.,

teacher grading"

rosnt Chapter
decisions

power,

a

the

small,

in

these

Reports instrument of
reflects

a great deal

influences of power

imple-

short-term goals which
change.
able

Consequently,
to

improve

their reactions.

from the pre and post Self

rather

than quantitative change.

Sample Pre-test Observation of Racism.
"A German in my gym class has been (every
day this week) pushed into the lockers
and called a Nazi and other names."
Sample Pre-test Reaction to the Above
Observation.
"I came in just as it was
finishing and when I tried to talk to
ignored me."

Sample Post-test Observation of Racism.
"One of my friends told me this joke:
Q:
Why aren't there any Black nuns?
A:

The

a white male course participant

this qualitative

him he

power,

the collective

the course were

examples

support dis¬

support discussions was

the quality but not the quantity of
following unedited

their new

to effectively

One of

but effective,

students

to

sys¬

"parental discipline"

their ability

attainable,

economic

in-service

the various

regulations.

to define

in relation

(see Appendix A),

that came out of

could make
many of

622

on

schools,

in the

spent examining

and peer pressure)

the need

to be made

student-educator.

cussions
of

that had

(of

Because they can't say the word
superior
after the word mother."
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Sample Post-test Reaction to the Above
Observation.
"I told him that from my
own experience, whites use the phrase
;mother fucker' as much as Blacks do and
it is whites who have mainstreamed the
word 'fuck' into the American lifestyle,
making it acceptable to say in print and
even sometimes on the radio.
The word
'fuck' is at least 80 years old (it was
used in prisons and reform schools at the
turn of the century).
The most interesting
fact is that it came from the German word
'fokken,' to strike, which shows that sex
is used as a weapon against women.
I think
that this involves both racism and sex role
stereotyping.
Whites have always been the
first to break in new prejudices and then
shift the blame to minorities."
As evidenced in the above samples,

the depth of this

student's reaction and internal reflection upon a racist
incident increased significantly but not statistically
from pre to post study.

A major conclusion which can be

drawn from these data is that the in-service course,
Chapter 622:

Strategies

for Student Implementation, is

more conducive to qualitative rather than quantitative
increases in a student's reactions to situations that
are

racist and/or sex role stereotypic.
Other conclusions which can be directly drawn from

the results of hypothesis testing are:
(1)

Chapter 622:
Strategies for Student
Implementation is an effective program
for increasing a high school student's
information about Chapter 622 regula¬
tions ;

(2)

Chapter 622:
Strategies for Student
Implementation is an effective program
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for increasing a high school student's
awareness of situations that are racist
sex role stereotypic—both gener¬
ally and in their own personal experi¬
ences; and
(3)

Chapter 622;
Strategies for Student
Implementation provides an effective
training program for developing and
implementing student compliance projects.

Recommendations

for Further Research

The present research offers
in-service
(Chapter
cally

training course which combines

622

issues

regulations)
of

with social

racism and

sex role

the greatest untapped resources
school

systems

results

has been

from this

unique position
tudes

study

to

and actions

an

instinct

the

for

awareness

awareness

(specifi¬

themselves.

that students
in

As Kaplan has

fairness

are

in a
atti¬

appropriate

stated,

and equality

in

The

information,

of others when given the

for

One of

implementing change

students

indicate

legal

stereotyping).

facilitate changes

training and guidance.
have

a curriculum for a student

"students

£andj

there

is

3
a

need

622:

for

student participation

Strategies

successful
which would
service

at all

levels."

Chapter

for Student Implementation has provided a

format

for

improve

that participation.

the effectiveness

curriculum is

outlined below.

of

Further
this

research

student in-
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(1)

replication.
In order to build a broader
base of empirical data to substantiate
the generalizability of the effectiveness
of Chapter 622;
Strategies for Student
Implementation, it is suggested that the
course be replicated in a representative
cross-section of other Massachusetts pub¬
lic high schools.

(2)

follow-up studies.
Appropriate follow-up
studies could be designed to assess the
persistence of efforts of participants
to implement Chapter 622 after the course
is completed.

(3)

variations in the composition of
Experimentation might be done to
the potential impact of faculty,
and/or parent involvement in the

(4)

comparison studies.
Appropriate compari¬
son studies could be developed to assess
the effectiveness of this Chapter 622
student in-service curriculum with a
similar faculty in-service curriculum.

(5)

qualitative analysis of results from stu¬
dents' Self Reports.
Categories (i.e.,
verbal/non-verbal; direct/indirect;
effective/ineffective, etc.) could be
imposed on the open-ended responses from
the Self Reports.
This would allow for a
qualitative measure of student's pre- and
post-study reactions to incidents of racism
and/or

(6)

the sample.
determine
community,
course.

sex role stereotyping.

variations in the placebo treatment.
Con¬
trol group members could attend weekly dis¬
cussion groups on racism/sex role stereo¬
typing and Chapter 622 without utilizing
any of the experimental in-service course
materials.
A post-study comparison of
groups would then specifically measure
the extent of curriculum effectiveness.
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FOOTNOTES

CHAPTER I:
Chapter 622 (House Bill No. 3576) of the Massachusetts
Legislative Acts of 1971, an act which prohibits discrimina¬
tion in public schools, was adopted on August 5, 1971.
It
reads:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa¬
tives in the General Court assembled, and by the authority
of the same as follows:
Section 1.
Chapter 76 of the General Laws
is hereby amended by striking out Section 5, as
appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, and in¬
serting in place thereof the following section:
Section 5.
Every child shall have the right
to attend the public school of the town where he
actually resides subject to the following section.
No child shall be excluded or discriminated against
in admission to a public school of any town or in
obtaining the advantages, privileges and courses
of study of such public school on account of race,
color, sex, religion or national origin.
Section 2.
Section 16 of said Chapter 76, as
so appearing is hereby amended by inserting after
the word "schools", in line 2, in words: - or from
the advantages, privileges, and courses of study of
such public

schools.

Massachusetts,
Regulations
Services,

(Boston:

1975),

p.

Department of Education,
Bureau of Educational

Chapter

622

Information

1.

Ibid.

The ten specific areas for compliance outlined in
the regulations are:
1.00) Purpose, 2.00) School Admis¬
sions, 3.00) Admission to Courses of Study, 4.00) Guidance,
5.00) Curricula, 6.00) Extra-Curricular Activities, 7.00)
Facilities, 8.00) Active Efforts, 9.00) Complaint Procedure,
and 10.00)

Private Right of Enforcement.
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4Ibid.

“’ibid.

Ibid.,

p.

ii

7
The full title of the ESEA Title IV grant is: Coun¬
teracting Sex-Role Stereotyping in the Amherst-Pelham
Schools:
Developing Staff Awareness, Skills and Ongoing
Training Capabilities."
The proposal was submitted joint¬
ly on February 6, 1976, by the Committee on Sex Role
Stereotyping and the Amherst-Pelham Schools.
Funding was
awarded for the 1976-1977 academic year.

g
Joyce Berkman et al., "Counteracting Sex-Role Stereo¬
typing in the Amherst-Pelham Schools:
Developing Staff
Awareness, Skills, and Ongoing Training Capabilities"
(ESEA Title IV, Part C grant proposal, Amherst, Massachu¬
setts, 1976), p. 2.

^Ibid.

^Course enrollment statistics were reported in the
February, 1977, issue of Rockin1 Roles, the monthly news¬
letter of the Sex Role Stereotyping Project.
Figures
reflect enrollment for the Spring Semester which ended in
June, 1977.

^See

12
349,

note

Brown vs.

U.S.

10.

Board of Education of Topeka,

Kansas,

1954,

294.

13Richard Rothstein, "Down the Up Staircase," in And
Jill Came Tumbling After:
Sexism in American Education,
ed.
Judith Stacey, Susan Bereaud, and Joan Daniels (New
York:

Dell

Publishing Co.,

Inc.,

1974),

p.

226.

14Peter John Graham, Jr., "Implementation of Anti-Sex
Discrimination Legislation:
A Study of Chapter 622 of the
1971 Massachusetts Legislative Acts" (Ed.D. dissertation,
University of Massachusetts,

1975),

p.

viii.
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15See Appendix A.

^See Appendix B.
17

Graham,

Ibid.

18

Arlington, Worcester and Brookline Public Schools all
have programs for staff development in the area of sex role
stereotyping.
For more information contact:
Beverly W. Lydiard, ed.
Kaleidoscope
Department of Education.
Winter, 1975.

13.

Massachusetts

19

Abmgton and Jamaica Plain both have programs that
deal with racial and sex role stereotyping.
For more
information consult:
Beverly W. Lydiard, ed.
Kaleidoscope
Department of Education.
Winter, 1975.

20
21
found

See Note

1

for a

This was

adapted

full

citation of

13.

the
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law.

from the definition of
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in:

Milton Rokeach,

Beliefs,

San Francisco:

^This definition was

Attitudes and Values.

Jossey-Bass,
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1968.

following

sources

Racism in America and How to Combat It, U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Urban Series
#1.
Government Printing Office, Washington,
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C.,

January,

1970.

Delmo Dell-Dora, What Curriculum Leaders Can Do
About Racism.
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New Detroit, Inc.,
1970.

23
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SECTION

I

BACKGROUND

Chapter 622:

Strategies for Student Implementation

is an in-service training program for high school students.
Developed and pilot-tested during the fall of 1977,
group of
dents,

with a

ten interested Amherst Regional High School stu¬

it provides a unique opportunity for young people

to become actively involved in diagnosing and correcting
inequities in their own educational environment.

Theoret¬

ically the program has two major innovations:

Pre-

(1)

it examines the technique of in-service
training as a useful means of developing
student education; and

(2)

it provides a common curriculum for
implementing Chapter 622 regulations
and examining the related issues of
sex role stereotyping and racism.

and post-test results from the pilot study

Appendix B for instruments)

(see

showed significant improvement

in the following areas:
(1)

the students'
regulations;

(2)

the students' ability to diagnose situa¬
tions which are racist and/or sex role
stereotypic, as well as situations which
are in violation of Chapter 622 regula¬
tions;

(3)

knowledge of Chapter 622

and,

the quality of student responses and
actions to counteract discriminatory
practices or attitudes.

(Page 2)
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areas
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high

school

for Chapter
dramatic
of

students
622

as

regulations on the

implemen¬
local high

changes were achieved—especially

curriculum analysis

(see Appendix C

the primary

for

sample

and attitude examina¬

student projects).
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SECTION

II

PURPOSE

The purpose of

this handbook

is

to present an

training program which can be utilized
high

school

evaluate
Chapter

students

their
622

of

to help

effectively design,

own Chapter

622

the Acts of

1971

in-service

interested

execute,

and

implementation projects.
states:

...No person shall be excluded from or
discriminated against in admission to a
public school of any town, or in obtaining
the advantages, privileges and courses of
study of such public school on account of
race, color, sex, religion or national
origin.
In

1975,

local
law

Chapter

622

regulations were adopted

compliance with the
(see

Session One,

spirit and

Exercise C).

a model

program for public high

limited

financial

ing

student

pliance with

resources)

in-service as
these

the

who are

regulations.

the

handbook provides

systems

interested

a methodology

insure

letter of

This

school

to

(with
in explor¬

for achieving com¬
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SECTION

III

OBJECTIVES

Upon

the completion of

in-service program,

students will

be able

(sixteen hour)

to:

Define the purposes of Chapter 622
and describe its specific regula¬
tions ;

(2)

Identify situations that are sex
role stereotypic and/or racist in
their school community;

(3)

Develop their own project to imple¬
ment a specific Chapter 622 regula¬
tion; and

(4)

Critically evaluate
their project.

the success of

specifically designed

accomplishment with respect

provided

eight week

(1)

Instrumentation
of

this

in Appendix B.

to

to measure

the

these objectives

is

level

(Page 5)
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SECTION

IV

FORMAT

The curriculum materials
for Student

for Chapter

Implementation are provided

eight sequential

sessions.

622:

Strategies

in the

form of

Each session consists of:

I. A brief outline of

session goals,

II. Instructions for specific exercises
and/or activities designed to help
the participants achieve the session
goals, and
III. Readings and assignments to help
facilitate the participants' learning
experience.
The materials
ticipation.
size be

presented are conducive
It

is

therefore recommended

limited

to

eight to

training program to
be used as
move
in

to small group par¬

achieve

that the group

twelve participants.
the most success,

presented--not out of

sequence.

in an order which allows participants

For

the

it should

The materials
to make changes

information and attitudes before moving on to action.

Utilization of materials
development of
tial

for

a group

changes

out of

sequence might

support dimension which

in participants'

attitudes

impede
is

the

essen¬

and behaviors.

(Page
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SECTION

V

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR INSTRUCTORS

Since
for

the purpose of

student

this

course

implementation of Chapter

is

to provide a

622

and

to provide a

learning experience which effectively combines
ness

of

sexism and racism in relation

the role of

the

instructor

structor must be well
spirit and

which positive,
social

must have
relation

small

by

awareness

the

issues of

these materials

and

training

is

the

In addition

are

fostered and

lighting.

should be established which

in

instructor

It is

is made
strongly

to
recom¬

in racism and

sexism

in counseling and

essential.

that

time

The

attempt

background

also

considerations

adequate

to

in¬

not be used by anyone who has

An experiential

instructor

the

sexism and racism in

in others.

should be chosen which has
ings

regulations.

can be developed.

that process

group dynamics
Other

Obviously

open communication can be

extensive prior

awareness.

these regulations,

and committed

to him/herself before any

that

not had

622

an aware¬

to create a classroom atmosphere in

examined the

facilitate
mended

able

crucial.

informed of

letter of Chapter

he/she must be

which

is

to

format

and

should be

taken into account

setting.

An environment

comfortable,
A regular,
is

movable
weekly

not part of

furnish¬
time

slot

the regular

(Page 7)
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school hours.
evening

The pilot study

time

teachers'

slot,

to attend all

may

for

are both
sessions.

also wish to make

populations

interested

school

make

If possible credit should be

sure

the program.

that the group selected

You
is

the male/female and minority/non-minority

in your

school.

interest survey utilized

included

the high

in the topic and able

successful completion of

representative of

and

and classes met in

in soliciting student participation,

that they

arranged

this course chose an

lounge.

Finally,
sure

for

in Appendix B.

A sample course description
in

the pilot study

is

(Page 8)
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SECTION

VI

CURRICULUM

Session One

I.

II.

A.

The goals

of

this

session are:

A.

to

B.

to define the terms sex role stereotyping,
racial stereotyping, sexism and racism,
and

C.

to discuss the specific regulations of
Chapter 622.

Activities

introduce participants

for

this

to

each other,

session are:

A.

The Adjective List

B.

Definitions

C.

Chapter

D.

Student Self Reports
permits)

Exercise

622—Questions

The Adjective List:

and Answers

(optional—if

time

How I See Myself/My Racial
Identity/and My Sex Role
Identity

Goals:

To have participants begin exploring how
they

see

Black,

themselves

male,

issue of

female,

being

seeing onself

an
as

in

terms of being white,

etc.

To explore

individual
part of

the

as opposed

a group.

to

(Page 9)
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The Adjective List

(continued)

Materials Needed:

Copies of "Personal Checklist"
Pen/Pencil
Newsprint
Magic Markers
Masking Tape

Instructions:
1.

Hand out copies of the
to each participant.

2.

Ask them to select five words from the list
which they feel best describe themselves.
If they feel that the appropriate word is
not on the list they can add words they feel
comfortable with.

3.

Ask several participants to introduce them¬
selves by sharing their five words.
Jot
down these words on newsprint (or on a chalk¬
board) .
Try to assess how many people in the
group had the same words on their lists.

4.

Ask participants to return to the "personal
checklist."
Ask them to now select five
words from the list which describe their sex
role and racial identity.
Again, if the
appropriate word is not there, add it.

5.

Ask participants to share their lists noting
if they changed any words between their first
and second list.
Jot down the changed words
on the newsprint.
Assess how many people m
the group changed their lists, and the types
of

6.

"personal

checklist"

changes.

Discus si
--How did people feel developing each list?
—Why did participants change their lists?
--Why do people see themselves differently
when referring to themselves as part of a
particular

race or

sex?

(Page
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The Adjective List
Note

to

Instructor;

1.
issue,

You may want
i.e.,

as white,

is Black,

and

the group have

opposed
light
is

to

the

the

lists

are.

whereas

2.

The

containing

This

themselves

because

Acknowledge

in only

five words

first he or

as
see

that

some of

the

the U.S.

as

same dynamic can high¬
stress

here

the support of

that

not.

to

Therefore,

individuals
themsleves

they

not enjoy

first
as

part

that
but

It

is

helpful

these

types of

feel pigeon-holed and catego¬
it

is

hard

to define ourselves

to pick out the one which

the crucial dynamics
3.

the

first.

rized.

like

as

the women in

in

important thing

People often do

checklists

if

an oppressed group

Third World people

a group

that

to see

the oppressor does
see

themselves

individual within

that an oppressed group needs

white people

see

A Black person

fact

an

the male list.
issue.

to

seeing ourselves

they

secondly,

their

of being

group whereas

of

forget who

It may be interesting

elements

individual-group

people who are oppressed by

up every day aware of

group.

the

the luxury of

whereas

system can never

she

to discuss

white people don't have

we have

individuals,

wakes

(continued)

not

of one's
to

feel

self.

tell participants

the

(Page

A.
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The Adjective List

goal of

this

pants' lists
to define

exercise before beginning
change when they realize

themselves

they define
to

direction as

Source:

according

themselves

retain the

Time:

(continued)

impact of

the

to

Partici¬

they will have

race or

first time.

this

it.

exercise,

sex after

Therefore,
give each

stated.

30 minutes
Adapted

from an exercise developed by

the United States Navy,
School,

Key West,

Race Relations

Florida,

1973.

(Page 12)
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The Adjective List

(continued)

PERSONAL CHECKLIST
A.

Select five (5) words from the list below
that best describe you:

accepted
adaptive
afraid
Afro
arrogant
assaulted
average
bad
beautiful
better
big
blamed
brave
brother
brutal
chosen
Christian
confident
conservative
controller
creative
denied
determined
dignified
disappointed
dying
easy
emotional
employed
enraged
exploited
feminist
flexible
free
friendly
B.

good
happy
helpless
hopeful
hungry
humble
hurt
independent
individual
inferior
insulted
intelligent
invisible
just
knowledgeable
leader
liberal
limited
majority
man
misunderstood
nice
normal
oppressive
oppressed
outraged
paternal
patient
people
poor
powerful
privileged
proper
protective
protestant

proud
pure
puzzled
religious
respected
rich
right
ripped-off
schizophrenic
scientific
secure
select
selective
separatist
sexual
sharp
sister
soft
soulful
strong
supportive
tight
together
tokenized
tracked
true
under-educated
under-employed
understanding
unemotional
up-tight
victimized
woman
worthy

Write any additional words if the above word
list is not descriptive enough to reflect
your true feelings:

(Page 13)
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Definitions Exercise

Goals:

To clarify definitions of sex role stereotyping,
racial stereotyping, sexism and racism.

Materials Needed:

Paper (Newsprint and markers may be
Pen/
used instead)
Pencil

Instructions:

Time:

1.

Divide class into four groups.

2.

Ask participants to draw a circle with spokes
coming out of it.

3.

In the middle of the circle have group one
write the word "racism," group two, "sexism,"
group three: "racial stereotyping," and group
four: "sex role stereotyping."

4.

As participants to free associate to their
word and put their responses at the end of
each spoke.

5.

Share the wheels in the large group.

6.

Give a mini-lecture distinguishing terms
utilizing the mini-lecture notes.

40 minutes

Source:

Adapted from an exercise developed by Alice
Sargeant.

(Page
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B.

Definitions Exercise

MINI

(continued)

LECTURE SHEET

SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING:
prejudicial
by one sex upon the other.
Examples:

assumptions made

Women are not as smart as men
Men who cry are weak
Women belong in the home
Men are born leaders
etc., etc.

SEXISM:
sex role stereotyping plus the power to act
upon that stereotype.
Because of the way our
institutions and all of our society is male
dominated in the United States, it would be im¬
possible for women to be sexist because they do
not have power as a group over men.
This is
not to say that women are not prejudiced against
men or that they don't stereotype men—but power
is the issue.
Men in this patriarchy have the
institutional (and in many cases the personal)
power over women.
Examples:

Employment practices that discriminate
against women
History of women omitted from textbooks
Rape
Husbands not allowing wives to work
Fathers sending sons to college—refusing
to send daughters
State property laws not allowing single
women to hold property titled
etc.,

etc.

RACIAL STEREOTYPING:
by one
Examples:

race

Prejudicial

assumptions made

upon another.

W7hites are weak
Blacks have rhythm
Whites have no culture
Chinese make the best launderers
etc.,

etc.
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Definitions

Exercise

MINI

(continued)

LECTURE SHEET

(continued)

RACISM:
It is vital to again refer to the definition
of prejudice and differentiate it from racism.
By the end of this exercise these two terms should
have two different meanings in participants minds.
It is important to push for the understanding
that racism is Power plus Prejudice.
Therefore,
Third World people can not be racist against
whites in our country.
Third World people can
be prejudiced against whites, but clearly do not
have the power mechanisms behind them to enforce
that prejudice.
Although participants may not
accept this view totally at this point, or feel
comfortable with it, it is important to establish
this concept as a working definition.
As the
course progresses it will become more accepted
by participants.
Examples:

Segregation of schools
Claims of "reverse" discrimination
Employment practices which discriminate
against Imperialism
Japanese concentration camps in the United
States
etc., etc.

(Page
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Chapter

622:

Questions

Goals:

To introduce participants to
regulations of Chapter 622.

Materials Needed:

and Answers

Copies of Chapter

the

specific

622

Regulations.

Instructions:
1.

Hand out copies of
participant.

the regulations

to each

2.

Ask them to spend the next 15 minutes
silently skim-reading the regulations.

3.

Ask them to find the regulation which
answers the following questions (as many
as time allows):
Question:

Can a school establish separate
athletic teams for males and
females?

Answer:

Yes, subject to
and 6.08.

Question:

Who is responsible
parents of Chapter

Answer:

The Superintendent of
See regulation 8.05.

Question:

If a student speaks Spanish only,
can they receive guidance coun¬
seling in Spanish?

Answer:

Yes.

Question:

Can the school offer a scholar¬
ship that is for girls only?

Answer:

No.

Question:

Can a high school have an advanced
auto mechanics course for boys

See

See

regulations

for notifying
622 regulations?

regulation

regulation

Schools.

8.12.

8.12.

only?
Answer:

No.

See

6.07

regulation

3.03.

(Page 17)
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Chapter

622:

Questions

and Answers

(continued)

Question:

Is it legal to have separate
bathrooms for boys and girls?

Answer:

Yes.
No regulations violate
individual privacy of students.

4.

Allow
have.

5.

Additional true/false questions are avail¬
able on the Chapter 622 Regulations instru
ment in Appendix B.

for any questions

the

students may

Time:

35 minutes

Source:

Exercise developed by Carlene Riccelli.

(Page
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CHAPTER 622

REGULATIONS

PERTAINING TO ACCESS TO EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
(Reprinted

from Massachusetts

Department of Education)

1•00

PURPOSES AND CONSTRUCTION OF THESE REGULATIONS

1.01

These Regulations are promulgated to insure the
right of access to the public schools of the
Commonwealth and the equal enjoyment of the oppor¬
tunities, advantages, privileges and courses of
study at such schools without regard to race,
color, sex, religion or national origin.
These
Regulations shall be liberally construed for these
purposes.

1.02

The obligation to comply with these Regulations is
not obviated or alleviated by any local law or rule
or regulation of any organization, club, athletic
or other league or association which would limit the
eligibility or participation of any student on the
basis of race, color, sex, religion or national
origin.

2.00

SCHOOL ADMISSIONS

2.01

All public schools in the Commonwealth shall admit
students without regard to race, color, sex, religion
or national origin.
This includes, but is not
limited to regional vocational-technical schools,
elementary, secondary, trade, and selective academic
high

2.02

schools.

No school shall discourage in any express or implied
manner, applicants for admission because of race,
color, sex, religion or national origin.
Written
materials used by a school to recruit students shall
not contain references suggesting the predominant
sex of the students presently enrolled or the antici¬
pated sex of the students to be recruited.
Pictorial
representation, in the aggregate, in such material
shall depict students of both sexes and of minority
groups.
References to only one sex in the name of
schools, programs or activities shall not be re¬
tained .
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2.03

The national citizenship of any applicant shall not
be a criterion for admission to any public school
nor shall national citizenship be a factor in the
assignment or availability of courses of study or
extra-curricular activities.

2.04

Any standards used as part of the admissions proc¬
ess, including but not limited to testing, the use
of recommendations and interviewing, to any public
school (as referred to in 2.01) shall not discrimin¬
ate on the basis of race, color, sex, religion or
national origin.
Limited English-speaking ability
(as defined by Chapter 71A of the General Laws)
shall not be used as a deterrant to or limitation
on admissions.

2.05

If admission to any school, including but not
limited to selective high schools, regional voca¬
tional-technical schools and trade schools, is
dependent upon the participation in or completion
of courses or programs which were previously limited
to students of one sex or if close scrutiny reveals
that access mechanisms or other administrative
arrangements have limited the opportunities of any
racial, ethnic or religious group of students to
participate in such programs, then such criteria
must be abolished.

2.06

Nothing in these Regulations shall be construed so
as to control the interpretation of or interfere
with the implementation of Chapter 641 of the Acts
of 1965, as amended by Chapter 636 of the Acts of
1974, providing for the elimination of racial im¬
balance in public schools, all rules and regula¬
tions promulgated in respect thereto and all court
and administrative decisions contruing or relating
thereto.

3.00
3.01

ADMISSION TO COURSES OF STUDY
Each and every course of study offered by a public
school shall be open and available to students
regardless of race, color, sex, religion or nation
origin.
Nothing herein shall be construed to

(Page 20)
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prohibit the use of prerequisite requirements that
have been demonstrated to be essential to success
m a qiven program.
However, if participation in
a course or program is dependent upon completion
of a prerequisite which was previously limited to
students of one sex, or if close scrutiny reveals
that access mechanisms or other administrative
arrangements have limited the opportunities of any
class of students to participate in such prerequi¬
sites, then all members of the previously excluded
group shall be given the opportunity to acquire the
prerequisites or be allowed to enter the program
without such prerequisites.
If it cannot be shown
that a prerequisite is essential for success in a
given program, the prerequisite shall be abolished.
3.02

The determination of what courses or units of study
are to be required of any student shall also be
made without regard to the race, color, sex, religion
or national origin of that student.

3.03

The scheduling of students into courses or units of
study shall not be done on the basis of sex, color,
race, religion or national origin.

3.04

Each student, regardless of race, color, sex,
national origin, religion, or limited Englishspeaking ability, shall have equal rights of access
to courses of study and other opportunities avail¬
able through the school system of the city or town
in which he or she resides, along with appropriate
bilingual instruction and programs or other curricu¬
lum offerings of a supportive nature such as
appropriate remedial programs.

3.05

Nothing in section 3.00 shall
vent particular segments of a
from being offered separately
necessary in order to respect

4.00

GUIDANCE

4.01

Guidance Counsellors

be construed to pre¬
program of instruction
to each sex when
personal privacy.

and other personnel

shall
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represent to the students a broad spectrum of
education and career opportunities.
Race, color,
sex, national origin and religion shall not be
considered as limiting factors in career determination.
4.02

4.03.

"Career Day" programs and other occupational infor¬
mation shall include representatives of both sexes
and minority group members in a broad variety of
occupational roles.
School shall not permit materi¬
als, including pictorial representations, to be used
to recruit students for employment, including train¬
ing, that contain a preference for individuals of a
particular race, color, sex, religion, or national
origin.
Any pictorial representation in such
materials, in the aggregate, shall depict members of
both sexes and of minority groups.
No materials or tests shall be employed for guidance
purposes which discriminate and/or limit choices on
the basis of race, color, sex, religion or national
origin.

5.00

CURRICULA

5.01

The curricula of all public school systems shall
present in fair perspective the culture, history,
activities, and contributions of persons and groups
of different races, nationalities, sexes, and
colors.

5.02.

All school books, instructional and educational
materials shall be reviewed for sex-role and
minority group stereotyping.
Appropriate activit
discussions and/or supplementary ma^eria^
used to counteract the stereotypes depicted in such

,

materials.
5.03

suss1

s'bi-'.r

sexes and of minority groups in a broad var
positive roles.

y
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5.04

Each school shall provide egual opportunity for
physical education for all students.
Goals, objec¬
tives and skill development standards, where used,
shall neither be designated on the basis of sex,
nor designed to have an adverse impact on members
of either sex.

6.00

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

6.01

Advantages and privileges of public schools include
all extra-curricular activities made available,
sponsored or supervised by any public school.
No
school shall sponsor or participate in the organiza¬
tion of outside extra-curricular activities con¬
ducted at such schools which restrict student par¬
ticipation on the basis of race, color, sex, religion
or national origin.
This regulation does not pro¬
hibit school committees from allowing use of school
premises by independent groups with restrictive mem¬
bership .

6.02

No student shall be denied the opportunity in any
implied or explicit manner to participate in an
extra-curricular activity because of the race, color,
sex, religion or national origin of the student
except as provided in section 6.07.

6.03

Because female participation in extra-curricular
athletic activities is substantially less than male
participation in such activities throughout the
Commonwealth, no school shall take action which
would tend to reduce the number of female partici¬
pants in intramural and interscholastic athletic
activities from that of the previous academic year,
until such time as an equalization of male and
female participation has been achieved.

6.04

Each school system shall provide a fair distribution
of athletic expenditures.
Each school within such
system shall provide equal opportunity for male and
female students to participate in intramural_and
interscholastic sports.
Factors considered in
determining equal opportunity shall include budgetary
allocations, the proportion of male and female
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students in the student body, the number and nature
of activities offered, levels of competition, equip¬
ment (including rate of replacement), supplies,
awards, uniforms, facilities, scheduling of games
and practice times, travel opportunities and allow¬
ances, opportunities to receive equitable coaching
and instruction at each level of competition and
the availability of services such as medical and
insurance coverage, publicity, clerical and adminis¬
trative staff, scouting and audio-visual aids.
6.05

In developing its athletic program, a school shall
be required to demonstrate good faith by taking
into account determined student interest.

6.06

In order to insure fair distribution of athletic
expenditures as defined in section 6.04, each school
shall indicate in the budget that is reviewed by the
school committee the anticipated expenditure for
each interscholastic and intramural athletic activity
and the anticipated student participation in that
activity by

6.07

are

satisfied.

Teams comprised primarily or solely of persons of one
sex shall be granted equal instruction, training,
coaching, access to available facilities, equipment
and opportunities to practice and compete as teams
engaged in a similar activity comprised primarily
or

6.09

sex.

A school may establish separate teams for males and
females for interscholastic competition in a particu¬
lar sport, provided that the requirements of section
6.08

6.08

number and

solely of persons

of

the opposite

sex.

Participation in extra-curricular activities shall
be actively encouraged by each school for both boys
and girls and for racial and ethnic minorities.
When offering extra-curricular programs, schools

reany r^l^^glou^or^c £,

-resented

£ o the r°extr a-curricular "^activities5 cannot be permitted.
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7.00

FACILITIES

7.01

Every new school which is to be constructed and
every addition to an existing school or program
for modernization of an existing school shall be
designed or planned so as to ensure that the educa¬
tional opportunities to be offered within that school
following its construction or expansion or reconstruc¬
tion will be available equally to all students thereof
without regard to the race, color, sex, religion or
national origin of any such student.

7.02

The goal
of each school shall be to provide equal
numbers of males and females with those facilities
and conveniences within a school which are separated
for reasons of privacy, e.g., showers, locker rooms,
changing rooms, toilets and lavatories.
Any school
to be constructed shall make such provision and any
plan for the expansion or modernization of an exist¬
ing school shall include whatever provision is
necessary in order to achieve compliance with this
section.

8.00

ACTIVE

8.01

The school committee of each school district shall
establish policies, promote regulations and proced¬
ures, and implement monitoring and evaluation
practices that support and promote affirmative
action and stimulate necessary changes to insure
that all obstacles to equal access to school programs
for all persons regardless of race, sex, color,
national origin, religion or limited English-speaking
ability, no matter how subtle or unintended, are
removed.
Such policies shall include a requirement
for an annual evaluation of all aspects of the K-12
school program to insure that all students regardless
of race, color, sex, religion or national origin are
given an opportunity to develop skills, competence,
and experience, and to receive appropriate guidance
so that they may be able to participate in all pro¬
grams offered by the school including athletics and
other extra-curricular activities.
Special atten
tion shall be given in this examination to schools

EFFORTS
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and programs in which students of either sex or of
racial or national origin groups present in the
community are markedly underrepresented.
8.02

If participation in any school sponsored program
or activity has previously been limited to students
based on race, color, sex, national origin, or
religion, then the school committee shall make
active efforts to insure that equal access to all
school sponsored programs or activities be provided
within the system.

8.03

It shall be the responsibility of the school commit¬
tee and the superintendent to provide necessary
information and in-service training for all school
personnel in order to:
- advance means of achieving educational
goals in a manner free from discrimination
on account of race, color, sex, religion or
national origin.
- enhance consciousness of the kinds of dis¬
criminatory and prejudicial practices and
behavior which may occur in the public
schools.

8.04

The superintendent, as an agent of the school com
mittee, shall promote and direct effective procedures
for the full implementation of these regulations,
and shall make recommendations to the committee for
the necessary policies, program changes, and budget
resource allocations needed to achieve adherence to
these regulations.

8.05

At the beginning of the school year, the superinten¬
dent of each school system shall be responsible fo
sending to the parents of all school J^hl existence
in their primary language, a notice o
notice
of Chapter 622 and its imputations
"°tice
shall include the information that all
„hldv
extra-curricular activities, and services
offered by the school are available without rega
to race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
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This notice may be included with other communica¬
tions sent to parents by the school system.
Upon
request, the Department of Education shall provide
a translation in requested languages to assist
superintendents in complying with this section.
The superintendent shall inform the community of
the existence of the law and of its implications
through newspaper releases or radio or television
announcements.
8.06.

The superintendent shall ensure that all students
are annually informed in a manner certain to reach
them of the existence of Chapter 622 and its implica¬
tions.
Students shall be informed that all courses
of study, extra-curricular activities, services,
and facilities offered by the school are available
without regard to race, color, sex, religion or
national origin.

8.07

The superintendent of each school system shall make
certain that employers who recruit new employees in
and through the schools of that district, do not
discriminate on account of race, color, sex, religion
or national origin in their hiring and recruitment
practices within the schools.
Before any employer
is allowed to recruit at or through any school, the
employer shall be required to sign a statement that
he/she does not discriminate in hiring or employment
practices on account of race, color, sex, religion
or national origin.

8.08

Since adults serve as role models for students,
school authorities shall utilize adults in a variety
of jobs, and as members of policy making committees,
to the extent consistent with their contractual
obligations, without regard to race, color, sex,
religion or national origin.

8.09

Adults serving on athletic regulatory boards shall
fairly represent the interest of both male and
female students.

8.10

Because selective secondary schools have had atypical
student bodies in the past, such selective secondary
schools, including but not limited to selective
academic high schools, regional vocational-technical
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schools and trade schools, shall admit qualified
applicants of each sex and racial and ethnic groups
in numbers proportionate to the existence of members
of such class in the secondary school population of
the geographic area served by that school.
After
the period for application to the school has closed,
if it is found that qualified applicants of one of
the above classes have not applied in numbers suf¬
ficient to maintain this proportion, qualified stu¬
dents of the other categories may be selected to
fill the remaining openings.
8.11

Any contributions to a school for activities and
monetary awards within or sponsored by the school
or for scholarships administered by the school made
after the effective date of these Regulations by any
person, group or organization shall be free from any
restrictions based upon race, color, sex, religion
or national origin.

8.12

The opportunity to receive guidance and counselling
in a student's primary language should be made
available to students from homes where English is
not the primary language spoken.

9.00

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

9.01

A parent, guardian, or other person or group who
believes that c. 76, s. 5 of the General Laws or
these Regulations has been or is being violated, may
request a written statement of the reasons thereof
from the responsible School Committee through the
superintendent and may submit a copy of such request
to the Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity.o
the Department of Education.
If such request is
made, a copy of such request shall be sent by the
School Committee to the Bureau of Equal Educational
Opportunity.

9.02

The School Committee shall respond promptly, but no
later than 30 days, in writing to the complaining
party
The School Committee shall also send a copy
its response to the Bureau of Equal Educational

It

Opportunity.
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9.03

The Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity shall
act as the representative of the Board of Education
for the purpose of receiving complaints pursuant to
these Regulations.

9.04

The Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity shall,
pursuant to a complaint received under section 9.01
or on its own initiative, conduct reviews to insure
compliance with c. 76, s. 5 and these Regulations.
The School Committee and the specific school(s)
involved shall cooperate to the fullest extent with
such review.

9.05

In the event of non-compliance with Chapter 76, s. 5
or these Regulations, the Board of Educationa may
take such action as it sees fit, including, but not
limited to withholding of funds or referral of the
matter to the Office of the Attorney General for
appropriate legal action.

10.00

PRIVATE RIGHT OF ENFORCEMENT

10.01

Nothing in these Regulations shall abridge or in any
way limit the right of a parent, guardian, or person
affected to seek enforcement of Chapter 622 of the
Acts of 1971 in any court or administrative agency
of competent jurisdiction.
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Staff responsibilities for responding to specific Chapter
622 Regulations are indicated below:
Chapter 622
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05
4.01
4.02
4.03
5.01
5.02
5.03
5.04
6.01
6.02
6.03
6.04
6.05
6.05
6.06
6.07
6.08
6.09
7.01
7.02
8.01
8.02
8.03

Principals
Principals
Principals
Principals
Principals
N. A.
Elementary Principals, Secondary Instructional
Directors
Guidance Counselors
Guidance Counselors
Elementary Principals, Secondary Instructional
Directors
Elementary Principals, Secondary Instructional
Directors
Guidance Counselors
Gudiance Counselors
Guidance Counselors
Elementary Principals, Secondary Instructional
Directors
Elementary Curriculum Coordinators, Secondary
Department Heads, Librarians
Elementary Curriculum Coordinators, Secondary
Department Heads, Librarians
Elementary Curriculum Coordinators, Secondary
Department Heads, Librarians
Principals
Principals
Director of Athletics
Director of Athletics
Director of Athletics
Director of Athletics
Director of Athletics
Director of Athletics
Director of Athletics
Principals
Assistant Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent
Superintendent's Council
Principals
.
_c
Elementary Council, Secondary Council,
Director
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Staff Reponsibilities

8.04
8.05
8.06
8.07
8.08
8.09

8.10
8.11
8.12
9.01
9.02
9.03
9.04
9.05

10.01

(continued)

Superintendent's Council
Superintendent thru Principals
Superintendent thru Principals
Superintendent thru Principals
Assistant Superintendent, Principals
Secondary Education Director
Guidance Counselors
Secondary Education Director
PPS Director
Superintendent
Superintendent
N. A.
Super1ntendent
N. A.
N. A.
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Student Self Reports

(Optional)

The instrument and directions for this exercise
are included in Appendix B.

During the pilot study this

was administered every week at the end of the session to
help students focus on their observations and reactions
to racism and sex role stereotyping in their personal
lives.

The same weekly procedure could be utilized as a

format for building support and sharing ideas,

if time

permits.

Source:

III.

Instrument designed by Carlene Riccelli

Readings
Chapter 622 Regulations.
"Being a Boy"

Julius Lester

"I Want a Wife"

Kaleidoscope 13:

Judy Syfers

What to do about 622

"Notes on the Black Experience"

Gilbert L.

Raiford
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Session Two

I.

The goal of

this session is to show parallels in

the dynamics of institutional racism and sexism.

II.

A.

Activities for this session are:
A.

The Drawbridge Exercise

B.

An open-ended discussion of readings and
general concerns of participants

C.

Student Self Reports

(Optional)

The Drawbridge Exercise

Goals:

To explore individual's values connected
with institutional racism and sexism.

To

better understand the role of individuals
and institutions in racism and sexism.

Materials Needed:

The Drawbridge Story
Newsprint
Magic Markers
Masking Tape

Instructions:
1.

Read the story,

"The Drawbridge,"

to the

group.
2.

Ask participants to prioritize the characters
in terms of who was responsible for the
death of the Baroness (1-most responsible
6-least responsible).
This list should be
done using one's own value system, not the
values of the time.
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The Drawbridge Exercise

(continued)

3.

Break into groups of 4-6 persons.
Have
each person share his/her list.
Then
group should develop a list by coming to
consensus.

4.

Ask each group to report out their final
list giving reasons for their choices.
Facilitator records each list on newsprint.

5.

Facilitator then shares an alternative way
to look at each character in terms of
societal functions.
Baron—white society, male society
Baroness--Third World people, women
Gateman--police (force
Boatman—institutions
Friend—liberals
Lover—enticement

6.

Note

to

Discuss
Discuss
victim,

if this changes people's lists.
the issues of power, blaming the
role of action and inaction

Instructor:

1.

Give groups ample time to develop and
negotiate the group list.

2.

Depending upon the results of each group
you may want to compare and contrast the
assumptions made in each group.

3.

Check out if peoples' responses change
after they see the analogies to societal
roles.
How often do we look at events
as individual incidences out of the
societal context?
How does that change
the focus and the reality?
How often do
we "blame the victim"
for attempting to
gain something that rightfully belongs to
them?

Time:

Source:

1

hour
Adapted from an exercise developed by
Sergeant Charles Howard, Fort Lee,
Virginia.
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(Please read the story,

then follow the instructions at the

bottom of this page).

As he left for a visit to his outlying districts,
jealous Baron warned his pretty wife:
castle while I am gone,

the

"Do not leave the

or I will punish you severely when

I return!"
But as the hours passed,
lonely,

the young Baroness grew

and despite her husband's warning,

decided to visit

her lover who lived in the countryside nearby.
The castle was
flowing river,

located on an island in a wide,

fast¬

with a drawbridge linking the island and

the land at the narrowest point in the river.
"Surely my husband will not return before dawn,"
thought,

she

and ordered her servants to lower the drawbridge

and leave it down until she returned.
After spending several pleasant hours with her lover,
the Baroness returned to the drawbridge,

only to find it

blocked by a gateman wilding waving a long and cruel knife.
"Do not attempt to cross this bridge,
will have to kill you,"

he raved.

Baroness,

or I

"The Baron ordered me

to do so."
Fearing for her life,

the Baroness returned to her
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lover and asked him for help.
"Our
"I will

relationship

is only a

he said,

not help."

The Baroness

then

sought out a boatman on the river,

explained her plight to him,
across

romantic one,"

the river

"I will

do

and asked him to

take her

in his boat.
it,

but only

if you can pay my

fee of

five

marks."
"But

I

"That
said

a

is

no money with me!"

too bad.

No money,

the Baroness protested.

no ride,"

fear growing,

friend,

begged

the Baroness

ran crying

and after again explaining

for enough money

to pay

the

happended,"

the

friend

said.

to

the home

situation,

the boatman his

"If you had not disobeyed your husband,
have

the boatman

flatly.
Her

of

have

fee.

this would not

"I will give you no

money."
With dawn approaching and her
the Baroness
to cross

to

returned

to

the castle,

the bridge
and was

last resource exhausted,
in desperation,

slain by

attempted

the gateman.
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In the story above, there are six characters.
They are (in alphabetical order):

The Baron

The Friend

The Baroness

The Gateman

The Boatman

The Lover

Using the list above, rank the characters (from 1 to 6)
the order of their responsibility for the death of the
Baroness.

in
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Open-ended discussion
Allow students
of

to discuss

course/feelings

tions

readings/progress

about activities/observa¬

they have made during

personal

fears

the past week/

about examining racism and

sexism.

III.

Readings:
"Saturday Morning Nap Conversation"
Margaret Edmonson Sloan
"A Visit

from Uncle Macho"

Brian Allen

A Guide for the Evaluation of Instructional
—
Materials Under Chapter 622
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Session Three

I.

II.

The goal of

this

session

dimension of

racism and

The activity

for

A.

this

is

to examine

the power

sexism through simulation.

session

is

Starpower.

Starpower
Simulations
of

are highly complex replications

selected reality

highly

segments.

skilled and experienced

They require a
leader,

preferably

a person who has previously experienced
simulation as
the specific
Instructors
tions

for

a participant.
format is

can obtain

Starpower

For this

the
reason

not presented here.
the Director's

Instruc¬

from:

Gary Shirts, Director, Simile II
Western Behavioral Science Institute
LaJolla, California
92037

III.

Readings
A.

and Assignments

Readings
"Why Women Fear Success"

Vivian Gornick

"Everybody Makes the Revolution—Some Thoughts
on Racism and Sexism"
William Blakey

B.

Assignment
Fill

out proposal worksheet and bring

next class.

it

to

the
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PROPOSAL WORKSHEET

Name:

Please list three areas of concern about 622 regulations
how they are being implemented at Amherst Regional High
School.

and

(1)

(2)

(3)

write down a brief sketch of a
On the back of this sheet
how to remedy one of the 2 areas
project idea.
(It may be
concern
listed above).
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Session Four

I.

II.

A.

The goals

of

this

session are:

A.

to focus attention on issues of sexism,
racism and Chapter 622 in the context of
the high school; and,

B.

to begin to
topics.

Activities

for

identify

this

individual project

session are:

A.

Design a racist/sexist school

B.

Proposal

C.

Student Self

idea discussion groups
Reports

(Optional)

Design a Racist/Sexist School
Goals:

To

identify

the key

elements of

racism and

sexism and

to discover how they are opera¬

tionalized

in our

Materials Needed:

school.

Newsprint
Masking Tape
Magic Markers

Instructions:
1.

Break the class into two smaller groups of
about 5-6 persons each.
Give each group
newsprint and magic markers.

2.

sk one group to "Develop a Racist School
nd the other to "Develop a Sexist School
n 45 minutes.
Have them describe their
chool on newsprint.
It can be as biatan
iscriminatory as possible, or subtly dis
riminatory.
Ask the groups to make sure

y
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that they describe:
--the make-up of the school
—who makes the decisions
—how the decisions are made
—who has control of materials, books,
food, etc.
—who sets up the formal policy of the
school
--who sets up the informal policy of
the school
—the roles of the various "institutions"
of the school, i.e., athletic teams,
student council, music groups, drama,
pep club, cheerleaders, core committees,
etc.
3.

Put up the sheets of newsprint and ask each
group to share their shcool with the large
group.

Reactions-discussions:

4.

—What are the key elements which make
your school sexist or racist?
List
these elements separately on a sheet
of newsprint marked "Racism Is..." and
"Sexism Is..."
—How different is your

school

from other

high schools in the U.S.?
—How different is your "racist" or
"sexist" school from your real school?

Note

to Instructor:

1.

Before processing,

discuss

the

necessary

importance of

to be aware of

pinpoint what racism is,
how they
them.
’

fight

function,

the
this

instructor

should

exercise.

It

is

able

to

and clearly be

and what sexism is,

before you can begin to combat

You must know exactly what you are
in order

to

and

fight it effectively.

trying

to
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2.

The instructor

should go

and observe

the process.

a

individual's

record of

feed back at a
3.

Often

tendency

from group to group

It may be helpful
ideologies

in order

to

later date.
in using

this

for participants

exercise,

there

This

by putting

in

Third World people or women

and reversing

is a

to want to make Third

World people or women the oppressors.

majority

to keep

the actual

is done

the

roles which white

people and Third World people and/or women actually
take on

in our

to

in

note

people

does

This

the processing of

try

country?

society.

to deny
It

happen

important

the expercise.

to question

the U.S.

and if

What kind of power?

Where does

if

so,

World people or women have power

essential

extremely

Why do

the role of white men in this

is vital
in

is

how?

in this
it exist?

that participants begin to

ownership and responsibility

this

really
Do Third
country?
It

is

look at their

for racism and/or

sexism.

Time:

Source:

1

hour:

h
%

hour

(to design)

hour

(to process)

Design adapted from one which was created
by Duke Harris, Pat Pidol, and Dan Kirchbaum.
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Proposal
Goal:

idea discussion groups

To begin to define

Materials Needed;

individual project topics

Project Proposal Sheets
(previous week's assignment)

Instructions:
1.

Break
each.

the class

into groups of

3-4

students

2.

Ask them to share ideas for 15 minutes,
making sure everyone in the groups gets
chance to explain their topic ideas.

a

3.

After fifteen minutes ask each group to
report ideas to larger group.

4.

Ask for everyone in the large group to offer
suggestions or ideas as they are presented
utilizing feedback/criteria on Feedback
sheet.

Time:
Source:

45 minutes

This design was developed by Carlene Riccelli.
Feedback sheet is from the NTL Book of
Readings.
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Feedback

"Feedback" is a way of helping another person to con¬
sider changing his behavior.
it is communication to a
person (or a group) which gives that person information
about how he affects others.
As in a guided missle system,
feedback helps an individual keep his behavior "on target"
and thus better achieve his goals.
I. Some criteria

for useful

feedback:

1.

It is descriptive rather than evaluative.
By
describing one's own reaction, it leaves the
individual free to use it or to use it as he
sees fit.
By avoiding evaluative language, it
reduces the need for the individual to react
defensively.

2.

It is specific rather than general.
To be told
that one is "dominating" will probably not be
as useful as to be told that "just now when we
were deciding the issues you did not listen to
what others said and I felt forced to accept
your arguments or face attack from you."

3.

It takes into account the needs of both the
receiver and giver of feedback.
Feedback can
be destructive when it serves only our own
needs and fails to consider the needs of the
person on the receiving end.

4.

It is directed toward behavior which the receiver
can do something about.
Frustration is only
increased when a person is reminded of some
short-coming over which he has no control.

5.

It is solicited, rather than imposed.
Feedback
is most useful when the receiver himself has
formulated the kind of question which those
observing him can answer.

6.

It is well-timed.
In general, feedback is most
useful at the earliest opportunity after the
given behavior (depending, of course, on the
person's readiness to hear it, support availab e
from others,

etc.).
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7.

It is checked to insure clear communication.
One way of doing this is to have the receiver
try to rephrase the feedback he has received
to see if it corresponds to what the sender
had in mind.

8.

When feedback is given in a training group,
both giver and receiver have opportunity to
check with others in the group the accuracy
of the feedback.
Is this one man's/woman's
impression or an impression shared by others?
Feedback, then, is a way of giving help; it is
a corrective mechanism for the individual who
wants to learn ho well his behavior matches his
intentions; and it is a means for establishing
one's identity—for answering "Who am I?"

II.

Suggestions

for receving

1.

Listen,

DON'T ARGUE.

2.

Understand
cation

if

in

to

the message--ask questions

3.

Tune

4.

Don't assume you understand,

5

non-verbal

the

as well as verbal behavior.
check back with the

feedback.

Broaden the data base—check with other members
their perceptions and reactions may be the same
or

6.

for clarifi¬

needed.

person giving

Ill.

feedback.

different.

Describe your feelings after receiving feedback.

Some of

the

things which make

it difficult

for us

to

give help.
1.

Most of us like to give advice.
Doing so suggests
to us that we are competent and important.
We
easily get caught in a telling role without test
ing whether our advice is appropriate to the
abilities, the fears, or the powers of the person
we

are

trying

to help.
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2.

If the person we are trying to help becomes
defensive we may try to argue or pressure
him
meet resistance with more pressure and
increase resistance.
This is typical in
argument.

3.

We may confuse the relationship by only res¬
ponding to one aspect of what we see in the
other's problem by over-praising, avoiding
recognition that the person being counseled
must see his own role and this own limita¬
tions as well.

To be fruitful the helping
characteristics:

situation needs

these

1.

Mutual

2.

Recognition that the helping
joint exploration.

3.

Listening,with the helper listening more
the individual receiving help.

4.

Behavior by the helper which is calculated to
make it easier for the individual receiving
help

trust

to

talk.

situation

is

a

than
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Readings
"The New White Person"
"10

Center

for

Social Change

Quick Ways to Analyze Children's Books for
Racism and Sexism"
Council for Interracial
Books for Children

"Feedback"

NTL Book of

Readings.
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Session Five

I.

The goal of this session is to focus on how sexism
and/or racism affects our personal lives and rela¬
tionships .

II.

Activities

A.

for

this

session are:

A.

Male/Female (or Black/White)
exercise, and

B.

Contract Writing Exercise

C.

Student Self Reports

separation

(Optional)

Male/Female Separation Exercise
(Note—This exer¬
cise can easily be done as a Black/White separation
exercise.
The instructor should choose the design
which best fits group needs) .
Goals:

To identify our perceptions to generaliza¬
tions about the "other" sex.

Materials Needed:

Newsprint
Masking Tape
Magic Markers

Instructions:
1.

Divide the class into two groups—male
participants in one group and female
participants in another group.

2.

Put men into one room and women into
another (It is better not to try to use
the same room, as this may inhibit full
participation).

3.

The women's task is to compile two lists
--What we women don't like about men
—What we think the men will say they
don't

like us.
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4.

The men's task is to compile two lists
--What we men don't like about women
--What we think the women will say they
don't like about us.

5.

Give both groups about 20 minutes to com¬
pile their lists.
Encourage them to list
everything they can think of that relates
to the topics.

6.

At the end of the allotted time, bring the
men and women back together and post the
respective lists next to eahc other.
A
spokesperson from each group should read
off each item and peopl from the other
group may ask questions for clarity.

Note to Instructor:
Following the reports, explore the following
process questions:
Were there any surprises on
the opposite sex's lists?
What kind of atmosphere
did you find in your single sex groups—what were
the positive aspects?
negative aspects?
How much
responsibility do you own for the items on your
sex's lists?
What things did you believe in the
past?
What things do you still believe?
What do
your friends believe?

Time:

Source:

B.

1 hour

h hour
v2 hour

(in separate groups)
(to process)

Adapted from Black and White in Helping
course materials
Dr. Norma Jean Anderson

Contract Writing Exercise
Coals*
S2ai£-

To examine how personal relationships are
affected by sex role stereotyping, assumptions and/or sexuality issues and to bull
class support network.
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Materials Needed:

Paper
Pencils

Instructions:
1.

Divide the group into pairs—the exercise
works better when people are paired up with
someone they don't know very well.
(Pairs
can be any two people).

2.

The task is for the two people to write up
a contract for a life-long relationship
together which has terms that are mutually
agreeable.
They must be as specific as possible—
writing everything down.
They should include
decisions about finances, outside relationships,
living styles, careers, children or no children,
housework, locales, there are many other pos¬
sibilities !

3.

Time:

Source:

After 20 minutes have them return to the
large group and discuss the following proc¬
ess questions:
What difficulties did they
have?
What do they like most/least about
their contracts?
Did some sex role stereo¬
types have to be worked out?
Were some roles
comfortable?
If someone were simply to read
the contract could they tell if it was a
heterosexual or homosexual couple?
Did any¬
one think of this as a marriage contract.
Why?

50 minutes

20 minutes
30 minutes

(in pairs)
(in process)

Design developed by Carlene Riccelli
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Readings and Assignments
A.

Readings:
"The Myth of the Black Matriarch"
"Successful Leadership"

Angela Davis

(mimeographed)

Final Project Criteria Sheet—Carlene Riccelli

B.

Assignment:
--Each student is to prepare a 5-minute oral
progress report on their projects.
--Final Projects (written and/or audio-visual)
are due in 4 weeks, which is one week from
the last class session
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QUEENS COLLEGE
Flushing 11367,

N.

Y.

SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP

I.

II.

The success of a leadership attempt depends upon:
a)

Nature of the leader

b)

Nature of the situation:

c)

Nature of followers

basis of power,

context

QUALITIES OF SUCCESSFUL LEADERS—Bronfenbrenner in
Leadership

1.

(Petrullo and Bass)

ABILITY TO TAKE INITIATIVE
Assertiveness (not necessarily aggressiveness).
Being able to gain the attention of others, to
persuade others.

2.

EMPATHIC ABILITY
a)

Having insights into others, which is a
reciprocal process.
(When individuals tend
to be empathic about other people, they tend
to know themselves as well).

b)

Ability to perceive another person as one
perceives oneself:
Sympathy = when you feel like someone
else feels.
Empathy

= when you know how someone
else feels.

c)

Ability to meet another person's needs.

d)

The less structured the environment, the
more relevant it becomes that the leader
have empathy.

III.

BASES OF SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP OR BASES OF POWER
1.

REWARD.
The person achieves infiuence over
another because they have the base to give
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or mediate over a reward.
From the point
of view of the recipient, they must see
that what they are getting is what they
want.

V.

2.

COERCIVE.
The person can mediate punish¬
ment (this can also include withholding
reward).
In a school situation, this
includes grades, open campus, detention,
suspension, etc.

3.

LEGITIMATE POWER.
Power based on the
assumption that the individuals who are
influential have a right given to them
by a set of laws.
This generally resides
in a role and is not dependent upon a
gven set of behaviors (rewards and
punishments) or because of a relationship
(interpersonal).

FOLLOWERSHIP
Rather than
tion of the
possible to
view of the

seeing successful leadership as a func¬
person who is successful, it is also
view the situation from the point of
dynamics of the followers who facili¬

tate the leadership.
Dr. Milgram at Yale University studied the persuasible person, the person who is gullible, who changes
one's mind easily.
These may be the same people
whom it is easy to influence in a group.
SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP

Characteristics of Leaders
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

High self esteem
Secure
Intelligent
Flexible

Low anxiety
High tolerance for
ambiguity

Characteristics of Followers
High self doubt
Insecure
Unintelligent
Rigid
High anxiety
Low tolerance of
for ambiguity
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(There may be differences between males and females
as a result of sex role conditioning.
For example:
women may be more easily persuaded than men).

VI.

SUCCESSFUL LEADERS CAN BE TRAINED
Training involves:
a.

teaching people to look for certain clues before
they arrive at conclusions.

b.

to treat stereotypes as hypotheses,

c.

to use the inductive approach.

d.

to differentiate between projection and reality
in judgement of others.

e.

to test out reaction.

f.

to respond rather than react.

not as facts.

SUCCESSFUL VERSUS EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP - interpersonal influence
EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

-

influencing people to solve the
problem before the group

Effective Leadership does not allow the criteria of simple
change to stand; it asks for leadership in certain direc¬
tions.
Effective leadership is relevant both to the group
and the objectives of the group, whereas successful leader¬
ship may not facilitate the objectives.
The domineering
mother or father is a successful leader in that they can
influence their child very easily. However, if, for example,
school performance is used as a criteria for effectiveness,
they may find they are not effective at all because they
cannot get their child to learn.
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Final Project Criteria

Each student is required to plan,

implement,

evaluate a specific Chapter 622 regulation.
your attempts should be presented
visual

form)

and

Results of

(in written or audio¬

utilizing the following format:

I. Introduction—Problem Definition
This should include a description of the
problem and the appropriate regulation
which applies.

II. Problem Analysis
This should include an in—depth perspective
on all aspects of the problem (i.e., ele¬
ments of racism/sexism/power, teacher's
role, students' roles, etc.).

III. Strategies
This section should outline your plan
to implement the regulation and what
changes you are expecting to observe.

IV. Results/Evaluation
In this section, report on your successes/
failures and evaluate your findings.
You
may also wish to report your feelings
about the project in general.

Criteria which will be used to evaluate your
project are:
(1)

included an
- (i.e., have Y°u
Comprehensiveness
as racism
examination of the regulation as "loaches to
and sexism; did you try several approaches
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achieving your goals—if necessary,

(2)

etc.?).

Personal Involvement (i.e., did you pick a
topic of interest to you; did you learn from
the process of the project)?

You may wish to make

individual appointments with the

instructor if you have need for extra help or guidance in
selecting a topic or working out strategies.

Remember the project should be completed by
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Session Six

I.

The goal of

this

the personal

II.

A.

session

is

to begin to translate

awareness of participants

(projects,

strategies,

Activities

for

this

into action

etc.).

session are:

A.

Project Proposal Presentations

B.

Leadership Style Exercise

C.

Informal Evaluation of

D.

Student Self

Reports

Course

(Optional)

Project Proposal Presentations
Goal:

To allow

students

to verbalize progress

they are making on projects.
Materials Needed:
"

Final Project Criteria Sheets ^
(See materials in Session Five)

Instructions:
1.

Make

sure everyone has

criteria
2.

a copy of

the

sheets.

Allow each person to give a 3-5 minute
presentation on their project, utilizing
topics

from the format provided on

the

sheets.
i
3-

Notes

1.

Allow other participants to ask clarifying
questionsand
to offer supportive suggestrons

to

Instructor:

Make sure that s

tudents do not interrupt
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each other.
2.

Facilitate a supportive atmosphere by
allowing suggestions and clarifying ques¬
tions only.
Steer away from criticism at
this point.

3.

Make note of students who might benefit
from individual help on their projects
and approach them after class to offer
that help.

Time;
Source;

1

hour
Exercise and Final Project Criteria Sheet
designed by Carlene Riccelli.
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B.

Leadership Style Exercise
Goal:

To

allow students

styles

in relation

to

examine

to

their

leadership

the action projects

they

have chosen.
Materials

Needed:

Copies of
Pencils

LEAD

for each student

Instructions:
1.

Follow instructions for administration and
scoring included in LEAD instrument.

2.

After students have scored themselves and
plotted their leadership style on the
quadrant model, discuss the following ques¬
tions with the whole class:
a.

What style of leadership works best
with immature, newly formed groups,
or groups of people who do not know
each other?
(Answer:
Primarily High
Task, Low Relationship.
Sometimes:
High Task, High Relationship).

b.

What style of leadership works best
with mature, well-established groups?
(Answer:
Primarily Low Task, Low
Relationship.
Sometimes:
High Rela¬
tionship,

c.

Which style of leadership would work
best for your project group?

d

How do the leadership needs of your
project population compare with your
usual

e.

to

leadership style?

What adaptations,
need

Note

Low Task).

to

if

any,

will you

succeed?

Instructor
1.

You may wish

to

explore

the

topics of
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leadership and organizational development
more fully before utilizing materials in
this session.
Write

to:

Paul Hersey/Kenneth Blanchard
Center for Leadership Studies
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio
45701
for materials

Time:

Source:

30 minutes;

15
15

and resources.

for instrument
for discussion

Materials were developed by Paul Hersey
and Kenneth Blanchard (see address above).
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LEAD
Leadership Evaluation and Development

Leader Behavior Questionnaire

In LEAD,
influencing
goal

the activities

of

in efforts

is

a

function of

the

leader,

The

the

toward

leadership

follower(s)

L =

Xn order

leadership potential,

to develop one's

f

of

institutional variables.

one may

to determine

Material

is

leadership

developed by:

Paul

one

and

(l,f,s).

start with leadership evaluation.

ship behavior questionnaire
LEAD

a group

the process

achievement in a given situation.

process
other

leadership is defined as

The

leader¬

technique used

in

style.

Hersey

and Kenneth Blanchard
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LEAD
Leadership Evaluation and Development
Leadership Behavior Questionnaire

The following
behavior.

items describe aspects of

READ each

item carefully.

frequently you engage
items when you
a group.

are

in

(OAN),

the behavior described by

DECIDE whether you would

Not Often

appropriate column

THINK about how

functioning as or appointed

described way Very Often
Not

leadership

to

(VO),

(NO),

leader of

likely behave

Frequently

or Rarely

(R).

(F),

the

in

the

Often As

CHECK the

show the answer you have

selected.
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LEAD
Leadership Evaluation and Development
Leadership Behavior Questionnaire

The
behavior.

following

items describe

READ each

item carefully.

frequently you engage
items when you are
a group.
in

aspects of

THINK about how

in the behavior described by

functioning as or appointed

DECIDE whether you would be

the described way Very Often

Often As Not

(OAN),

leadership

Not Often

the appropriate column to

(VO) ,

(NO),

likely

leader of

to behave

Frequently

or Rarely

the

(F) ,

(R).

show the answer you have

CHECK
selected.

do personal

favors

for

followers.

I do little things to make it pleasant
to be a member of the group.

I

(Page
65)
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LEAD
Leadership Evaluation and Development
Leadership Behavior Questionnaire Scoring

1.

Total the checks in each column of the pages one and
two and enter in square at the bottom of the page.
The columns of the first page represent task values.
The second page columns represent relationship
values.
Record the column totals in the task and
relationship boxes below.
Multiply each of these
totals by the weighing factors indicated.
Add these
for a grand total representing task behavior and
relationship behavior.

RELATIONSHIP

TASK

Very Often

X4=

Very Often

X4 =

Frequently

X3=

Frequently

X3=

Often As Not

X2=

Often As Not

X2=

Not Often

Xl=

Not Often

Xl=

Rarely

X0=

Rarely

X0=

Task Total

2.

Relationship
Total

In order to locate oneself in one of the four quad
rants of the leadership model below, examine your
score for Task.
If this score is 40 or above, you
would be considered high on that dimension; if it
is below 40, you would be considered low on that
dimension.
For Relationship, lf
dimenor above, you would be considered high on. ^hat
sion
if it is below 40 you would be considered low
on°that dimension.
In which quadrant does your score
place you?
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Using

a quadrant model, indicate the individual
locations for the team as a whole

RELATIONSHIP
o

x
•s

■H

o

X!

o

o

<

Eh

tn

o

■H

o
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Informal
Goals:

Evaluation
To build support and determine if any changes
need to be implemented in course content,
class atmosphere, or teaching style.

Instructions:
1.

Informally ask for "feedback" (see Feedback
Sheet, Session Four) from students on the
following issues:

2.

Note

to

course content/material,
class atmosphere, and/or
teaching style

Ask

for

1.

Make

2.

Try to collect all
"respond."

3.

Make
into

for changes.

sure you are responsive--not defensive.
information before you

sure you incorporate realistic changes
the next session if possible.

20-30 minutes

Source:

(as

needed).

Activity designed by Carlene Riccelli.
Feedback Sheet from NTL Book of Readings.

Readings
A.

recommendations

Instructor:

Time:

III.

a.
b.
c.

and Assignments

Readings:
"The Mexican-American Woman,"

Puerto

B.

Enriqueta Longauex
y Vasquez

Rican Resource Units.

Assignments:
Prepare for a
on the status
on progress

ten to fifteen minute oral report
of your project.
Prepare to speak

as well as problems.
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Session Seven

I.

Goal:

To

focus more deeply on participants'

action projects
on

II.

specific

and

to allow

for group

individual
feedback

strategies.

Activity
A.

Project Presentations
Instructions
1.

Allow each student to present a 10 to
minute report on the status of their
project.

2.

Address questions relating to the progress of
of the project and any problems which they
have

3.

Note

identified.

Identify

to

As

Source:

support needs

and resources.

Instructor:

See notes
Time:

to

instructor

needed—

up

to

from Session Six.

two hours.

Activity developed by Carlene

III. Assignment
Oral

15

Reports will

continue next week.

Riccelli
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Session Eight

I.

Goals:

To complete oral presentations

and evaluate

course.
II.

A.

Activities:
A.

Project Presentations

(continued)

B.

Sex Role Stereotyping Rating Scale Exercise
(Optional—if time permits)

C.

Course Evaluation

Project Presentations
Instructions:
Same

B.

as

for

Session Seven.

Sex Role Stereotyping Rating Scale (can be adapted
to examine racial sterotyping depending on time
and/or group needs).
Goals:

To allow participants to examine the per¬
ceptions that others have about their
growth in the are of sex role awareness
(or

racism awareness).

Materials Needed:

Sex Role
Pencils

Stereotyping Rating

Scales

Instructions:
1.

Participants should list all group
members' names (including their own)
in

2.

the

left column.

Using the criteria at the top of the sheet
each student should rate their classmates
in the second column.
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Note

3.

In the third column, students should
record their perceptions of how each
participant rated them using the same
criteria.

4.

Allow open discussion of results.
Participants should only receive informa¬
tion on ratings of others by requesting
them.

to
1.

Instructor:
Make sure that ratings are followed with
an explanation of the specific data on
which they were based.

2.

Make sure
are

3.

that rules

for giving

feedback

followed.

Try to insure
discussion is

that the atmosphere
supportive and not

in

superficial.
Time:

30 minutes:

10 minutes
20 minutes

(to record)
(to process)

Source:

Exercise adapted from design by Mary
Carson, University Associates.
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SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING
Rating Scale

123456789

DEFINITION OF TERMS:
1-2

Prefers males to be dominant—For example:
males dominate conversation, their suggestions
are more apt to be followed, females are submis¬
sive and retiring and adhere to double-standard
sexually.

5

Practices equalization of the sexes—Neither
group overshadows nor caters to the other.
Self-realization possible for both sexes.

8-9

Prefers females to be dominant—For example:
females dominate conversation, their suggestions
are more apt to be followed, males are submissive
and retiring, and females practice complete
sexual

IMPORTANT:

freedom.

Avoid hollow platitudes.
Base ratings on
data involving individuals.

Name of Group Member

1
2
3

Rating
(1-9)

How he or
she rated me

190
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SEX-ROLE

STEREOTYPING

Rating Scale

Name of

5

6
7

8
9

Group Member

(Continued)

Rating
(1-9)

How he or
she rated me
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Course Evaluation
Instructions:
Administer Course Evaluation
Time:

20-30 minutes

Source:

III.

Evaluation designed by Carlene Riccelli

Assignment
Final

(see Appendix B).

Projects

due

in one week.
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COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT

TO:

All Amherst High School

FROM:

Carlene Riccelli,

Students

Guidance

Attached you will find a description of a course I
will be teaching this fall as well as a course interest
survey.
Please follow the instructions below--whether
or not you are interested in taking the course.

Instructions:
1.

Read

2.

Fill out

3.

Return both pages (1 and 2) to your homeroom
teacher as soon as possible.
(By tomorrow—
at

the course description
the course

the very

(page

1).

interest survey

(page

2)

latest).

Students who are interested in taking the course will
be contacted later.
If there is a very large number of
interested students, then names will be selected at random
to participate.
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(PAGE ONE)
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Title:

Chapter

Instructor:
Brief

622:

Strategies

Carlene Riccelli,

Description of

for

Student Implementation

Guidance Counselor

the Course:

This course will study the issues of sex role stereo¬
typing and racism awareness as they pertain to the regula¬
tions of a Massachusetts State law called Chapter 622.
We
will examine our own feelings about men, women, and various
cultural groups—especially our prejudices.
Then we will
examine our school community and develop strategies to
improve the implementation of Chapter 622 regulations at
Amherst Regional

High School.

Format:
There will be eight
During each
(1)

(8)

sessions—each

2 hours

long.

session we will:

share

a common experience

(usually a

structured

exercise)
(2)

share

(3)

record

There will

ideas

(discussion)

feelings

also be

(journal writing)

a preliminary meeting and a

follow-up

meeting.
Dates:

Faculty Lounge.
Tuesday

September

27th

Tuesday

September

27th

Tuesday October

4th

Wednesday October

12th

2:15-3:30

(Preliminary meeting)

7pm -

9pm

(Session one)

7pm -

9pm

7pm -

9pm

(Session

two)

(Session

three)

197
(PAGE

ONE—continued)

Tuesday October

18th

7pm -

9pm

(Session

four)

Tuesday October

25th

7pm -

9pm

(Session

five)

Tuesday November

1st

7pm -

9pm

(Session six)

Tuesday November

8th

7pm -

9pm

(Session seven)

Tuesday November

15th

7pm -

9pm

(Session eight)

Tuesday November

22nd

7pm -

9pm

(Follow-up meeting)

Requirements:

(PLEASE

1.

Anyone is welcome

2.

You do not have

READ CAREFULLY)
to

take

this

course.

to know anything beforehand about

the topics.
3.

You must be willing

to:

a)
b)
c)

attend all classes
participate in class discussion
complete outside reading assignments

d)
e)
f)

keep a written journal
work on a project
write a report on your project

Credits:
Students who complete
receive

2

the course requirements will

graded general ALPS

credits.
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COURSE
Instructions:

INTEREST SURVEY

Please answer all questions,
you wish to take the course.

1.

Your name:

2.

Your homeroom teacher's

3.

Your address:

4.

Your

5.

Please

6.

7.

_
name:

_
_

telephone number:

___

check your present grade

D

10th grade

□

11th grade

□

12th grade

Please

indicate your sex

O

male

Q

f ema1e

Please

whether or not

indicate your

(this question is optional).

race/ethnic

tion

is optional).

D

Afro-American/Black

D

Asian-American/Oriental

□

Caucasian-American/White

D

Hispanic-American/Chicano

□

Other;

please

level.

indicate

identity

(this ques¬

_
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8.

Are you interested in taking the course,
Chapter 622:
Strategies for Student Implementation,
as described
on page one?

9.

□

yes

D

no

Why or why not?

_

Please check if you have ever taken a course or
attended a workshop which covered any of the follow¬
ing topics:

D

racism/race

□

sexism/sex role

□

Chapter

(Check all

.

10

relations

622

stereotyping

legislation

that apply)

Please check here

if you have had no experience with

the

above.

□

topics

listed

no experience
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CHAPTER 622

REGULATIONS

Read carefully 1
Instructions:
The purpose of this test is to find out how much you
know about Chapter 622 regulations.
You will not be
penalized for not knowing-so do not guess.
Below you will find 15 statements which pertain to
the regulations of Massachusetts law—Chapter 622.
Please
read each statement carefully.
If you think the statement
is true according to Chapter 622 regulations, then check
the box marked true.
If you think the statement is false
according to Chapter 622 regulations, then check the box
marked false.
If you don't know whether the statement is
true or false, then check the box marked "I don't know".
DO NOT GUESS.
CHOOSE ONLY ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH QUESTION.

1.

According to Chapter 622, if a school text book has
sex role or minority group stereotyping in it, the
teacher must counteract or correct these stereotypes
by providing appropriate activities, discussions,
and/or

supplementary materials.

The above

statement

□

true

Q

false

□

I

is:

don't know

cording to Chapter 622, all sports teams at Amherst
aional (and at any other public high school in
ssachusetts) must have an equal number of males an

.

2

males.
The

above

statement

D

true

D

false

□

I

don't know

is:
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3. According to Chapter 622, Amherst Regional High
School cannot sponsor extra-curricular activities
which prohibit a student's participation on the
basis of his or her sex.
The above
n

true

D

false

□

I

statement is:

don't know

4. According to Chapter 622, at the beginning of every
school year. Superintendent Frizzle must send a
notice to your parents explaining the implications
of Chapter 622 regulations.
The

above

D

true

O

false

D

I

statement is:

don't know

5. According to Chapter 622, Amherst Regional High
School must provide equal opportunity for male and
female students to participate in interscholastic
sports.
The above
□

true

□

false

D

I

statement is:

don't know
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According to Chapter 622, the extra-curricular pro¬
grams at Amherst Regional High School must take into
consideration the ethnic traditions of our student
body.
The above

7.

□

true

□

false

□

I

statement is:

don't know

According to Chapter 622, any scholarships that are
sponsored, or administered by Amherst Regional High
School must be free from any restrictions based
upon race or
The above
D

sex.

statement is:

true

D

false

□

I

don't know

According to Chapter 622, if a student's primary
language at home is Spanish, then he or she must
be given the opportunity to receive guidance and
counseling
The above
Q

true

D

false

□

I

in Spanish at school.
statement is:

don't know
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9. According to Chapter 622, if a parent or guardian
believes that the school has violated the regulations
of Chapter 622, their first step should be to regis¬
ter a written complaint with the school committee.
The above

10.

D

true

113

false

□

I

statement is:

don't know

According to Chapter 622, it is legal for some
courses to be closed to students who cannot speak
English.
The above

11.

Q

true

□

false

□

I

statement is:

don't know

According to Chapter 622, occupational pamphlets,
books, films and other materials with pictures in
the guidance office must show members of both sexes
and minority
The above
□

true

D

false

□

I

groups.

statement is:

don't know
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According to Chapter 622, separate bathrooms
and women are technically illegal.
The above
13

for men

statement is:

true
1

13.

D

false

□

i

don't know

If Chapter 622 regulations are violated, the State
Board of Education may withhold school funds.
The above

14.

□

true

O

false

D

I

statement is:

don't know

if boys tried out for the
According to Chapter 622
team
and this caused most
high school field hockey
of the girls to quit the team, then the school would
have to set up a separate field hockey team for the
boys.
The above
O

true

D

false

D

i

statement is:

don't know
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In general, Chapter 622 refers to a Massachusetts
law which guarantees access to all public schools
and programs without regard to race, color, sex,
religion or national origin.
The above
13

true

□

false

□

I

statement is:

don't know
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SITUATION STUDIES

Read carefully 1
Instructions:
The purpose of this test is to find out how well you
can diagnose situations that are either sexist and/or
racist.
You will not be penalized for not knowing so do
not guess.
Below you will find descriptions of situations which
might happen to high school students.
Please read each
description carefully.
If you think the situation con¬
tains just sexist elements, check the box marked "sexist."
If you think the situation contains just racist elements,
check the box marked "racist."
If you think the situation
is neither sexist nor racist, check the box marked "neither^
sexist nor racist."
If you don't know, check the box marked
"I don't know."
DO NOT GUESS.
CHOOSE ONLY ONE RESPONSE FOR
EACH QUESTION.
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Situation one:
Mary, a white student on the student council at
Amherst Regional, is very concerned about improving race
relations.
She came home from her first council meeting
and told her sister Sharon that she was horrified to see
that the council was all white.
Sharon (also a student
at Amherst Regional) replied that Black people aren't into
student councils.
"They don't go to meetings and that kind
of stuff" she said.
Mary was very upset by this and said
that she thinks that Black people have to realize that they
should take an interest in government if they want to ever
do away with racism.
"The only way that the student coun¬
cil will stop being racist," she said, "is if a bunch of
Black students start coming to meetings and dealing with
it. "
Mary's

statement is:

□

sexist

□

racist

□

both

□

neither

□

I

sexist and racist
sexist nor

don't know

racist
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Situation

two:

Sally, a white student at Amherst High School, is
due at a surprise birthday party at 8:00 pm.
She is
bringing the cake and since she doesn't have a car, her
friend is picking her up at 7:45.
However, her friend
calls at 7:45 and says she can't make it due to a family
emergency.
Sally tries to call a cab, but the lines are
busy.
At 8:00 pm Sally takes the cake, goes outside and
begins hitching a ride.
A white man stops and she gets
in the front seat.
After she tells him where she's going,
he
wants to know if she'd like to go for a ride first.
Sally is scared and demands that he stop the car.
As the
man stops to let her out he says, "I don't see why you're
acting so uppity.
What do you expect a guy to think a
girl wants when he
The driver's
□

sexist

O

racist

G

both

‘ □
D

response

is:

sexist and racist

neither
I

sees her hitching?

sexist nor racist

don't know

(Page 3)

Situation
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three:

Suzanne, a young Black woman of 22 has a bachelor's
degree in math and education.
She is interviewing for a
job as a teacher when the prinicpal of the school (a Black
man of about 35) , says, I know I'm not supposed to ask you
this, but are you engaged?
We've had so many fine, attrac¬
tive young women teachers come for about a year and move
away when they get married.
The students really suffer."
The principal's

□
□
□
□
□
Situation

comments

are:

sexist
racist
both

sexist and racist

neither sexist nor racist
I

don't know

four:

Nancy, a young white woman of 17 years, graduated from
Amherst Pvegional High School this past June with top grades
in English.
She is attending the University of Massachusetts
this fall and has been meeting with her academic advisor to
choose a major area of concentration.
After careful examina¬
tion of the various literature programs, she has decided
to major in Afro-American Studies because of her interest
in learning about the contributions of Black American authors
and because of the interdisciplinary nature of the program.
Nancy's

reasons

Studies

are:

Q

sexist

O

racist

O

both

O

neither

□

I

for choosing to major

sexist and racist
sexist nor

don't know

racist

in Afro-American
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Situation

five;

A group of Spanish-speaking students were concerned
that their grades were being lowered in their oral communica¬
tions course because of their accents.
They approached the
curriculum director (a white, anglo male) with their prob¬
lem.
Carlos, a member of the student group said, "the prob¬
lem is that we need to have at least one Spanish-speaking
teacher on the staff who might understand us."
"That's no
solution," said Alberto.
"What we need is a training ses¬
sion to make the teachers we already have more sensitive."
"No, no,"
Nellie said, "I think we should do away with
grades altogether and then we wouldn't even have..."
"Wait a minute," interrupted the director, "I can't
understand a word you kids are saying.
You'd do well to
attend a few more oral communications classes before you
see me.
You can't even agree among yourselves about what
you want.
Why don't you try writing up your problem and
solution beforehand?
The director's
□

sexist

□

racist

O

both

Q

neither

G

I

response

is:

sexist and racist
sexist nor racist

don't know
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Situation
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six:

The Amherst Pelham Regional School Committee is meeting
to decide on the next year's school calendar.
They decide
that in addition to the holidays which were given to stu¬
dents the previous year, they will add January 15th in honor
of Martin Luther King's birthday.
The School Committee's decision
□

sexist

□

racist

□

both

□

neither

□

I

sexist and

racist

sexist nor racist

don't know

is:

(Page 6)
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Situation seven:
Cheryl, a young white woman and Amherst Regional High
School junior is interested in becoming a truck driver.
She has two uncles who are professional drivers and who make
excellent money by doing long distance hauls for their firms.
During some of her summer vacations her Uncle Elmo has taken
her with him on a couple of weekend trips.
She is pretty
well informed about the job and likes the independence of
the work setting.
Cheryl is called into guidance one day
for a career planning session.
She tells her guidance coun¬
selor, Mr. Neilson (a middle-aged white male) about her goal
to become a truck driver and her trips with her uncle.
She
is quite enthusiastic.
Mr. Neilson smiles.
"You know
Cheryl," he says, "you sound really excited about the idea
of being a truck driver, but I must warn you.
It's not
going to be easy breaking into that field as a woman.
You
may really want to give a good hard look at another inter¬
esting and similar profession instead—like maybe a travel
agent,

for

Mr.

example."

Neilson's

□

sexist

□

racist

D

both

□

neither

D

I

suggestion is:

sexist and racist
sexist nor racist

don't know
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Situation eight:
Francine and Carolyn (two young white women) are recent
graduates of Amherst Regional High School.
Both have jobs
in a Springfield insurance office.
For the first few months
they commuted from Amherst and lived with their parents.
Now they both have saved money and would like to get an
apartment together.
Francine wants to move to Springfield
but Carolyn wants to stay in Amherst.
Carolyn says she is
afraid to move because Springfield has a larger Black popu¬
lation which causes violence and higher crime rates.
Carolyn's

reasons are:

□

sexist

□

racist

□

both

□

neither

□

I

sexist and racist
sexist nor racist

don't know
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Situation
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nine:

Pearl and Marcia, two Black Amherst Regional High
School seniors have had a feud of long standing.
Both
young women were interested in Jeffrey during their
junior year and unresolved jealousy has caused them to
avoid each other most of the time.
One day during lunch
at the high school, Marcia cut in front of Pearl in the
lunch line.
Pearl pushed Marcia and soon both women were
punching and shouting at each other.
The lunch duty
teacher (a white male who has the reputation for always
following school rules to the letter) broke up the fight
and had both women suspended saying, "there is no excuse
for fighting in school.
You know the rule is automatic
suspension."
The

teacher's

□

sexist

□

racist

□

both

d

neither

□

I

actions were:

sexist and racist
sexist nor racist

don't know
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Situation
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ten:

Derek, a young Black man, is taking a U.S. History
course at Amherst Regional High School.
He is concerned
that the contributions of Blacks and other minorities are
not being presented in the course.
He goes after school
one day early in the semester and asks the teacher, a
white female, if this could be changed.
She says she
understands the problem, but, "in this course we have so
much material to cover that we just can't do justice to
minority groups.
That's why we have a course called
'Minorities in America.'
Maybe you should sign up for
that next semester.
The

teacher's

□

sexist

O

racist

D

both

D

neither

□

I

response

is:

sexist and racist
sexist nor racist

don't know
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Situation eleven:
The University of Massachusetts police have noticed
that the incidence of reported rape has increased--especially among freshmen women.
The chief of police and the
director of student affairs are both concerned and have a
meeting to decide what action needs to be taken.
Since
the highest number of rapes occur after midnight, both men
agree that there should be a new policy of a 12 am curfew
for freshmen women only.
This policy will be in effect
for one month on a trial basis.
Both men will meet at the
end of the month to review the situation.
The new policy

is:

□

sexist

□

racist

□

both

□

neither sexist nor

□

I

sexist and racist

don't know

racist
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Situation
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twelve:

Sean (the son of a white Irish immigrant) is looking
for a summer job.
There is an opening in a local bank and
both he and Erskine (a young Black man) are being interviewed.
Sean and Erskine are both Juniors at Amherst Regional High
School with B+ grades in math.
Neither has had any prior
experience.
After the interviews, Erskine is notified that
he has the job.
Sean, feeling badly about the situation,
tells his father that since both he and Erskine were equally
qualified for the job, that the bank probably hired along
affirmative action guidelines.
His father seems angry and
says, "That's what I hate about these new laws.
The Irish
were discriminated against when they came to this country,
but we made it on our own.
Why can't they?
They want
everything on a silver platter."
Sean's

father's

□

sexist

□

racist

□

both

□

neither

□

I

statements

are:

sexist and racist
sexist nor racist

don't know
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SELF REPORTS

Instructions:
The purpose of this instrument is to report any
personal experiences with sex role stereotyping and/or
racism that you may have had since our last class meeting.
Please fill out both pages as completely as possible.
Section one:

a.

Sex role stereotyping

Observations

(Please list below all
instances of sex role
stereotyping that you have
observed since our last
meeting.
If none—please
write the word none below).

b.

Reaction:

(For each observation listed,
please describe any reaction
you may have had, i.e., what
did you do? (If you took no
no action, please write the
word none below).

219
Section

c.

two:

Racism

Observations:

(Please list below all
instances of racism that
you have observed since
our last meeting.
If
none--please write the
word none below).

d.

Reaction:

(For each observation listed,
please describe any reaction
you may have had, i.e., what
did you do? (If you took no
action, please write the
word none below).
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(Optional)

Name

COURSE EVALUATION

Instructions:
The purpose of this evaluation is to give information
to the instructor which will be used to improve this course.
Your opinion is valuable so take your time and give useful
criticism.
Below you will find a list of the eight class sessions
and the topics covered during each session.
For each ques¬
tion please indicate your response by circling the appropri¬
ate number of numbers.
Make sure that you read carefully
and

that you answer

every question completely.

Session
number

Topic

General

1

Discussion,

Racism and Sexism

definition exercise
Drawbridge exercise

2

Starpower game

3

(Story)

(circle, square, tri¬
angle game—marbles)

Design a racist/sexist school exercise
Proposal idea discussion groups

4

5

6

7

8

Male/female

separation exercise

Contract writing

exercise

Project Proposal Presentations
Leadership Style exercise
Informal discussion evaluating

course

Final Project Presentations
Discussion of support needs
inal Project Presentations (continued)
^
.
____raf no sheet
exercise
Course Evaluation

.

1

sessions:
I attended the following
attended)
11 the sessions you
(Circle the numbers of a
7
3
2

1

8
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Session
number

Topic

1

General Discussion, Racism and Sexism
definition exercise

2

Drawbridge exercise

3

Starpower game

4

Design a racist/sexist school—
Proposal idea discussion groups

5

Male/female separation exercise
Contract writing exercise

6

Project Proposal Presentations
Leadership Style exercise
Informal discussion evaluating course

7

Final Project Presentations
Discussion of support needs

8

Final Project Presentations (continued)
Sex role stereotyping rating sheet

(Story)

(circle, square, tri¬
angle game—marbles)

exercise
Course Evaluation

I

found the

valuable:

following

session(s)

(Circle number(s)

to be especially

of valuable

sessions).

1234567£
because:

222

Session
number

Topic

1

General Discussion, Racism and Sexism
definition exercise

2

Drawbridge exercise

3

Starpower game

4

Design a racist/sexist school—
Proposal idea discussion group

5

Male/female separation exercise
Contract writing exercise

6

Project Proposal Presentations
Leadership Style exercise
Informal discussion evaluating course

7

Final Project Presentations
Discussion of support needs

8

Final Project Presentations (continued)
Sex role stereotyping rating sheet

(Story)

(circle, square, tri¬
angle game--marbles)

exercise
Course Evaluation

3.

I found that the following session(s)
all valuable to me:
(Circle number(s)
that were not valuable at all) .

1

2
because:

3

4

5

6

was/were not at
of session(s)

7

8
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Session
number

Topic

1

General Discussion, Racism and Sexism
definition exercise

2

Drawbridge exercise

3

Starpower game

4

Design a racist/sexist school—
Proposal idea discussion group

5

Male/female separation exercise
Contract writing exercise

6

Project Proposal Presentations
Leadership Style exercise
Informal discussion evaluating course

7

Final Project Presentations
Discussion of support needs

8

Final Project Presentations (continued)
Sex role stereotyping rating sheet

(Story)

(circle, square, tri¬
angle game—marbles)

exercise
Course Evaluation

4.

I would have liked it better if we had spent more time
on: (Circle number(s) of session(s) you wanted to spend
more

time on)•

12345678
and

less

wanted

to

1

2

time on
spend

because:

3

(Circle number(s)
less

of

session(s)

6

7

you

time on).

4

5

8
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Session
number

Topic

1

General Discussion, Racism and Sexism
definition exercise

2

Drawbridge exercise

3

Starpower game

4

Design a racist/sexist school-Proposal idea discussion group

5

Male/female separation exercise
Contract writing exercise

(Story)

(circle, square, tri¬
angle game—marbles)

Project Proposal Presentations
Leadership Style exercise
Informal discussion evaluating course
Final Project Presentations (continued)
Sex role stereotyping rating sheet
exercise
Course Evaluation

5.

Comments:
(Please

Thank you.

give

any additional
-»ji_ „ -c

suggestions that might
^ pnnf ptvI- ann /or

APPENDIX
SAMPLE

C

STUDENT PROJECTS
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ANALYSIS OF A COURSE:
By
Alex Stein
(unedited)

FRENCH

III

(Page 1)
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INTRODUCTION

This project was born because of a memory that I
had of a teacher (constantly) making sexist remarks and
jokes.
It attempts to analyze and tries to correct the
attitudes of the teacher and some of the students and
is a summation of what happened, what didn't happen and
why.
The course analyzed is a French III Foreign Language
course, D period, phases 4-5.
The teacher is Mr. _.
In talking with him both before, during,and after a pre¬
sentation and class discussion about sexism in the course,
I noticed a change in his attitude, and a new awareness of
his attitudes.
Likewise, I noticed a change in the atti¬
tudes of many of the students in the course after the
discussion.
In these respects,
I feel that my efforts
were

successful.

Another part of the project involved a one week
analysis of sexist statements made during the class, by
both students and teachers.
Due to the rotating schedule,
labs, test days and other factors, the five days that are
analyzed are far from consecutive.
The five days analyzed
were a Wednesday, a Friday, a Tuesday, another Wednesday
and another Tuesday.
During this time, there were about
fifteen sexist remarks that I caught and was able to write
down.
This was not quite as much as I had thought that it
would be,

but is

still

analy
took
used
French ALM textbook

, —

a

substantial

(1970,

2nd edition).

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
As im
book that
ter 22.
including
.. tor,

engi-

.

figure.

(Page
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lawyer, saying that these were done by "fathers, uncles
and brothers."
"Mothers" were not even mentioned as
having any professions, not even that of "housewife."
However, there were jobs that could be done (according
to the text) by "sisters."
These jobs were "nurse,"
and "airline stewardess."
Nowhere was it mentioned that
there are "airline stewards," male "nurses" or female
"doctors."
If we were to believe the text, and there
are many who are bound to it, then it would seem like all
of those fields were restricted by race, to white only.
Later in the chapter is a Reading called "Projets
d'avenir," ("plans for the future") which is about a
young girl who wants to study medicine and her old fashioned grandfather who says, "Medicine is not for women!"
The ultimate line in the conversation is when the girl
says, "It's not unusual anymore to find women doctors, and
even'a few surgeons."
The way this story is told makes it
sound like the designers and editors of the book are saying,
"AH—right-there-we-put-in-something-about-women' s-lib-so-

go-back-to-your-kitchens-and-have-the-food-ready-by-sixI' ve-had-a-rough-week. "
The grandfather in the en<^
grumblingly agrees that the girl should be able to decide
for herself what she'll do.
But it doesn't come across as
a

real

situation.

In order

to

find out what the real

statistics

for

professions by sex were, I found the latest available
statistics from the U.N. Yearbook of Labor Statistics
(1976
UN Press).
Among the most startling figures were
that there are 21 times more men than women in

III

l^el^doctors^lawyers^businesspeoplej^ther^are actually
l'5'tirnes°rthe?eewerea4.5eUmesnmoreewomen1thanamen in
typic

line

,

times more women than men

fields?

wire also 4.0

administrative

fields.

While more than
the working

force,

of

in clerical

times more men than women rn

the

barely more

**
fcf

*

By age groups,

France were part of the wo k
g
numb;r in the working
males were over 9 5. of the
riod Qf time.
m conforce from ages 25-49, a ie g
y
total number in the
trast, the women were over 50. of the tota
^ due ^ ^

1

working

force

from ages

20-29.

remap
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fact that women traditionally got married in their
twenties, at which point they would stop working.

(early)

There was a tendency among students (particularly
males) to excuse the stereotyping because "that's the way
it is."
There is some question as to whether the myth is
caused by the reality or whether it is the reality that
is caused by the myth.
As is usually the case, the answer
is probably somewhere in the middle.
It is my belief that
the myth started out and was originally caused by reality,
but that it was also later used to oppress women and "keep
them in their place."
It was at that point that the
reality started to be caused by the myth—at least partly—
the cutoff point being the first struggle and the first
use of the myth as a weapon of oppression.
Fortunately
the traditionally "male fields" are becoming integrated
and the myths which are now obviously not true, are dis¬
appearing .

STRATEGIES
The main part of this section was a one week analysis
of sex-role stereotyping in the actual class itself.
Among
the most blatant examples of sex-role stereotyping were
(all uncredited quotes are from Mr. _, the teacher) :
"This is a good thing to read because it
appeals to our chauvinistic natures..."
(Friday).
"All girls who I ask say that they drink
wiskey, gin, champagne, and things like
that, but all the boys say water..."
(1st Tuesday).
"That's because girls are more honest than
boys."--A female student (1st Tuesday).
"If you don't get married,
maid."
Mr.

you'll be an old

(1st Tuesday).
asked

five people

if

they planned

to get married some day.
Only one of
people was a male.
(1st Tuesday).

the
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"Children, and bringing up children, are
problems for the wife."
(1st Tuesday).
"Conduire, to drive,
better than women."

which men do much
(1st Tuesday)

"Men are always better drivers than women.
No question about it."—A male student
(1st Tuesday).
"It depends on the individual.
Some women
are terrible drivers, but so are some men."
—A female student (1st Tuesday).
"Une assiette, a plate, is where you eat
what your mother has cooked—if it's edible."
(2nd Wednesday).
"Aren't you going to get married?
get married."
(2nd Wednesday).

All girls

"I can understand if the girls didn't get
Sheila a birthday present, but I had thought
that all of the boys would have gotten her
one."

(2nd Tuesday).

When I met with Mr. _ after the observation
period, I was armed with both the observations and the
1 shnr statistics.
When I pointed out the sexism of the
jokes he had made, he admitted that he had done it without
thinkina
and did not realize that he had done it.
I
was here--and with his promise to be more careful abou
successful^ because^^had”succeeded6in

rsaas^c

622

and the

sex-role

stereotyping

in the text and

course.
Before going on,
of

622,

upon which
5

systems

01

I will quote ^appropriate section

this whole Pro3e

The curricula of all public

shall present

school

in fair perspective the...
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contributions of persons and groups of different
races, nationalities, sexes and colors.
5.02
All school books, instructional and
educational materials shall be reviewed for sexrole and minority group stereotyping.
Appropriate
activities, discussions and/or supplementary
materials shall be used to counteract the stereo¬
types depicted in such materials.

The discussion, which took place on Monday, November
28th, was an amazing success.
Perhaps this is due to the
fact that the students were glad to be able to get out of
a class on Monday morning after a long weekend, but there
also appeared to be a lot of real interest.
I began the discussion with a brief explanation about
622, and the reading of regulations 5.02 and 5.01.
I then
cited the specific examples of sex-role stereotyping from
the text, and read several of the examples from the observa¬
tion period.
After explaining why I was doing this and
telling a bit more about the project I was doing, I opened
the floor for questions.
There were a lot of them.
Most of

the questions dealt with my personal opinions

on subjects such as morality, marriage, work, and the
drafting of women into the armed forces.
There were also
many questions about 622 and how it related to the school,
especially to a female football player, the football and
the volleyball teams.
The people in the class were
interested, responsive, and never too shy to comment on
things that I did or didn't say.
In addition to the ques
tions, several of the people in the class, as well as Mr.
, told me that they really liked the way that I
ran

the discussion
TO

sum up

("very

the results

there were many successes,
Among the successes were:

However

due to

low-keyed,"
of

said one).

this project,

I

feel

that

and, of course, t!!itude by Mr
the change of attitud
y
•

the response of

the discussion period,

I
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feel that others will be encouraged to object to sex-role
stereotyping that is going on unnoticed or (even worse)
being joked about.
Sexism is pure and simple oppression
and is not something that should be continuously joked
about.
This project was fascinating to do.
I tried at all
times to keep it relaxed and, above all, fun.
This doesn't
mean that I didn't take it seriously—I just tried to
avoid taking it so seriously that it was no longer enjoy¬
able.
In addition to being enjoyable, this project
and
the course itself—made me learn a lot about myself and
the world

(school)

around me.

Attitude Change as it Relates to
Racism and Sexism Violations of the Law Chapter
By
Susan Hall

(unedited)

622
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A course on racism and/or sexism, especially if it
deals with a particular law or laws, has no direct influ¬
ence on a person, unless he or she is not only made aware
of the prejudices existing in our society, but also given
the encouragement and chance to make a personal contribu¬
tion in the effort of change.
I basically agree with the
purpose of Chapter 622.
Equality in the school system is
so important.
True, one cannot get rid of prejudice al¬
together; but awareness by students and faculty is the
first

step.

I decided to do my project on the aspect of racist
and sexist attitude change.
I chose three situations of
concern and labeled them, "A" :
The Tri-S Club is an all
female group;
"B":
The co-ed gym class is separated
into two groups, male and female;
C :
There are no
black students in last year's and this year's Theater
Company.
Although not all of these case studies were in
need of change, digging to the root of the problem is
necessary in order to proceed with any action.
The Tri-S Club, at first glance, is an all girls
club.
Intriguing.
I believed, then, this would be a
dandy situation to explore, for it states in Chapter 6
,
article 6.01-6.02, that no student shall be excluded from
any school sponsored activity on the basis of race, color,
sex, religion or national origin.
As a 1976-77 member of
the Tri-S, I was under the impression that this was an
al! girls club; boys purposely excluded,
"hen aware of
the intention and construction of these regulations
I
realized that because there was not a boys club of^
like, the existence of Tri-S was lllega .
group all female?
Who has manipulation of
that

it

should be all

These were

y
the attitude

female?

some of

the questions

I

asked myself

and

beXnMthe PrOCGSS ^eachef advisor of the^i-S^ub?
with Mrs.
-.®ac T hoDed to simply understand her
Through this interview, I hoped to simp y
Withfeelings and attitudes, which underlie the gi
•
where
nnt the need of defensiveness, I wanted ro
I was coming from and what I hoped to achie
.
She was very pleasant and eager to

tell

all.

Much to
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my surprise the history of the group is very different than
I had interpreted.
Apparently, four years ago Mrs.
was the advisor of the Tri-S and Mr.
was theteacher advisor of the Key Club—an all male club.
The
groups were very individual; for while the Tri-S was a
social service club, the A.R.H.S. key club was a group
of rowdie high school students looking for a good time. (!)
Mrs. _ was the one to suggest they combine the
two to form one co-ed social service club.
Mr. _
agreed—probably to rid the responsibility of those rambuncious boys.
It was done.
The two teachers tried com¬
bining the groups, and as you can see, it is no more.
The first day, there was a large turnout.
Very encou¬
raging.
But the boys never returned.
"Maybe it was because
the meeting was held in the Home Ec. room!"
Mrs. _
attempted to explain with a chuckle.
"I don't know, there
was just never an interest... and they never came back to

That interview left me slightly bewildered, for as I
had prepared myself to be as non offending as possible,
Mrs.
herself felt the need to combine the two
clubs, making one large co-ed social service group.
And
her attempt was a very brave move being made four years ago
when the attitudes of the "sexes being equal" had not yet
swept the country.
Also, there must have been a male
interest, or the first meeting would have been a flop.
What happened to that interest?
Was it never encouraged?
With these points in mind, I decided to talk with the
present president of the Tri-S and various members, to get
a female point of view.
_, the president,was not
an eye witness of the day of reconciliation of the two
separate clubs, but has some strong feelings about the
club in general.
She feels because they have many active
members, and because they started the year $100.00 in the
hole, that as a group, their primary responsibil
y
raise money enough to provide us with an adequate formal.
Therefore? no ?ell action was taken to recruit new members.

Toiler,

^hen
the club,

I

suggested the idea of including guys in
was enthusiastic.
It would breaKrne

monotony of the biased (yet of course most^“iiput from
of the woman.
"It would be fantastic to have input iro
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the guys

about the formal,"

she says with a smile.

When conferring with other members of the Tri-S,
one shared how she personally would adore having members
of the opposite sex relating in the situation of a social
service club.
As for that matter, it came out, "Sure,
I'd love to have them in Tri-S; I'd love to have them
cheering with us tool!"
So, even though the idea of including males as members
of the Tri-S has not been a great concern of the girls, I
feel they have not discouraged it in any purposeful way.
Obviously, then, if attacking the problem of lack of boys
in an all girls group (the Tri-S, Cheerleading), one would
have to work on the attitudes of the fellows and maybe take
it one giant step further and pursue the manner in which
society places these strongly addicting dispositions onto
its members.
As

it

stands

now,

I did not accomplish exactly what

I set out to do, although what I did get was all very
interesting; most helpful in the sense of becoming familiar
with the attitudes of sex equality and sexism of various
students in the school; and fun to develop.
(Added note
of interest:
None of the girls I talked with were familiar
with Chapter 622).
But, this case study was going to be
my reference point from which I would develop a new stra
gy and techniques to possibly better my chances of creating
attitude change in my next case study.
In t^s one, all
the attitudes I was dealing with were positive and we
"pro"

to what I was

after.

I feel hopeful in the years to come.
The girls I
taiked with all seemed to share the common feeling that
including guys in the club would be a very worthwhile
experience
. y

campaign
is

for all.
By exposing them to P°nd^^gc^ld
pYtPnt of it becoming a reality, this couiu

to

as; sx-

=park the appeal of the gu^s

a definite beginning

in a

sexist
The

the concept

situation.

second

a personal

to

;ude change

situation

standpoint,

is

^

need of change

the co ea gy

a^le^st^r^^
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the males and females in such a way which they work only
with the same sex.
In our soccer class the boys were
constantly "hogging" the ball and making goal after goal.
Granted, this was a problem in and of itself, but my com¬
plaint came when the gym teacher instead of dealing
directly with the situation, sundered the boys from the
girls and set up the teams such that the girls would only
come in contact with other girls; boys only with boys.
It was most annoying.
I then went to my teacher about my concern.
I did
not mean to bring out a defensive side in him, so instead
of claiming he handled the condition very poorly (which I
was feeling at the time) I merely tried to be open minded
and understand the position he was in more clearly.
He
felt that there was a definite problem with the chemistry
of the folks in our particular gym class, yet the manner
in which he handled the problem, was the only feasible
way in his eyes.
I was not satisfied with that answer,
but settled for it anyway for I could not think of much
more I could do at that time to help the situation any.
Then, he caught me off guard!
They next day the
class started with a new pattern of events.
We did our
regular stretching exercises and then divided into teams
of mixed company—males and females.
But there was a new
regulation to follow this time; the ball had to be touched
by at least three girls, or the goal would not count.
When the thunderous groans from all the guys ceased, the
game continued.
I was extremely touched that he had not
only listened to what I had to say, but actually heard me
and acted upon it.
His remedy worked very well.
At large there is no article in Chapter 622 which
states that all gym classes must be co-ed.
Article 5.04
does proclaim that each school shall provide an equal
opportunity for physical education, for all students.
Possibly A^R.H.S
feels that this goal can be more easily
obtained by making the classes co ed.
That is
choice.
But should they decide to continue to execute
that option
the law does state that the particular goals,
skill development procedures, objectives, etc. canno
e
distributed on the basis of sex, nor devised in such a
wav that they may create disadvantages for members of
r/thefsex
'in effect, both of my gym teacher's situa¬
tion changes were

against the

law!
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I spoke and was heard.
That in and of itself could
be an adequate result.
Not to sound disappointed with the
fact that the gym class structure was altered conceivably
because of my voicing an opinion; but I do not like the
resulting alternatives when compared to the law of equal
gym classes.
In this case study I was attempting to change
the attitude of my gym teacher, and in doing so I created
an option which is in violation with the law I am defending.
Not a very positive outcome.
As a precise followup of the case study I wanted to
discuss the law with my gym teacher and explore different
such techniques to envolve the boys with the girls in the
class more whole-heartedly.
But the gym classes changed
before I got a chance to do so.
Thus I have left the ends
undone.
But from what I did get out of the whole experi¬
ence of confronting an elder with criticism, is certainly
most worthwhile; I now have the confidence to bring forth
contrary details without the fear of being
hated
or
turned off.
My third and final case study is a small investiga
tion of the A.R.H.S. Theater Company.
As a member and
through the initial contact with the material on the
Chapter 622 laws, I came to realize that this Drama Club
is an all white group and has traditionally been for as
long as I know of.
Again, the regulations state that no
student shall be denied the opportunity of participating
in a school sponsored extra-curricular activities on the
basis of race, color, sex, religion or national origin,
thus, attitudes are in the way of allowing a colored
student to become a part of

the Drama Club.

I wanted to find the basic attitude of th^Theater
Company members, so asked various s u
■
, .
her

to do anything she could to change

/ t^th^extent that

STas^ra ^onsc^o^TflorfL5exclude others from the
group.
Then I talked with the new Drama Director.

She has

Black6students^interestedWin domain t^achco!, but also
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other nationally origined students.
As the director of
various productions over the course of this year, she has
and will ask Third World students to be in the plays and
musicals and encourage them to come to the Theater Com¬
pany meetings.
I feel very good about the outcome of an
inter-racial Drama Club because of the positive attitudes
of the group and the fact that we are much more aware
(there is that significant word again!) of the problem
and what to do about it than most other school affiliated
groups and clubs.
I must say my overall experience with this project
has been so meaningful.
I think that because I dealt
with three situations of concern to analyze for attitude
change, the exposure to the basic problems was more
focused so that I had a chance to ponder possibilities.
When talking with the girls from Tri-S, I remembered when
I was a member and reacted inside accordingly.
If some¬
one had asked me those same questions, I cannot say as I
would have had as much enthusiasm as those girls did.
To
me the Tri-S Club, as does any other all girls club,
represents the total experience of being women.
Somehow
to visualize boys sitting around the same tables, thinking
the same thoughts and voting on the same decisions as we
girls, removes all the personal qualities and takes away
from a special and almost necessary experience.
Yet, if
the enthusiasm is mutual across the board it is a wise
decision, then, to create a co-ed social service club.
I am disappointed I did not receive an opportunity
to stumble upon new ideas for attitude change, yet am
pleased that the concept of awareness is completely rein
forced by this case study.
I

feel frayed when thinking about the outcome of the
co-ed gym class.
I do not feel I have done anything sig¬
nificant in that particular situation, for my teacher is
left with the same ideas as before such as no spark was
set off by any sort of awareness and I did not act hastily
enough to complete my little scheme by
where I was coming from in terms of Chapter 6
.
as I said before, I am more confident in myself w^h.the
ability to confront some one with a concern
does seem rather harsh and/or offending.
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I know, from witnessing other classes in my gym period,
that it is impossible to get the two sexes working in har¬
mony with each other while simultaneously competing from
different ends of the soccer field.
If there is one class
to do it; there can be more.
I believe it has something
to do with the encouragement and possibly participation of
the teacher.
One tends to react to another more proficient¬
ly if she feels a sense of caring, rather than disregard.
I never knew exactly how our drama director felt
about the all white situation, and am most grateful that
I do now.
It not only gives me a different view of her
as a person, but I can look
forward to the day when we
will not have to make an effort to inspire others to come
and perform with us.
As a project, my results conflict somewhat with my
title.
I did hope to explore ideas and experiences of
attitude change rather than just awareness as the first
step.
But also, I feel good about my project results
because it leaves me with a much more positive, spirited
attitude about our school in terms of awareness of racism
and sexism, than I had had before and ever dreamed I would
have.

APPENDIX

D:

KEY CORRESPONDENCE
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335 Amity Street
Amherst, Massachusetts
July

26,

01002

1977

Kathleen Atkinson
Women's Educational Equity
Project/SCEE
Bureau of Student Services
Department of Education
182 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
02111

Dear Kathleen,
Recently I received a copy of your brochure on SCEE and
discovered that many of your project goals may be realized
in a program that X will be directing this fall at Amherst
Regional High School.
The title of te project is "Developin^Strategies for Student Implementation of Chapter 622."
Ten high school students will be selected to participate
in a training course that I will teach covering the
following content

areas:

1.
2.
3.

sex role/sexism awareness
racial stereotyping/racism awareness
regulations and procedures for 622 implementation

4.

social

change

strategies

Course participation will grant each student 12 graduation
credits for which they will be required to design, imple
ment* and evaluate their own plan for changing an existing
school policy, program, or condition that ts currently
inconsistent with

a**-*

t

the

have received

spirit
$150.00

or

leuuej.

in funding

from our

school

from any materials that you might
e
sources of
I could use suggestions on any possible sources o£
funding (i.e., small grants, private foundations^e^J

Also,

which I could pursue.
My f^t^®1?^®tion of a finalized
include the construction andstudent projects) which
rh^iCdU^inusefuin?orXotPheerSs°choll
state

level.

systeL

and at the
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If you are interested in a copy of my final report and
study results, I will be happy to share them with you
when the project is completed.
Thank you in advance for
your help.

Carlene Riccelli
Guidance Counselor
Amherst Regional High School
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MEMORANDUM

September

TO:

All ARHS

FROM:

Carlene Riccelli—Guidance

RE:

Instructions for distributing
enclosed Course Packets.

14,

1977.

Faculty with Homeroom Assignments

and collecting

the

As you know from my faculty meeting presentation, I
am teaching an evening ALPS course for the Guidance Depart¬
ment entitled:
"Chapter 622:
Strategies for Student
Implementation."
The curriculum was developed this summer
as part of an R and D grant.
The enclosed 5 page packets
announce and describe the course structure and dates.
Please read the following instructions carefully.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Distribute one packet to each of your
homeroom students on Monday, September 19.
Tell them to keep the 5 pages together.

.

Read

2

the

instructions on the course announce

ment aloud

(front page of packet).

Instruct students to read the course descrip
tion and fill out the course survey—during
Monday's homeroom, if possible.
They should
return all 5 pages to you if they have finished.

3.

Some

4.

interested

students may not

finish and may

need to take the packet home Monday night to
check with their parents about transportati
etc.
This is permissable—but remind them
they must return the entire 5 page packet on
Tuesday,

5.

September

,

20.

Tuesday—

a.

Collect packets that went home

b

Distribute packets to students who

Sere absent Monday-with same instruct

.

6

On Wednesday

please collect any

and Thursday
and "those who forgot.
packets from "absentees"

11
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7.

Thursday,

September

22 by

2:30 p.m.—

Please return all completed and unused packets
to my office or mail box.
Also please include a list of students who
were absent all week or who failed to return
a packet for some reason.
THURSDAY,

September

22

is my

final deadline.

IMPORTANT
I am striving for 100% return on these packets!
(I know that's hard/crazy).
This course is a
pilot project for potential state-wide distribution
sometime in the future—so I'm making a real effort
to gather complete information.
Thank you, thank you,

I

owe you a bunch of

favors.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education
31 St. James Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116

15

September 1977

Carlene Riccelli, Guidance Counselor
Amherst Regional High School
335 Amity Street
Amherst, Massachusetts
01002
Dear Ms.

Riccelli:

Kathy Atkinson has asked me to send you the
attitudes questionnaire for Project SCEE and
other materials you might find useful.
I have enclosed some materials that we have
found helpful or used in training.
They are
covered by an introductory note.
Good luck with your project and please let
us know if we can be of any future help.
Sincerely,

Polita Cohen
Project SCEE

KA/jh

nlpaae

■laria Santos,
look up Maria

spective on
country.

a

freshman at
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